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Valparaiso, 28th June, 1919.

Senor Don

Enrique Rocuant.

My dear friend,

Allow me to advise you, formally, that I

have finished the translation of your able and patriotic work
«La Neutralidad de Chile, » on the very day Peace was signed.
That surely is a good omen.

Very sensible of the great honour you did me in entrusting
that very important work to my care, I wish to state that I have
devoted the best of my energies to it, and not only that but the

further knowledge acquired during the course of the translation.

It has been a labour of love, on my part, to this country where,

during thirty-nine years, I have received countless kindnesses
and never experienced any injustice either socially or in my cap-

acity of merchant, and the very least I could do was to respond
immediately to your kindly request to help to put the actuation
of Chile, during the war, in its true light.

I did not allow to enter into my mind such doubts as I could

reasonably have had as to my ability to undertake the task set

before me, bowing entirely to your judgment and your honour-
able desire to place your just case before the English-speaking
world.

I shall not soon forget the simple and sincere words of His

Excellency Senor Don Luis Barros Borgono, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, in thanking me for acceding to your wishes.

In the course of my labour I was more and more convinced of

what I already knew, viz., that, in working for the statesmen of

Chile, I was in touch with able diplomatists, just men and gen-
tlemen.
The distinguished gentleman and faithful public servant His

Excellency Seiior Don Agustin Edwards, in an address before a

very select audience in the Victoria Theatre, Valparaiso, referred

to the words of the great Italian thinker Enrico Ferri in a treas-
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ured album of his: those words were «Life without an ideal is

not worth Hving.»
Men like President Wilson, Clemenceau, Lloyd George, Lansing

are our best ideals, and great also as ideals are the honourable
soldiers Joffre, Foch, Kitchener, French, Haig, Diaz, Pershing,
and those redoubtable sons of the sea, JeUicoe, Beatty, Sims,
who executed, without a murmur, the orders of their respective
Governments, not with thirst for human blood, but as strong
links in that strong chain which will pull the world onward to the

highest achievements of peace, in the coming years, when I shall

not be present to do my Httle bit.

My own ideal has, for some time past, been to be a soldier of

peace, and in that capacity to shew such soldierly quaUties as

are manifested on the field of battle, for only such quaUties will

avail us in the huge struggle before us, the reconstruction of the

world. Has not human life been counted too cheap in the past?
Has not man a divine right to fulness of days? Must we still edu-

cate our children only to see them ruthlessly mangled by the

merciless guns? Can we not replace the patriotism of war by the

patriotism of peace, each man living, not dying, for the common
good? Surely the glories of peace beckon us onward to ever

greater achievement!
I am no friend of those who are always decrying Governments,

expecting everything from them while rendering no loyal service

to them, for it is only by true and faithful individual action that

we can ever have really effective government, and raise a new
and powerful race of men who will not rest satisfied till they have
cut down the battle-tree, dug up its roots, destroyed its seed, and
burnt the whole on a funeral pile.

In conclusion, allow me to thank you for the calm and judic-
ious manner in which you have shewn your confidence in me,
and to hope that at some future date, when this translation has

been tested, I shall hear that it has answered your expectations.

Only the fervour of sincere respect and true friendship could

have led me to speak so plainly and there still remains something
to say.
Your work speaks for itself: it is built on immovable founda-

tions of fact that cannot be gainsaid. The superstructure is worthy
of the foundation. The golden thread of patriotism leavens the

whole. You have proved what you set out to prove, in the most

convincing manner, and have done well in bringing to the know-

ledge of the American and European world Chile's dignified ob-

servance of neutrality during the war. With your country so

strongly in favour of the Entente Powers and the cause they
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upheld, it must have been difficult, at times, to keep within
the strict lines of neutrality, but that that neutrality was strict-

ly observed by your Government on each and every occasion there

cannot be a shadow of a doubt, nor could any other course have
been justified. I met many people who thought that Chile should
have thrown in her lot with the Entente Powers, but apparently
they were quite unaware that in that case Chile would have
dishonoured her word and the Hague Convention which does not
allow war to be declared on purely humanitarian grounds, but

only in case of direct assault on life and property.
It is also satisfactory to find that Chile acting in entire inde-

pendence of the great Northern RepubHc, followed a similar

course in regard to neutrality.
The documentary evidence was so ably set forth and treated

by you, that a summing up was hardly necessary to prove the

dignified and correct attitude of Chile during the war, but you
went further and illustrated the action of your country by many
interesting details projected from the national life, which corrob-

orated <that Chile was most undoubtedly pro-Entente, a fact

I never for a moment doubted.
I cannot do otherwise than tell you how much I have admired

your sterling and fairminded patriotism, as also the strenuous
and conscientious skill manifested in your work. Your sympathy
for the men of all nationalities who have rendered good service

within your country is clearly defined, and your moderation and
kindliness must surely win the approval of all of us who have the

good of Chile at heart.

With the assurance of my highest esteem,

I have the honour to remain,

Yours faithfully,

H. E. SWINGLEHURST.





Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Chile

Santiago, 30th July 1919.

Henry Edward Swinglehurst, Esq.,

Valparaiso.

My dear Sir:

I have read with special interest your letter to Senor Enri-

que Rocuant, the author of «The Neutrality of Chile», in which

you express your satisfaction at having finished the translation

he asked you to make.
I am very pleased that he entrusted it to you, for I consider

it indispensable that this book be placed before the EngHsh-
speaking peoples in their own language. Thus it will be brought
before a greater number of readers and leave a deeper impression
on their minds, especially in Great Britain and the United

States, those great and powerful nations to which Chile is bound

by the strongest commercial and friendly links.

The selection of you to make an English translation of a book
written in Spanish—whose aim is to justify the neutrality of Chile

during the war just ended, and to demonstrate that such neutral-

ity was strictly maintained—could not have been more appro-
priate, as you are the most persevering and prominent Hterary
worker among the British in this country.
You say «It has been a labour of love, on my part, to this

country where, during thirty-nine years, I have received count-
less kindnesses and never experienced any injustice either social-

ly or in my capacity of merchant, and the very least I could
do was to respond immediately to your kindly request to help
to put the actuation of Chile, during the war, in its true light. »

Words like these can only emanate from a generous heart that
feels truth in all its fulness and proclaims it.

Your name, as an illustrious poet, attached to the English
version of this book will be of great value, and I thank you sin-

cerely for the service you have so kindly rendered us.
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I must needs add a word of homage to your country. It so

happens, that of the peoples that have taught us their best les-

sons and given us their wisest counsel, none has taken deeper
root in Chile than the EngHsh.
The reasons are manifold; the motives weighty.
From the eariiest years bf our Independence Englishmen have

become citizens and shared our daily tasks; in Industry, Trade,
Finance, PubHc Works, and wherever inteUigence and persever-
ance were needed, there we have seen the British facing the
rudest toil with muscles of steel and a clear vision of the future.

Their exertions have generally been successful in winning wealth
and respect; they have always been conspicuous for morality,

integrity and straightforwardness, and their action has been an

example and an inducement to that noble rivalry which in a great
measure has tempered our character and will.

The English Colony holds a prominent position in this land,

by reason of its numbers, its tactful disposition, and the splen-
did bearing of its members to one another and towards us.

The commercial ties binding us are wide-spread, fruitful and
constant. London is the Banker of our Government,
There is true friendship between Chileans and British. EngHsh

blood pulses in the veins of thousands of Chileans; English names
and Chilean are so intermingled that it has come to be looked
on as a matter of course.

Such are the associations and advantages we derive from Great

Britain, in our peaceful labours.

As regards our action in matters of war, the extraordinary
efforts we made in 1820 to uphold the liberty of these countries—

sending our navy to the coast of Peru to secure her indepen-
dence and to consolidate that of South America—are symbolised
in the name of Lord Cochrane, the light of whose glory in our

past has always been the guiding star of the Chilean navy.
Great Britain, just and wise in her relations with all nations,

has been the good counsellor of Chile, and the august judge before

whom we have placed our principal differences; she was arbiter

in our dispute of half a century with the Argentine Republic,
which made possible the treaty of arbitration in May 1902,
adduced as an example of the highest manifestation of two

peoples in the cause of the peace of a Continent.

Chile will never forget how, in those dark and trying days
of the war just ended, when certain influences were at work

presenting our strict observance of neutrality in a false light. Sir

Edward Grey authoritatively declared that Chile had loyally com-

phed with her obligations as a neutral country. This spontaneous
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declaration is evidence of the justice and equanimity of Great

Britain, which, suffice it to say, Chile ratifies by her unchang-
ing sympathy and gratitude.

Kindly receive, dear Sir, the renewed assurance of my warm-
est friendship, and believe me.

Yours very sincerely,

(signed.) Luis Barros Borgono.





Preface.

The proportions of this treatise are very modest
and its object very simple. To present it with an intro-

duction would be fatuous.

Nevertheless it is necessary, at the commencements
to make a declaration in relation to the end in view.

This declaration is, that there is no intention of

disfiguring, or palliating, or attenuating the attitude

of the Government of Chile, with the object of making
it appear in situations that may entitle it to ask for

consideration from the countries which triumphed in

the war, which has recently scourged half the world.

Its purpose is to demonstrate that Chile maintained
a frank, decided, and honourable neutrality, her atti-

tude being in accordance with the law at all points,
and the idea of obtaining immediate advantages b}^
the sacrifice of those general principles which govern
the relations of the Powers towards each other, repug-
nant to her as a nation respectful of her peaceful tradi-

tions and dignity.
If the standpoint of this country implies, as a certain

neighbouring nation appears to believe, a moral defeat,
we are ready to face it, and at all events it is more virile

to fall upholding the goodness of a cause, than to

triumph through the support of the arms and endeav-
ours of others.

Chile, in reality, has nothing to fear from the colossal

success of the Allies, of those who triumphed, in truth,

by virtue of the immense sacrifices of life, of the sorrow,.



of the privations, and of the capital, with which they
served the noble cause which led them to their own
defence and to the defence of the fundamental princi-

ples of Internationa] Law. i

The final resolutions, which the Peace Conference

may adopt, will establish the compensations which the

conquered shall give to those who conquered, and
will resolve the questions which may affect the inter-

ests and conveniences of the one and of the other,

but, that Tribunal which acts as sponsor for the world,
and which, in homage to the solidarity of the human
race, wishes to establish the League of Nations, can

not, nor will it pretend to interfere in those matters
which relate to neutral countries.

Meanwhile, if during the war, the majority of the

Chileans sympathised with the cause of the Allies and

ardently desired their triumph, there were few who
were in favour of breaking the neutrality, and to-day,

especially im view of the attitude of the neighbouring
nation, to which I have referred, there is no discrepan-

cy in the appreciation that the country was honour-

ably neutral, because its 'dignity thus counselled it,

and because by such attitude it did not wound the

conveniences of any of the contending nations.

This exposition is not intended to enlighten the

judgment of the Allied Governments, or that of its

Rulers, but to dissipate the false appreciations spread
abroad by a country, an irreconcilable enemy of Chile

with the object of influencing the public opinion of the

nations who have triumphed.
It wiU be proved by the documentation in these

pages that those who make us out to be pro-Ger-
man have a selfish interest in thus calumniating us.

Valparaiso, March 19 19.



THE NEUTRALITY OF CHILE

IN THE

GREAT WORLD'WAR

THE GROUNDS

that prompted and justified it.

At the time of the declaration of the War, Chile was
on the most cordial terms with all the great Powers
who engaged in that great conflict of arms.
Under the protection of uninterrupted public order,

her natural riches were being developed by influential

capitalists of British, French, Italian, German, Austrian
and Slav nationality.

Leaders of industry of these nationalities, in rivalry
with Chilean capitalists, were strenuously working the
arid plains of the coast, to transform into Nitrate,

Potash, and Iodine, the crusts which constitute
the cloak of the deserts of that region.



And all contributed with their efforts to enrich this

country, whose agricultural and industrial products
are consumed on a large scale by the army of workers
who elaborate these rich fertilisers, and whose revenue
is obtained from the tax imposed on the export of

them.
British and German banking Institutions, supported,

in part, that industry, in like manner as they gave
facilities to the commercial houses, especially to those

of importation and exportation, centred, almost
dn their entirety, in those nationalities.

German capital had latterly been brought into the

country, in considerable proportions.
In like manner the commerce of that nation had

increased during the last fifteen years, proportionally

displacing British commerce, which previously obtain-

ed, almost absolutely, in the country.
French commerce which had considerable standing

in other days, found itself almost completely supplant-
ed by German commercial rivalry.

And, in the degree that great undertakings and pub-
he works, such as railways, port-works, and the sup-

plying of water and light, continued in the hands of

British capitalists in the nitrate grounds, the Germans

began to fight tenaciously to find an outlet for their

capital, in undertakings of that nature, in the heart of

the country. They had already installed services of

electric lighting and of electric tramways in Santiago
and Valparaiso, businesses which absorbed large
amounts of capital; and were offering to electrify the

State Railways in the first section.

A noble commercial struggle was thus strenuously

going on in the country, within the limits of legitimate

competition, and it is of importance to note that the

ground which the Germans were winning, at the expense
of their competitors, was not due, nor could it be due, to
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the favouritism of the public, the merchant, the con-

sumer, or of the Government; it sprang from causes
which may be called world-wide, because German
commercial penetration was conspicuous and almost
irresistible in all the markets of the world.
We remember that during our stay in England in

1897, the whole Press of that country was fixing its

attention on that penetration, endeavouring to discover
its causes, and to combat its effects. Numerous edito-

rials were headed «Made in Germany», and treated of

the expansion which German commerce in South Amer-
ica was attaining.

This campaign in the English Press was so contin-

uous, so general, and so persistent, that we thought
proper to send a communication to one of the principal

newspapers in Newcastle-on-Tyne, indicating the caus-

es which in our opinion were favouring the develop-
ment of German commerce in Chile, at the expense
of British, a communication which was well received
and commented.
Those comments stirred us to edit a small pamphlet,

entitled «The Commercial and Industrial Situation of

Chile», the purpose of which was to treat the matter,
so debated at that time.
The United States of North America was recently

beginning to occupy itself with the extension of its

commerce in Chile. France was limiting herself to

maintaining the interchange of those articles which are

the product of her creative talent, and which cannot be

successfully imitated. England was keeping up her im-

portation of merchandise of good quality, manufact-
ured to suit the British taste, and according to the
models customary in the industry and commerce of

that nationality. Italy was exporting little, and her

sons in Chile prospered in retail trade, without offering,
from her native industry, more than some articles of

food.
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German commerce, very strongly backed by their

Banks, attacked every branch, ordering, from their

manufacturers, merchandise made to suit the popular
taste and national tendencies, basing their competition
on articles similar to those of their competitors, but of

inferior quality, which made it possible for them to

offer them at moderate prices, and on terms of pay-
ment, in harmony with the customs of the consumers
and of the retailers.

To these factors they had added the establishment

of maritime services, which facilitated the importation
of articles of German manufacture, and the export of our

products,to that country.

During the last fifteen years they had extended those

'maritime services, by the opening of many branches of

Shipping Companies.
On establishing the first of these, a formidable

struggle took place with the Pacific Steam Navigation
Company, which was the only British line of steamers
that served our coast, and in spite of the competition
waged which brought about a considerable lowering of

the then existing freights, they succeeded in holding
their position, making headway, and establishing
themselves definitely.

While the German commerce, capital, and industries

made such progress, German action was felt in other

spheres of our national life.

The Army, which had some German instructors, had

adopted their tactics. We were made familiar with
their military power, their organisation, their discipline,
and warlike spirit, by distinguished leaders from our

midst, who had perfected their studies in Germany.
If to these circumstances we add that Frenchmen

were the instructors of the Peruvian army, whose nat-

ional leaders were educating it in the school of hatred

to Chile, and preparing it for the expected revenge, we
shall easily arrive at the conclusion that some of our
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military men followed with sympathy the efforts of the
German army.
On the other hand, our navy had adopted, of old, the

English tactics; many of its officers had perfected their

knowledge on British ships, and British men had been
the instructors of the fleet, while our ships and their

armament were constructed in British dockyards and

workshops.
It was natural also that our sailors should follow

with sympathy and with anxiety the hazards of the war
which their instructors, their comrades, and their

friends were engaged in.

The German military instructors increased in number
after the events of 1891. Colonel Korner was, at that

time, the only foreign military man in the service of the
Chilean Government, and, when the Revolution broke

out, he placed himself at the disposal of the revolu-

tionary party, whos^ army triumphed in the battles of

Concon and of Placilla.

Henceforward, General Korner had some share in

the technical direction of the army.

The country, in spite of its spirit profoundly national,

accepted with equanimity this situation, because it rec-

ognised the advantages that our army was receiving
from those officers who, in the capacity of instructors,
were arriving to serve, build up, and perfect it, and
because there were never motives for anticipating the

danger of their attempting a germanisation contrary
to the national dignity. German instructors came under
contract to serve the Chilean army, but were not its

idols. The army has only two: its country and its flag.
Public instruction also received the contingent of

some German professors who were contracted to fill

seats in establishments of a special character.

On the other hand, in the Southern provinces of Val-

divia and Llanquihue, were settled many descendants
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1848.
Established there, in good numbers, they cultivated

the land, and gav6 impulse to the various and valuable

industries, under their care, in those localities; but, not-

withstanding they retained their racial customs, it is

only just to recognise, that on no occasion before 1914,
had they made manifestations which could be consider-

ed as contrary to their status as Chileans, acquired by
their birth in the country, and by their incorporation
in our social life.

They maintained schools and colleges for their own
race, and for all Chileans who might wish to enter

them, without endeavouring, in those centres, to make
the German spirit predominate over the national, in

the souls of the pupils.
Those of them who were born in Chile, far from evad-

ing the fulfilment of their civic duties, exercised them
to the full, either by inscribing themselves for mili-

tary service, or by joining our active political parties,
within which they did not use their influence to get

pro-Germans into the Congress, but, in a broad spirit,

frankly republican and democratic, militated in the

ranks of the most advanced politicians, and contributed

to the electoral triumph of prominent Chileans.

Thus, the Germans and their descendants, in those

regions, did not give any trouble, during the war, or

grounds for complaint on the part of the allied diplo-
matic or consular representatives,except in very isolated

cases, which did not give justifiable grounds for censure.

The excesses prompted by love of fatherland, in

men of impulsive temperament, are pardonable, al-

though the circumstances, in which they occur, may
be censurable.

The essential point is, that nine tenths of those ele-

ments respected the neutrality of Chile, satisfactorily

and worthily.
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None of the factors named have contributed at any
moment to alter the national soul, closed entirely

by force of the dignity which is its essence, to every
extraneous suggestion, and to every influence which
does not emanate from the instinct of self-preservation
of the Chilean race, which is homogeneous, because
the foreign element is only 60,000 in a population of

more than four million inhabitants.

And, none ofthose factorshave influenced the educat-

ed classes, to the extent of uprooting their sympathy
for France and England.

For France, because in her Revolution of 1789, her

philosophers and publicists, who generated that move-

ment, nourished the spirit of the promoters of our
national independence, and because their intellectual

works pervade, to this day, our mentality, and the

libraries of our thinkers. French is our legislation, French
is our every day reading, and French are the fashions

which our women follow. Latin is the soul of France,
and Latin is the Chilean soul. The oceans, which sepa-
rate us from our intellectual mother, have been no
obstacle to the coming to our country of eminent pro-
fessors and professionals, who have contributed to

keep us in spiritual and intellectual contact with the

great Latin Republic, nor have they been an obstacle

to our receiving the reviews, the novels, the Art, the

tastes, and the animating works of the thinkers and
the writers of France, noble and heroic throughout the

centuries and the Ages.
For England, because that nation^ruler of the waves,

has never attempted to take undue^action against our

sovereignty, our rights, or our conveniences, not even
in the times when we barely ranked among civilised

countries; because she has been the generous Banker of

the nation; because she has been the builder of our

war-ships, during long years, and troublous internat-

ional situations; because her capital and her sons have
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contributed abundantly and efficiently, to develop our

commerce, our industries, and our general progress,
their watchword being respect to our Institutions and
to our social customs; and further on account of their

high personal and commercial character.

Without a doubt, those are profoundly mistaken

who, at a distance, rather than on the spot, have allow-

ed themselves to believe that the adherence of

some of the Officers of our army to the tactics of the
German army, that the activities of some Chileans,
descendants of Germans, and that other circumstances,

ephemeral and occasional, have been able to influence

the national spirit.

No! A thousand times no! The Nation has been

wholly Chilean, during the war, and the old and rooted

sympathies of its educated classes were not on the

point of varying, nor had they varied.

It can with safety be affirmed that if the popular
will had been consulted, it would have manifested
itself by an immense majority in favour of the Allied

cause, for the reasons already indicated, and for others

which it is worth while stating.
In the people of this country, as in all those who

gained their independence in the nineteenth century,
there nestled a feeling hostile to absolute monarchical

rule; the practice of republicanism and the advance^of
the democratic spirit in their public men and in their

peoples, have contributed to develop that antagonism.
On grounds of principle it was to be expected that

we should keep ourselves aloof from the autocratic

organisations which induced the Germans and Aus-
trians to precipitate the war.

France, Republican and Democratic, has always
retained the sympathies of our people. The Marseillaise,
with its thrill of Liberty, has always been an inspiration
,to them; they have looked upon it as the song of indi-

vidual liberty. The youth of the country sing it, when
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they wish to express their sentiments or liberal con-
victions in their propaganda meetings, and even in

their political campaigns; the masses sing it in their

public manifestations.

Our men of culture know England, and understand
that it is the nation of constitutional liberties, and that
under the Monarchical system and the Imperial crow^n,
individual and collective autonomy flourish just as

much as they do under the system of elective govern-
ment.

Chileans who have visited Europe, during the past
hundred years, have fixed their temporary homes in

Paris, and generally remain some time in England.
Up to quite recently, our professional men used to go

to France to perfect their studies. It is only latterly
that some have gone to Germany.

South-Americans, in general, follow the same lines.

They go to France, in the first place, for racial rea-

sons; in the second, on account of the difficulty that

we Spanish-speaking individuals have in mastering
the German tongue; in the third, on account of our
slender social ties with Germany, and in the fourth, on
account of a certain external dryness of manner, pecu-
liar to Teutonic culture, which keeps them aloof from
the races of sentimental or affable temperament."
The Frenchman finds a spirit kindred to his own, in

our national ambient, just, as the Chilean does in that
of France.

The same thing does not happen in regard to the
Britishman. He has his idiosyncracies; he is purely
British, wherever he goes and wherever he settles; he
retains intact his customs and attachments, and is

disinclined to any language, not his own.

Nevertheless, he is likeable and attractive; because
he is affable and communicates his culture by keeping
in sympathy with the circle in which he moves,
without imposing himself, and apparently without
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remembering that he forms part of a powerful and

superior nationality.
In this manner, the British colony has been able to

extend the knowledge of its language in our cultured

classes; it has popularised here the sport of horse -

racing, to which the British are so partial; it has institut-

ed and developed football, in such a manner that it

has become general in the whole country, as has also

the Institution of the Boy-Scouts, which we consider
to be a school of morality, and of practical exercise

of individual and collective virtue.

Our national history has also contributed to draw
closer the Chilean and the Britishman.

In its early pages, we find the glorious name of

O'Higgins, the greatest Captain of our national inde-

pendence, who was a direct descendant of British forefa-

thers, and, side by side with it, we have that of Lord

Cochrane, creator of our navy, under whose command
and example, we won our first victories on the sea; and
from British and French ancestors have sprung the

illustrious sailors, who have contributed so effica-

ciously, to this day, to maintain the tradition of Lord
Cochrane in our Navy.
We have already said, that in the field of industry,

British enterprise and capital set agoing, and made of

value the nitrate region, source of private and public
riches.

Our national history has, on its scroll of honour, the

names of leaders of industry who are English or of

English descent, e. g. North and Clark.

North initiated, on a vast scale, the exploitation of

the Nitrate industry, and laboured with invincible

energy to find a world-market for the Nitrate. The
brothers Clark initiated and brought to a successful

conclusion, the construction of the railway which
unites Chile with the Argentine, and which crosses the
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mount ain range of the Andes, the spine of the South
American Continent.

The popular gratitude, in which those pioneers of

our armed institutions, commerce, and industries are

held, is externalised in the public monuments which
have been erected to O'Higgins, to Lord Cochrane, and
to the brothers Clark, in virtue of Acts of Parliament.

In our political relations no incident has occurred to

disturb our perfectly cordial relations with the nations

at war; but, that our dissertation may be absolutely

impartial, we must bear witness that there was some
friction with certain diplomatic representatives of the

United States of North America.

It is known that the attitude of the Plenipotentiary
of that great country mortified our national pride dur-

ing the Chilean-Peruvian-Bolivian war; it is known
that the attitude of another Plenipotentiary of the

same nationality gave offence, during the Revolution
of 1891, to a great part of our public opinion; but it is

known also that the Government of the powerful Re-

public of the North did not make common cause with
those diplomatic agents, and that it admonished the

former.

The reach, not well defined, of the Monroe doctrine,
was a further source of misconception to our rulers.

To hide these facts would not be right on the part of

him whose object is to justify the attitude of Chile in

the world-war, which is terminating, and to review all

those incidents which could have influence, or, to

which, influence could be attributed abroad.
In 1914, a movement of frank approximation to the

United States was initiated,a movement which gathered
force by reason of the Conferences of Niagara Falls in

which the ABC, constituted by the grouping of Argen-
tine, Brazil and Chile, was fully recognised, a status

before the world being given it, and to whose good
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offices the United States resorted to adjust the delicate

and transcendental differences with Mexico.
In 1915, President Wilson, mandatary of the United

States, who will go down to history with the title of

« Champion of Humanity», said, at the Inauguration of

the sessions of the North American Congress in Sep-
tember:

« There was a time when the United States was con-
« sidered the guardian of the South American Repub-
« lies; to-day we form an association with them in the
« interest of the whole of America, maintaining with
« vigor, the spirit which has obtained in all our Govern-
« ments, and which, with such frankness Monroe pro-
« mulgated. The whole of the American States, instead

« of being rivals, are friends, who co-operate; and their

« concurrence in the common interest, both in economic
« and political matters, gives them a new significance,
« as factors in international affairs, as also in the polit-
« ical history of the world, if they come forward in a

« thorough and true sense, as a unity of universal

« affairs, as spiritual associates, giving each other mu-
« tual support, because they are of one opinion, have
« common sympathies, and like ideals: separate, they
« are exposed to all the currents of the confused poli-
« tics of a world of hostile rivalries, whereas, united in

« spirit and in purpose, their pacific object cannot come
« to naught. That is Pan-Americanism: there is noth-
« ing imperialist in it, except that it is the effective

« form of the spirit of legality, independence, liberty,
« and mutual service».

Such declarations produced in our country a real

sensation of relief, and very shortly afterwards by reason

of the new speeches made by President Wilson, and

by his secretary Lansing, before the Pan-American
Scientific Congress, held in those days, which, as will

be remembered, was presided over by the very
distinguished Chilean Plenipotentiary, Seiior Suarez
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Mujica, an approximation to the United States was
initiated in the most ample manner.

President Wilson spoke as follows in that Scientific

Congress: « A very interesting fact has been brought to

« my knowledge, and I trust my information is correct:

« it is that this Congress, at the same time that it has
« been treating of scientific matters, has been driven,
« in spite of itself, to recognise the feeling that,
« underlying its scientific relations, there is a certain

« connection with politics, and that if America is to be
« united in thought, it ought, to a certain extent at least,

« to aim at unity of action, based on mutual sympathy».
The Secretary of State Mr. Lansing, expressed his

own views thus: «In these latter years in which the Amer-
« ican nations have acquired a full consciousness of

« their nationality, and of the rights and responsibili-
« ties, peculiar to them, as Sovereign States, the feel-

« ing has developed that the Republics of this

« hemisphere constitute a group distinct from the other

nations of the world, a group united by common ideals

« and aspirations. I believe that this feeling is general
« in North America, and in South America, and that it

« has been growing from year to year, till it has reached
« a point where it exercises a powerful influence over
« our political and commercial relations. That is the
« same feeling, founded on sympathy and mutual
« interest, which obtains between the members of a

« family. This is the bond which unites the 21 Re-
« publics, and makes them the family of the Amer-
« ican Nations».

« The Monroe Doctrine was proclaimed by the United
« States, on its own authority. It constituted an admon-
« ition; but there was not in it any premise of what the
« United States proposed to do with the implied and
« partial protectorate, which, apparently, it was endeav-
« ouring to establish on this Continent, and, I believe

(2)
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« that you will uphold me, when I affirm that the
« misgivings and fears on this head are, what to the
« present, have stood in the way of greater intimacy,
«and mutual confidence between the two Americas.
«The States of America have not been sure what use

« the United States would make of its power. That
« uncertainty ought to disappear)).

In view of the appreciations contained in this address,
the President of the Congress, the Chilean diplomat,
Senor Eduardo Suarez Mujica, concluded the speech
which he had occasion to make, with these words:
« Representing, as I do, only one of those Re-
« publics, I am, nevertheless, convinced, that I interpret
« the sentinients and the thought of them all, when I

« declare that the Government of the United States,

« to-day, finally blots out, with kindly hand, the traces

« of all past misunderstandings,and of all erroneous in-

« terpretations, which, in other times may have obscu-

« red the political horizon of South America. There have
« been undoubtedly, before the present moment, uncer-

« tainties, misgivings and mistrusts, when, with inten-

« tions of applying it practically, the United States

« began to fence with the well inspired and unques-
« tionably advantageous Monroe Doctrine. The precise
« definition of the meaning and extent of that memo-
« rable document was lacking, and many of the weakest
« nations of the Continent, like little birds which feel

« in the air the flapping of threatening wings, were
« frightened and apprehensive every time that the
« announcement reached them of a possible practical
« application of that doctrine. The Monroe Doctrine
« might thus appear as a threat, whereas it was only
« a right and an obligation of the United States. General-

«ised, as a derivation from Pan-American politics,
« and sustained by all the Republics of the Continent,
« as a common force, and a common means of defence,.
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« it has become a solid bond of opinion, a guarantee,
« and a bulwark for our democracies)).

This exposition will lead everybody who cares to

analyse the popular feeling of Chile, in regard to the
world-war, to conclude that the country frankly
sympathised? with the cause of the Allies, because, al-

though it was a fact that some military men had jus-
tifiable reasons to regard with interest the fortune of

the German arms, it was no less certain that the spirit
of the race, its philosophy, its literature, its politics,
its commercial relations, its traditions and its strong
social ties inclined public opinion to the cause of the
Allies.

These feelings expressed themselves noisily in the
first days of the war, when crowds went to the not-

ice-boards of the local newspapers, and applauded,,
without reserve, any news favourable to the Allies,

receiving, on the other hand, with subdued and evi-

dent protest, unfavourable news; and no sooner was
the triumphal advance of the German arms advised,
than the public gradually ceased to come, till the

notice-boards became completely unnecessary.

The explosions of enthusiasm with which the an-
nouncement of the Armistice was received in the great
and small cities of the Republic, and the colossal public
manifestations organised in Valparaiso and in Santiago,

proved authenticall}^ and unmistakably what the
national feeling really was.
The Chilean people, virile by nature, are apathetic

by temperament, and only noisily express their emo-
tions, when they feel with intensity and sincerity.

The British Mission presided over by Sir Maurice de

Bunsen, which visited this country at the time when
the Germxan Army threatening the very heart of

France, was sweeping away the material trenches and
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armies to resist, was the object of the most cordial

reception, official and social.

There is evidence in our public archives, in a note
directed by the Consul of Chile in Havanna, of a declar-

ation b}^ Sir Maurice de Bunsen, which establishes the
fact that in no nation had they been received by the

people and society, with greater effusion and cordiality
than in our country.

Meanwhile, what was the attitude of the Government
of Chile during the War?
We will analyse it in the following chapter.
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II

The first official notification, of the breaking out of

War, that the Government received, was the following:

«Imperial German Legation.
—

Santiago, 3rd Au-

gust 1914.

«Sir,

«By order of my Government, I have the honour to
« inform you that the German Empire is at war with
« Russia from the first of August of this year. I avail

« myself of this opportunity to reiterate to Your Excel-
« lency the assurance of my highest consideration)).

«Signed.
—von Eckert.

«To the Minister of Foreign Affairs».

The Minister answered in accordance with diplomatic
usage:

«Santiago, 3rd August 1914.

«Sir,

«I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your
« Excellency's note of the 3rd inst. in which you, by
« order of your Government, graciously bring to the
« knowledge of this Department, that the German
« Empire is at war with Russia since the first of August
« of this year.
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«I take due note of that State of War, and manifest
« to Your Excellency that the Government of Chile

«will maintain the strictest neutrality in the actual
« conflict.

«I offer very sincere prayers for the speedy re-estab-
< lishment of Peace, and reiterate to Your Excellency
^< the assurance of my most distinguished consideration.

«Signed.
—E. Villegas E,

«To His Excellency von Eckert, Envoy Extraor-

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Germany». .

The later notifications of a State of War, made by
other countries, received analogous replies, and thus
the attitude of the Republic was outlined with pre-
cision.

The countries which were not directly affected by the

hostilities declared, or which were not leagued with
the belligerent nations by Treaties of Alliance, replied
in the same manner.

Very few days after the 7th of August, the Minister

of Foreign Affairs, addressed himself to the Department
of Home Affairs, of War, and of the Army and Navy,
impressing on them the line of conduct to which the

Government had determined to adjust itself, to make
the neutrality adopted, as effective as possible.

The communication of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs stated that «The Government of Chile which
« subscribed the Convention of the second Peace
« Conference of the Hague in 1907 relative to the
« rights and duties of the Powers and neutral persons
« in case of war, accepted the conditions of that Conven-

«tion, which are inspired by the principles of Inter-

« national Law universally recognised, and conse-

«quently, although that Convention has not been
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« ratified, the principles laid down therein constitute

« the only authorised norma to which the conduct of

« the Authorities and habitants of the Republic should
« be adjusted, in regard to the maintaining of neutral-

«In conformity with this criterion, I shall be obliged
« to you. Sir, if you will be good enough to impart to

« the Intendants and Governors, the instructions neces-

« sary to enable them to make known, to the habitants

« of the national territory, the neutrality declared

« by the Government of the Republic, as also the

« conduct which should be observed towards the bel-

« ligerents, in conformity with the beforenamed Hague
« Convention, of which I herewith transmit an author-

« ised copy for you, Sir».

The Minister of Foreign Affairs made no delay in

addressing the Naval Department, so as to determine
what rules should be observed on the coasts, in the

ports and territorial waters in respect to the naviga-
tion of neutral ships, the supervision of all ships, and
the provisioning and movements of them, which might
signify a breach of neutrality.
That communication, dated the 14th of August, bore

the same date as that in which the President of the

United States of North America dictated a decree

whose preamble it is fitting to reproduce, to manifest
the conformity of ideas, which having their origin in

the same criterion, bound the great Republic of the

North to this small Republic of the South.

«The President of the United States decrees:

«Whereas a state of war unhappily exists between
« France and Austria-Hungary; And Whereas the

« United States is on terms of friendship and amity
« with the contending powers, and with the persons
« inhabiting their several dominions;
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«And Whereas there are citizens of the United
« States residing within the territories or dominions of
« each of the said belligerents and carrying on commerce,
« trade, or other business or pursuits therein;
«And Whereas there are subjects of each of the said

« belligerents residing within the territory or jurisdic-
« tior of the United States, and carrying on commerce,
« trade, or other business or pursuits therein

;

«And Whereas the laws and treaties of the United
« States, without interfering with the free expression
« of opinion and sympathy, or with the commercial
« manufacture or sale of arms or munitions of war,
« nevertheless impose upon all persons who may be
« within their territory and jurisdiction, the duty of an
« impartial neutrality during the existence of the
« contest;
«And Whereas it is the duty of a neutral government

«not to permit or suffer the making of its waters
« subservient to the purposes of war;
«Now, Therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President

« of the United States of America, in order to preserve
« the neutrality of the United States and of its citizens

« and of persons within its territory and jurisdiction,
« and to enforce its laws and treaties, and in order that
« all persons, being warned of the general tenor of the
« laws and treaties of the United States in this behalf,
« and of the law of nations, may thus be prevented from
« any violation of the same, do hereby declare and pro-
« claim that by certain provisions of the act approved
«on the 4th day of March, A. D. 1909, commonly
« known as the «Penal Code of the United States» the
« following acts are forbidden to be done, under severe
« penalties, within the territory and jurisdiction of

«the United States».

The preamble of the aforesaid note of the Govern-
ment of Chile, dated the 14th of August, said:
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«With reference to my confidential official message,
« number 57, of the 8th inst., in which you, Sir, were
« requested to be so good as to instruct the Authorities

« subject to you, and more particularly those of a
« maritime nature, in order that the neutrality declared
« by Chile might be caused to be maintained in the State

«of War in which Germany, France, Belgium, Great
« Britain, and Russia are engaged, to which I should
« now add Austria; allow me to indicate to you, Sir^

«the regulations, which in accordance with the prin-
« ciples of International Law, and especially those of

« Maritime Warfare, should be adopted in the matter
« of the vigilance of ships anchored in national waters,
« to the end that, subject to your orders, the Authorities

« put them in practice».

The pre-inserted documents reveal that Chile was
neither more nor less zealous than the United States;
that both countries, like all those of the American Con-

tinent, officially declared the strict neutrality which

they had determined to maintain; that Chile did not

adopt special rules relative to her neutrality, but took
full steps to adopt the principles ultimately accepted,
one may say universally, by World-Congresses cele-

brated shortly before the breaking out of hostilities.

That line of conduct was adopted, and maintained

by the American nations, after becoming acquainted
with the causes which brought on the war, and after

the invasion of noble Belgium by the German troops
was brought to its knowledge.
To depart from the attitude adopted, it was needful

that the countries declaring themsehes neutral should
be moved by reasons foreign to the causes of the war
and to the invasion of Belgium, because to modify
their attitude, from motives derived from those causes,

spelt reaction, which could only occur in the case of

nations working rashly, or impulsively.
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What reasons arose? Did they affect Chile?

This is the question.
But, before deaUng with it, we ought to examine

whether the neutrahty of Chile did or did not, during
the period anterior to the declaration of war by the

United States, call for any serious observation, and
whether it was strictly maintained.

It is known that the great majority of the Chilean
Press adhered without reservation, to the Allied

cause, and that the small minority, which was hostile,

was inspired by the extreme Catholic party, which, in

this, as in every part of the world, felt that it ought to

embrace the cause of the Central Empires, as they
considered it favourable to the general interests of the

Church, contrary to the opinion of a great number of

Chilean Conservatives, who did not consider the for-

tunes of Catholicism bound to those of the Prussian

arms.
The Government exerted itself that the opinions

emitted by some pro-German newspapers, with mislead-

ing titles, should not be erroneously taken for semi-

official ones expressing its own opinions; and, on other

occasions, it used its efforts that no daily paper of a

character purely and manifestly of a private nature

should violently attack the belligerents.
In this respect, it undoubtedly went further than

the United States, a country where, as one sees in the

preinserted preamble of its Government decree of the

14th of August, the right of its citizens is fully recognis-
ed to freely express their individual opinions.
The efforts of the Government of Chile are proved

by the following documents, which we abridge:
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The Minister of Foreign Affairs addressed the Minis-

ter of Justice, in these words: «From the commence-
« ment of the European war our country has endeav-
« oured to maintain a strict neutrality, not only
« because this is the attitude that International Law
« imposes, but also because it is the course that the
« convenience of the country indicates, as we are alread}'
« bound to the belligerents by ties of every order.

«Unfcrtunately, under cover of our Institutions

« which fully guarantee the liberty of the Press, there
« was edited, in this Capital, from the commencement
« of the war, a publication entitled «The Military Ga-
« zette», which defended the interests of one of the bellis:-

«erents (the German). And what is most serious is

« that its title has led the foreign Press to attribute to

« that publication, the character of an organ of the
« Ministry of War.
«To avoid such abuses in future, I beg you to please

« present, as soon as possible, to the National Congress,
« a Project which may modify in this matter, the
« Press Law of the 17th of July 1872.
«The Project of Law, to which I refer, will be the

« complement of a set of measures which the Govern-
« ment has prescribed, and of others which it has in

« preparation, whose end is that Chile continue to
« observe, in the actual European conflict, the
« attitude of neutrality and circumspection that law
«and the national convenience clearly indicate».

On the 17th of February 1915, the Minister of

Foreign Affairs, Sefior don Alejandro Lira, said to the

Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Germany:

«I have the honour of acknowledging, to Your
« Excellency, the receipt of the communication in

« which Your Excellency calls the attention of the
« Government to the attacks on the person of His
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« Majesty the Emperor of Germany, which were in the
« form of some caricatures and articles published by
« some organs edited in Chile. Your Excellency states

« that although you are aware of the ample liberty of

« the Press, that obtains in this country, you trust that
« the Government will endeavour to avoid these
« incidents, which wound the feelings of the German
« Colony.

«Fortunately it is not the serious and reputable Press
« of the country, which reflects the opinions of the ma-
« jority of the inhabitants, that opens its columns to

« the offensive publications to which Your Excellency
« refers, but that occasional Press, which owes its

« existence to the events of the war, or that which
« exploits current events, by means of caricature, so

« as to get at the men of high position, not only of this

« country, but abroad».

«The Department trusts that Your Excellency will

« agree with it in estimating that the natural hot
« feeling, produced in the neutral countries by the

« European conflict, makes it almost impossible to

« put a stop to these manifestations, and the more so,

« as undoubtedly they have their origin in subjects
« of the belligerent Nations.

*

In the branch connected with the telegraphic and

postal communications, the Government gave attention

to all the representations, which the Plenipotentiaries
of the countries at war made, as far as the International

Conventions allowed.

The following documents, extracts of which we repro-

duce, will confirm this affirmation.

On the 8th of October 1914, His Excellency the

Minister of France in Chile said to our Government:
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«Referring to the conversation which I had the honour
of having with Your Excellency, on the first of this

month, I consider it my duty to bring to your know-

ledge some new information which I have received in

regard to the employment of wireless telegraphy in

Chile to the advantage of the German naval forces,

and which constitutes an infraction of the rules and

regulations of neutrality laid down by the Government
of Your Excellency)).

«According to said information, which may well be
the subject of a serious investigation, stations of wire-

less telegraphy appear to be operating in Valparaiso,not

only between the German ships anchored in the bay,
but also with a station installed in Valparaiso, and
which might be found, may be in the German Hospital
situated in the highest part of the city, or may be, in

the very house, at the top of Playa Ancha, of the Man-

ager of the German line of steamers the Kosmos».

The Minister of H. B. M. formulated, in August 1914,
similar observations, and, on that account the Minister

of Foreign Affairs addressed the Ministry of Marine, as
follows:

«This Department has received from the German
Minister representations analogous to those contained
in the subscribed communications, in which he has

thought fit to state that he has sound reasons for believ-

ing that some English merchant ships do not heed
the restriction imposed by the neutrality of our Gov-
ernment, in regard to wireless communications. In
view of said representations, the undersigned believes

it to be convenient, that you. Sir, give instructions,
to the end, that, in future, the wireless installations of

merchant ships be taken to pieces, in such a manner
that it may not be possible to utilise them, which
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installations had up to now only been sealed by the

Authorities, for the safeguarding of our neutrality .»

The Minister of the Interior thereupon issued the

following Decree:

«i. The Intendants and Governors of the Republic
will proceed to take to pieces the telegraphic, radiotel-

egraphic, or telephonic aparatus, the installation of

which has not been duly authorised, be they destined

or not to the public service.-—2. The telegraph, ca-

ble, or radiotelegraph services, be they fiscal or private,
will not, in future, accept, till further orders, communi-
cations drawn up in language prearranged or in cipher.

3. Exceptions from the rule are the communications of

the Diplomatic Agents accredited in the Republic, and
those that the Banks exchange with their branches,

provided that, in all cases, they previously deposit
their codes in the General Direction of Telegraphs.
There will only be accepted communications in plain

language in German, Spanish, English, Italian, and

Portuguese, and which do not contain information about
the situation, movements, or operations of the ships
of the belligerent nations».

The Government acquiesced in modifying this de-

cree, at the instance of the Plenipotentiaries of sev-

eral of the nations at war, who found some of its

provisions too severe.

For the sake of the speedy despatch of correspond-
ence, it was decided, from the commencement of the

war, that that directed to the Central Empires should

be sent via the United States, and only in neutral

steamers.

*
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The supervision of the coast, by ships of the nation-
al squadron, was also opportunely ordained, but
could not be as complete as the Government would
have wished, due to its length, the lack of naval, mer-

cantile-marine, and armed elements, on which the

belligerents could count.

The following note, directed on the 12th of January
1915, by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Ministry
of Marine, gives a complete idea of the efforts made to

secure the observance of the neutrality, not only by
the vessels of war, but also by the merchant ships
under the belligerent flags.

«In the degree that the events occasioned by the war,
and related to the maintenance of neutrality, develop,
the necessity becomes more and more obvious, of es-

tablishing clear and precise rules by which can be

appreciated the conduct and the clasi of the ships
that may put in to our ports, and also the convenience
of forming a complete and systematic record in which
all the resolutions of the naval authorities, and of the

Government, and the antecedents thereof may be

kept.»
«To this end, the undersigned considers it an oppor-

tune moment for you. Sir, to reiterate to the General
Direction of the Navy, that on every occasion it con-
tinue to adjust its procedure to the instructions-, which,
with reference to neutrality, it may, or in future shall

receive from the Supreme Government, applying
them with a criterion of absolute equality to all

ships, as is to be expected from the high spirit of equity
of our naval authorities; for which, must be taken, as
the fundamental rule of every resolution in this respect,
that the ordinary situation of a merchant vessel cannot
be considered as altered by simple denunciations, or

by mere suspicion, but for that end proof is necessary,
moral proof, at least, that the ship in question, has
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committed an act that is considered by Law a breach
of neutrality. Only in the case of grave and wellfounded

suspicion may a ship be detained, if it be absolutel}^

necessary to make a rapid investigation of the facts.»

«These matters being in themselves grave, and such
as by their nature are liable to compromise the good
name and interests of the Nation, it would appear
advisable that the General Direction of the Navy
should hear the opinion of the Auditor of the Naval

Department, before taking action in the said cases

in which the application of rules of National or Inter-

national Law are under discussion, in regard to ships
of war or merchant ships arriving at our coasts, or

which may be in our ports.»
«It would also, in the opinion of the undersigned, be

advisable to remind this Direction, that in each case

the interested party should be advised with due discret-

ion, of the charges and proofs brought against him,
and that his defence be heard.»

«In regard to each of the ships denounced, I earnestly

beg you. Sir, to be so good as to arrange for a case to

be opened, and a copy of it left in the Direction, the

original of which is to be sent to the Government; it is

equally advisable,, in the opinion of this Department,
that there be made as soon as possible, a detailed

statement of the case in reference to each of the ships,

actually declared auxiliary, or interned or suspected,
statements in which all the accusations, the proofs,
and disproofs, relating thereto, be declared. A copy
of these statements of the case, is to be left in the

Direction, and the original sent to the Government.»
«These questions which affect our International

relations are expressly delivered by the Constitution

to His Excellency, the President of the Republic; on
that account it is requisite in these matters, that it

be recorded in the resolutions of the Direction, that

they are passed, «subject to a better resolution of the
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Govemment», especially when treating of measures
which may have permanent effects».

«It is necessary, moreover, that in all doubtful cases,
the Direction previously ask the opinion of the

Government; and in conformity with the resolutions

communicated by you, Sir, to this Department, and
to the General Direction of the Navy, on the nth of

December last, it would be advisable that, in cases of

urgency, the Direction of the Navy, in addition to the

telegram which it directs to the Minister of Marine,
send a duplicate to the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

which should be headed, <iMinister of Foreign Affairs,

copy of telegram N.^. ... to the Minister of Marine»».

«In the official note to which I have referred (con-
fidential N.^ 358), you, Sir, said to this Department,
referring to a resolution taken in the Council of Ministers,
the nth of December: «in urgent cases, which the Minis-

ter of Foreign Affairs will determine, he may address
himself direct to the Direction of the Navy, sending
a copy, to the Minister of Marine, of the order

given».
«This Ministry considers that it can continue to count

On the goodwill of the office under your care. Sir, to

reply direct, in such cases of urgency, to the General
Direction of the Navy, sending immediately copy of

these replies to the Ministry of Marine, for ratification

by you. Sir, and for the regularisation of the or-

dinary procedure.))
«There is another point on which this Department

lays the greatest stress: that which refers to avoiding
giving publicity to the antecedents, and procedure
in matters relating to neutrality, and further matters

concerning navigation, which may have International

projections.))
«This Ministry considers that the interests of the

country exact that, neither officially nor privately,

(3)
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data or information be given to private persons,

except those interested, nor to the Press, in regard to

these matters, not even under the pretext of rectifica-

tion of or defence of their own procedure or that of

the Governments.

He •

* *

A subject of administrative measures was also

that relating to the efforts made by the belligerent
citizens (Austro-German) to obtain Letters of Chilean

citizenship, and by these means or others to obtain

passports that they might be permitted to go to places
where they would find a field for their warlike activ-

ities.

The Government took measures conducive to the

avoiding of those abuses, and the following note bears
witness to it:

«I shall be obliged to you, Sir, if you will be so good
as to impart instructions to the Authorities, subordi-

nate to you, in order that, in future, passports be not
conceded to naturalised Chileans who have obtained
their naturalisation after the breaking out of the

European war.

«In the opinion of this Department it is advisable

to adopt the course indicated, so as to avoid the diffi-

culties which may be occasioned by the concession of

passports to subjectsor citizens of belligerent countries

who may ask for naturalisation, with the sole object
of obtaining passports as Chileans, and without the
intention of renouncing their original nationality*.

*
* *

The point relative to the provision of fuel for bellig-
erent ships, constituted, for all the American Nations,
a grave problem, which each had to resolve, within the
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elasticity of the formulas established by the Hague
Convention, according to its geographical situation,

and the necessities of its commerce.
With reference to this point, the Government issued

the following decree, whose text we reproduce in its

entirety, because it was the subject of observations,
which we shall shortly refer to.

Santiago, 15th December 1914.

«Considering:

«That Convention XIII of The Hague, relative to

the rights and duties of the neutral Powers in

case of war, establishes in Article 19 that the belliger-
ent ships of war will be allowed to provide themselves
with fuel in neutral ports, in sufficient quantity to

reach the nearest port of their country, and adds
in Article 20 that said ships will not be allowed to

renew their provision of fuel in a port of the same
Power, till three months have elapsed.»

«That these and other provisions of the same Con-
vention manifest the fundamental purpose of hinder-

ing the neutral Powers from co-operating directly or

indirectly with the action of the belligerents, and of

keeping the ships of war away from the neutral ports,

placing at their disposal only such elements as may
be necessary to enable them to arrive at the coast of

the country to which they belong;»
«That the application of these rules in the ports of

the Republic is producing results openly contrary to

the spirit which animates all the provisions of the
Convention referred to; because by reason of the great
distance that the belligerent countries are from our

coasts, the provision of coal which has to be given to

ships of war is very considerable, and because these
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have taken advantage of such facilities, not to direct

their course to the coasts of their own country, but
to continue their warlike operations in American
waters;»

«That in this manner the provisions cited, concur,
in practice, to foment the activity of maritime war in

the Pacific, against the will and interests of Chile;»

«That, for the same reason, the consequences of the

European conflict become more serious; for to the

perturbations caused in its international commerce
and in its economic and industrial life, are to be added
the anxiety attached to the fulfilment of the duties of

neutrality and the vigilance of our extended coast,
which absorb the activity of our Maritime Authorities,
and occasion to the Treasury disbursements by no
means inconsiderable ;»

«That the same Convention XIII, in the 5th of the

considerations which precede its provisions, reserves

to the signatory countries the power to modify its

prescriptions in the course of a war, where the

experience acquired makes manifest the necessity of

so doing, to safeguard its rights;»
«That the difficulties occasioned by the application

of Article 19, would be reduced, if to the rule to deliver

to ships of war the coal necessary for the purpose of

arriving at a port of their nation, were substituted that

of providing them with only sufficient fuel to reach
the first port of the nearest neutral country, so that

under such limited conditions no ship could venture
on warlike operations without running the risk of

remaining powerless on the high seas;»

«That the circumstance of our country being a pro-
ducer of coal, decides the belligerent ships to provide
themselves with this fuel in our ports, in preference
to those of the countries which are not in the same

category, a consideration which specially imposes on
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the Government of Chile the moral obligation of pre-

venting the undue use, which hereafter, may be made
of supplies of coal in her ports ;»

«That it is necessary to adopt, for cases of violation

of neutrality by the merchant ships, a sanction which
on account of its gravity may make the Steamer

Companies have a direct interest in the strict fulfil-

ment of the rules laid down by the Government; and»
«That it is also necessary to contrive some way of

diminishing the burden, which imposes on the State

the vigilance of ships interned in the ports of the

Republic, on account of violations of neutrality, or
detained voluntarily^ by their owners,»

,
Decree:

1. Hereafter, the provision of coal which is made to

ships of war of the belligerent nations in Chilean ports,
will be reduced to the quantity strictly necessary to
arrive at the first coaling port of the adjoining nation;

2. In case of violation by a merchant ship of any
of the rules on observance of neutrality adopted by
the Government of the Republic, no fuel will be supplied
in Chilean ports to any ship of that Company to which
the transgressing ship belongs;

3. The ships interned by resolution of the Govern-

ment, in virtue of violations of neutrality, and those
whose owners manifest the purpose of keeping them
in Chilean ports till the end of the war, will be con-
centrated in the Chilean ports, which the administrative

Authority may, in each case, determine;

4. The quantity of coal which can be supplied, in

ports of the Republic, to merchant ships, must be
limited to the capacity of their ordinary bunkers, except
w^hen they desire to make the voyage direct to Euro-

pean ports; in which case, the coal needful for the voyage
will be supplied, always providing that the Company,
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to which the ship belongs, give sufficient guarantee,
in the judgment of the Government, that the fuel

will be exclusively destined to make the voyage.
The preceding provisions will be applied to the

whole territory of the Republic, from the ist of January.
Take note, communicate, publish and insert in the

F'uUetin of Laws and Decrees of the Government.—
Barros Lugo.—Manuel Salinas».

*
.

This decree modified the third rule, established in

an official letter, previously directed by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, to that of Marine, and likewise

modified Article 19 of Convention XIII of the Hague.
It was fully accepted by the United States.

The Minister Plenipotentiary of Great Britain op-

posed Article 4, and to those objections, our prudent
and zealous Minister of Foreign Affairs, Seiior Alejan-
dro Lira replied:

Santiago, 19th January 1915.

To His Excellency, Sir Francis Stronge,

Envoy Extraordinary, and Minister Plenipotentiary
of Great Britain.

«I had the honour of receiving the official message
of Your Excellency dated the 13th inst. in which
Your Excellency,^ acting under instructions of Sir

Edward Grey, was good enough to inform me that the

British Admiralty have manifested that Article 4 of

the Supreme Decree issued by my Government, under
date 15th of December last, in permitting merchant

ships to take in sufficient coal to arrive at European
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ports, will frustrate the object in view in making
that decree, insomuch as it will open the way for the

fuel to reach ships of war.»

«There is adduced as the basis of that opinion, the

fact that merchant ships will get accustomed to take

in coal in Montevideo, Panama, or the West Indies,

and thus the decree will not benefit legitimate
commerce.»

«Your Excellency states that the Government of H.
B. M. hopes that that quantity of coal will not be

given to any ship, if there be any doubt as to its inten-

tions.»

«In reply, it is my duty to manifest to Your Excel-

lency, that the same N.^ 4 of said decree, the subject
matter of the Admiralty's observation, establishes

that coal for the voyage direct to European ports will

be supplied, always providing that the Company, to

which the ship belongs, give sufficient guarantee that

the fuel will be destined exclusively to effect that

voyage.»
«This guarantee is appraised by the Supreme Gov-

ernment, and the permission is not granted without
a thorough examination of the circumstances of each

particular case.»

«For greater security, there is laid down, in Article

4 of said Decree of the 15th of December, the author-
isation to deny fuel to all ships of a Company, if any
of its ships happen to be guilty of a breach of neu-

trality.»
«In adopting that provision, my Government has

had in view the insecurity of navigation in divers

oceans, occasioned by the distribution of the belliger-
ent naval forces, which in certain circumstances
can oblige merchant ships not to call at ports, where

they have been accustomed to procure fuel in time of

peace.»
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«There must be taken into account, likewise, in

conjunction with the obligations which are derived
from its character of neutral, the requirements of its

foreign trade, the interference with which is the cause
of such profound injur}^ to the country, and it is on
that account that it has not thought fit to make a
stricter prescription in this matter, esteeming that
the guarantees, exacted in the same decree, are suffi-

cient to insure that belligerent ships of war will not be

provisioned by merchant ships proceeding from Chilean

ports.»
I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance oi my

highest consideration.»

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

Under date of the 4th of February, H. B. M's
Minister sent a new note to our Department of Foreign
Affairs, a communication whose text is the following:

«Sir,

«I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that

I have received a telegram from Sir Edward Grey His

Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on
the subject of the 4th Article of the Supreme Decree
issued by the Chilean Government on the 15th of

December last, permitting merchant vessels to embark
sufficient coal to enable them to reach European ports. »

«Notwithstanding the assurance and explanations
contained in Your Excellency's note of the 19th ul-

timo, the substance of which I transmitted to the For-

eign Office, Sir Edward Grey still hopes that the Chil-

ean Government will see fit to modify this article

of the decree, and he has instructed me to point out

to Your Excellency that the assurances given by Ger-

man Consular Officers are not to be relied upon. In
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proof of this statement he mentions the case of the

«Seydlitz» with which Your Excellency is already fa-

miliar, and also the case of the «Endlavi» which left

Pernambuco after the German Consul had certified

that she would not be employed for warlike purposes,
and then joined the German cruiser «Kron Prinz Wil-
helm»».

«Sir Edward Grey also points out that German mer-
chant vessels which might be unable to call at the

usual coaling stations are not in fact now employed
in ordinary trade, whilst British ships have no occa-

sion to take on board unusual amounts of coal and
would lose commercially by doing so.»

«As regards the small value of German assurances

in matters of this kind I would venture to remind Your

Excellency of the flagrant case of the «Santa Isabel»

which is not mentioned by Sir Edward Grey.»
«I am well aware that the intention of the Chilean

Government in drawing up the 4th Article of the de-

cree of December 15th was to provide due facilities

for legitimate trade. I think however that if Your Ex-

cellency will be so good as to reconsider the matter

bearing in mind the arguments put forward by Sir

Edward Grey you may perhaps agree with him that

such facilities are not really required and that the

adoption of so liberal a rule opens the door to very
serious abuse.»

«I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your

Excellency the assurance of m^ highest consideration.»

(Signed).
—Francis Stronge.
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The Minister of Foreign Affairs replied:

Santiago, loth February 1915.

«Yoiir Excellency:

«Your Excellency states that, notwithstanding the

guarantees and explanations given in my communica-
tion of the 19th ult., Sir Edward Grey still hopes that

the Government of Chile may modify Article 4 of

Decree N.^ 2009 of the 15th of December last, which

permits merchant ships to take in sufficient coal to

make the direct voyage to European ports.»

«Your Excellency notes, in support of that request,
the small confidence, which, in his opinon, the guaran-
tees given by the German Consular Officials merit,
in respect to the destination of the cargoes embarked
in ships of their nationality, and cites, in effect, some
cases in point. He manifests moreover, that that

facility is not necessary to satisfy the intention to

favour the legitimate commerce, although that was
the object of the Government in establishing it, be-

cause the German ships which may not be able to call

at the usual coaling stations are not actually employ-
ed in ordinary traffic; and lastly that this rule, so

liberal, opens the door to grave abuses.»

«Without passing an opinion on the first of these

arguments, I can manifest to Your Excellency that my
Government does not^ desire to modify the provision
alluded to, taking its stand on the observations which
I impressed on Your Excellency in my note of the 19th
of January last, on the circumstance that, no act

having hitherto occurred which might lead it to

suppose that the guarantees, exacted by the Govern-
ment for the purpose of assuring the correct destin-

ation of the fuel, are ineffective, there would be no
ostensible grounds for making that modification.»
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^Although this would have to be binding on all the

belligerents, such procedure would lend itself to equivo-
cal suppositions, in regard to the impartiality of my
Government, on account of the special conditions in

which the events of the war have placed the merchant
marines of some nations, who are taking part in the

conflict, with respect to others.»

«This situation to which I have just referred, makes

unnecessary, in my opinion, to a certain extent, the
modification of the provision that is being treated of,

inasmuch as the danger which Your Excellency sees

in it may be considered to have disappeared.))
«But it is my duty to state, that at the same time that

the Government of Chile fervently desires to accommod-
ate that of Great Britain, it will study how to assure

the due destination of the fuel that may be embarked
in belligerent ships, in such a manner that no abuses
of any kind will be possible, and will, with pleasure,
hear the indications which, in this sense, Your Excel-

lency may think fit to transmit to it.»

«I reiterate, on this occasion, the assurance of my
most distinguished consideration)).

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

On his part, the German Minister, under date of 7th
September 1915, directed the following note to the
Minister of Foreign Affairs:

«Sir,

«Allowing myself to draw your attention to the decree
on neutrality, under date 15th December last, which
the predecessor of Your Excellency communicated
to me in his esteemed circular of the 21st of the same
month, I have the honour, by order of my Supreme
Government, to bring to the knowledge of Your Excel-
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lency, the following: According to N.^ i of said decree,

belligerent ships of war may only take, in Chilean ports,
the coal needful to reach the next neutral coaling port.
That restriction on the taking in of coal, signifies an
innovation in International Law, which is only
advantageous to the States which have many ports
to rely on, well distributed over the whole world, for

which reason, it, in the actual circumstances, favours

England and France exclusively, and the purpose of it

is to prejudice Germany .»

«In the Considerations of the decree cited, the view
is expressed that Chile can and ought to do everything
that lies in her power to hinder, as far as possible, all

maritime war in the Pacific Ocean, as being contrary
to Chilean interests. »

«Such a conception implies a want of knowledge of

the principle of International Law, generally accepted,
that the high seas form part of the theatre of maritime
wa:r.»

«The measures of a neutral State, designed to reduce
that theatre, would not be compatible with neutrality. »

«Consequently, the Imperial Government is not in a

situation to recognise the measure treated of.»

«Please accept. Your Excellency, the renewed assur-

ance of my high consideration.»

(Signed).
—von Eckert.

His Excellency, the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

answered this note, by the following communi-
cation, on the tenor of which it is our duty also to

make some observations.

«To His Excellency, von Eckert,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of Germany:

«Although the considerations on which my Gov-
ernment has based the resolution which is the
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subject of the observations of Your Excellency,

clearly establish the right of Chile, as a sovereign
nation, to frame that resolution, I wish to refer

specially to the two objections, which the note of

Your Excellency contains.»

«In the opinion of my Government, there is no found-
ation for saying that there is an innovation in the
rules of International Law, when in the application
of a measure of a general character, adopted by a State,
in accordance with the principles which govern neutral-

ity, it comes about that one belligerent is more favour-

ably placed than another, by circumstances peculiar
to each; then, if this criterion be accepted, and it be
borne in mind, that once brought about the internment

by a neutral State of a merchant ship of a certain flag,
which may have violated the neutrality, and the further

circumstance of an enemy nation not possessing a
merchant fleet, it would be manifestly impossible, to

take advantage of the law, should an opportunity
arise.»

«The provisions of the Government of Chile are in

exact accordance with the provisions of impartiality
and generality which Convention XIII of the Hague
exacts.»

«As regards the right itself to adopt this measure,
whose application must of necessity take place in

national territory, my Government considers that it

is inherent in its sovereignty, which only recognises
those restrictions laid down in International Law.»

«Its rules in this matter are precise, and are resumed
in Convention XIII of the Hague. This limited the
full right which, without it, each country would have
had to supply fuel to belligerent ships; but it did not

go further, nor could it have done so, because to pretend
that it not only limited that right, but that it imposed
as an obligation on neutral countries the providing
of fuel, within the limit which Article 19 contemplates
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for those ships, would be equivalent to saying that
the Hague Conference, instead of restricting the forms
of warlike help for the prosecution of hostilities, had

imposed on neutral States the obligation of co-operating
with them, which previously did not exist, except as
a power to be exercised at will: an interpretation which
is not in accordance with the spirit of serene forbear-

ance which inspires the clauses of all its Conventions,
nor with the sentiments of elevated altruism, with
which the States taking part in it, wished to cir-

cumscribe the theatre of war.»

«And in adopting this measure, which in practical

application does serious harm to its commercial

export of coal, the Government of Chile has obeyed
the sound and natural purpose of removing naval
hostilities from the waters of the Pacific, in order to

diminish, as far as possible, the grievous damage
which these have originated, and do originate to the

country, and without intention of limiting the free

use of the high seas, a principle to which my Govern-
ment adheres unreservedly.))

«I am firmly persuaded that Your Excellency is in

accord with me, in estimating that if the objective,
which determined the adoption of this measure, has
been achieved, the Government has fulfilled one of

its most elemental obligations of prevision. »

«Lastly, I must manifest to Your Excellency that

my Government profoundly regrets that that of

Germany has another point of view in regard to these

provisions, and is inclined to think that the reasons

which have given rise to them may not have been

estimated at their true value. But, decreed, as they
are, in the exercise of its sovereign right, it will con-

tinue to apply them in the territory of the Republic.»

May God keep Your Excellency.

(Signed.)
—^Alejandro Lira.
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The Minister of Foreign Affairs was, undoubtedly,
strictly in the right, but, without question, the Minis-

ter of Germany claimed, on grounds of manifest
convenience for his cause, that the Government of

Chile should adopt resolutions in this matter, which
would permit the German ships of war to provide
themselves with coal on our coasts, which they could
not otherwise obtain, so as to attack the ships of

war and merchant ships of the Allies. The German
Minister was perhaps seeking, at the same time, to

insure liberty of action later on to the squadron and
submarines of his Empire, on the coast of the Pacific.

The Minister, Sefior Lira, was not only explicit in

defending the interests of Chile and the efficiency of the

neutrality, in harmony, on this occasion, with the
convenience of the Allies, but he upheld his opinions
with an energy which, considering the exigency of

the diplomatic Protocol, bordered on a rough rejection
of the pretensions of the German diplomat.
Our Minister said: «And in adopting this measure,

which, in practical application, does serious harm to

its commercial export of coal, the Government of

Chile has obeyed the sound and natural purpose of

removing naval hostilities from the waters of the Pa-

cific, in order to diminish, as far as possible, the griev-
ous damage which these have originated and do orig-
inate to the country, and without intention of limit-

ing the free use of the high seas, a principle to which

my Government adheres unreservedly. I am firmly

persuaded that Your Excellency is in accord with me
in estimating that if the objective, which determined
the adoption of this measure, has been achieved, the
Government has fulfilled one of its most elemental

obligations of prevision».

He mi
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The rules adopted by the Government in regard to

the auxiliary merchant ships of the navyand the mod-
ifications made in those rules also favoured the interests

of the Allies as well as our own.
Those rules were established in the following note:

Santiago, 15th March 1915.

«T6 His Excellency, Sir Francis Stronge, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Great
Britain.

«This Department has examined with special inter-

est the matter which the Government, of H. B. M. has
submitted to it, in Your Excellency's communication,
dated the 4th of February last, relative to the possi-

bility that British merchant vessels, which up to now
have acted as auxiliaries of the British Navy, may recov-

er their character of merchant vessels and be dealt

with as such in waters under Chilean jurisdiction.»

«The Second International Peace Conference assem-
bled at the Hague in 1907, authorised in Convention
VII the transformation of merchant vessels into ships
of war, establishing means to avoid abuses, especially

privateering which was abolished by the Declaration

of Paris of i856.»
«But neither that Conference nor the Naval Confer-

ence of London in 1909 was able to make rules for

all the matters relating to maritime warfare, especially
the new transformation into ships of commerce, of

those which previously had had this character but
had afterwards been transformed into ships of war or

into auxiliaries of the Navy.»
«In conformity with the general principles of Inter-

national Law, neutrals can themselves resolve cases

not conventionally provided for, and apply within their
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jurisdictional waters the rules which they may think
fit to adopt. The Preamble of Convention XIII ex-

pressly recognises this faculty.»

«The Government of Chile wishes to find a solution

of this matter, object of the said communication of

Your Excellency, in accordance with the strict neu-

trality which has been its norma from the commence-
ment of the war, and with the general convenience of

the American Continent, now that the great European
conflict has made it plain that International regula-
tions ought always to take into account the special
conditions that obtain in this hemisphere.))

«Inspired by these ideas, the Government of

Chile has no difficulty in admitting into Chilean ports
and jurisdictional waters, and treating in every re-

spect as merchant ships, those ships which have been

auxiliary to the navy of any of the belligerent States,

provided always that they reunite the following
conditions:

1. That the auxiliary ship has not violated Chilean

neutrality;

2. That the new transformations have been effected

in ports or in jurisdictional waters of the country to

which the ship belongs, or in ports of the Allies;

3. That it be certain, that the ship neither in its

crew nor in its installations reveals that it can thereby
lend assistance to the navy of' its country, in the

character of auxiliary which it previously had;

4. That the Government to which the ship belongs,
communicates to all the countries interested, especiall}^

(4)
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lo the neutrals, the name of those ships which have
lost the character of auxiliary and regained that of

mercantile, and

5. That the same Government compromises itself

that the said ships will not be destined anew to the

Navy in the character of auxiliaries.))

«I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of

my most distinguished consideration .»

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.

N.o 2 was substituted by the following:

«That when the Charter-party lapse which bound
the ship to the respective belligerent and a new con-

tract be made with any commercial firm, domiciled
in Chile,» and N.^ 5 was suppressed, circumstances,

both, which gave great facilities to allied merchant

ships auxiliaries of their navy to navigate freely on
the coast of Chile under pretext of being ordinary
merchant ships.
These privUeges were extended to armed merchant

ships, for their own defence, as is seen in the following
note:

Santiago, 7th July 1915.

«To His Excellency, Sir Francis Stronge, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Great
Britain .

«I have had the honour of receiving the courteous

note of your Legation, dated i8th July last, in which
Your Excellency is so good as to communicate to this

Department that the first British merchant ship,.
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armed for its own defence, is on the point of leaving
for Chilean ports; and that ships in like conditions

are engaged in regular trade with the Argentine, Brazil,

Uruguay, United States, and Spain . Your Excellenc}^
adds that, in conformity with the rules of International

Law, every merchant ship has a right to make its

own defence when attacked, the status of merchant

ship, under which it makes its voyage, not being
modified by the measures pre-arranged for that pur-

pose, and, consequently, the rules prescribed for the

auxiliary ships of a navy are not applicable to it.»

«From the time when the European conflict com-
menced, the Government of Chile has been anxious
to adopt all those measures, which, compatible with
its neutrality, may permit it to continue its commerce
with the European countries.»

«In accordance with these intentions I manifested

to Your Excellency, on the 15th of March last, that

my Government had no difficulty in admitting into

its ports in the character of merchant ships, those

which had been auxiliaries of the naval forces of the

belligerents, and which afterwards might have acquired
anew the character of merchant ships, provided that

they fulfilled certain requisites which would guarantee
the sincerity of the new transformation.))

«With like criterion my Government to-day resolves

the inquiry which Your Excellency is pleased to make
in the communication which I answer.»
«The Chilean Ports will receive merchant ships

which come armed in their own defence, always pro-
vided that the respective Governments previously
manifest to ours the name of the ship which is making
its voyage under such conditions, and always provided
that it appear from the itinerary, and register of the

crew, passengers and merchandise, as also from the

classification and armament of the steamer, that it

really is a merchant ship not destined to execute
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hostile acts, nor take part in warlike operations of

enemy fleets.»

«If the merchant ship arrive armed, without this

previous advice of its Government, it will be considered
and dealt with as suspicious.»

«If, in spite of these declarations, those ships engage
in warlike operations against other defenceless ships,

they will be considered and dealt with as pirates,

seeing that the country, under whose flag they sail,

has formally declared them to be strictly commercial,
not including them in its navy.»

«I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate to

Your Excellency the assurance of my most distin-

guished consideration.»

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

Our Chancellery, in answer to a note of the German
Plenipotentiary relating to commercial voyages of

our transports, voyages which manifestly redounded
to the advantage of the Allies, because they were

carrying Nitrate, (which, so to speak, is powder or

explosives,) accentuates the fact that these ships
maintained,

'

during their voyage, their character of

Chilean ships of war.

This declaration involved, by reason of the time

when, and the motives with which they did it, a kind

of challenge to the German Minister, supposing, for

sake of argument, that this official was contem-

plating the case of the transports being attacked by
ships of his nationality.
Here is the text of the Chilean note, under date 27th

February 191 5.
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«Sir,

«Your Excellency's courteous note, N.o 429, dated
this 6th February, has been received, in which Your

Excellency refers to the information which you have
asked for, relative to the commercial voyage to Europe
of the transport «Rancagua» of the Chilean Navy,
so as to obviate eventual difficulties in the not improb-
able case that said ship encounter German naval
forces in her course. »

«With due appreciation of the interest which has
led Your Excellency to solicit that information, I am
able to manifest to Your Excellency that said transport
has been chartered by the firm of Gibbs & Co. to carry
Chilean cargo (nitrate) to the consignees, Elia Rietti,

an Italian firm in Venice.»

«At the same time, the transport «Maipo» of the

national navy, chartered by the Chilean Nitrate Com-

pany of Antofagasta, is making a commercial voyage
to Europe. She also takes Nitrate for the Company's
Agency in Valencia. »

«Both sailed from Punta Arenas direct to Teneriffe,
where they will take in coal and receive orders from
the charterers as to the port of discharge, which

might be Valencia or Barcelona for the «Maipo», and
Venice or some other Italian port for the «Ranca'gua».

«As soon as the delivery of the merchandise is effect-

ed, both transports will go direct to the English port
of Cardiff, to take in coal for the navy, bought for its

consumption and consigned to it, an operation which
will probably take place between the middle and end
of March.»

«In conclusion, I must express to Your Excellency
that the body of officers of the transports form part
of the personnel of the Chilean Navy, and that these
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ships do not abandon their character of Chilean war-

ships by reason of this commercial voyage.»
«I reiterate to Your Excellency, the assurance of

my most distinguished consideration.»

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

* *

Our Chancellery had to resolve another delicate

matter, that relative to the auxiliary cruisers of the

belligerent squadrons.
The Hague Convention had not resolved the prob-

lem.

The Chancellery confronted it, and considered that

the fact of a merchant ship of foreign nationality

placing itself at the service of ships of war of the bell-

igerent countries, constituted it an auxiliary cruiser,

in accordance with Art. 2 of the Roll of Regulations
on this matter, under date 14th August 191 4.

Applying this rule, the German ships «Karnak»,

«Gottingen», «Rakotis», «Sais», «Taris», «Negada»,
«Luxor», «Radames», «Memphis», and «Gotha» were

successively declared war cruisers.

The following note dated 26th June 1915 testifies

to these doctrines and acts of the Government of Chile,

which proved to be in harmony with the interests of

the Allies.

«Sir,

«With reference to Your Excellency's official mes-

sage, N.o 1387 of 29th May last, with regard to the

resolution which may have been adopted in the case of

the German steamer «Gotha», I have the honour to

declare to Your Excellency, that that ship, on its
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arrival at Valparaiso, manifested to the Maritime

Authority that it would voluntarily remain in the

port till the termination of the war.»

«Subsequently it came to the knowledge of this

Department that the Government of Uruguay had
considered the «Gotha» as an auxiliary ship of the

German Navy, in view of official declarations of the

diplomatic representative of H. I. M. in Montevideo.»

«In view of these antecedents, my Government resolv-

ed to make a like declaration, and the ship has been
interned in the aforesaid character.»

«I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate to

Your Excellency the assurance of my most distin-

guished consideration.))
t>

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.

And the neutrality of Chile appears still more pro-
nounced, and almost benevolent towards the Allies,

as is also the resolution of the Government not to

tolerate the German ships in executing undue acts,

and equally so is the sense of dignity with which those

acts were characterised and declared in the note
directed to the German Plenipotentiary, which we
herewith insert:

Santiago, i6th January 1915.

«Sir,

«I duly received the verbal message sent, last De-

cember, by Your Excellency, in which you express
the wish that the steamers «Tanis», «Negada», and
«Sais» of the Kosmos Company may not be considered

auxiliary ships of the German Squadron, as determined,
but there should be taken into consideration the fact
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which Your Excellency manifests, that the violation

of neutrality, attributed to them, would not be such,
because the act which constitutes it was realised witli

the consent of the competent Maritime Authority.))

«The Department, under my charge, wished to avail

itself of this opportunity to put in evidence the atti-

tude which, from the commencement of the war, the

Kosmos Company was observing in its relations with
the Authorities of the Republic, an attitude which
has given rise to the measures taken by our Govern-

ment, in the fulfilment of the trying duties which

neutrality imposes on it, and in exercise of the inalien-

able rights of its sovereignty, in the ports and waters
of its coast.»

«0n repeated occasions, the representatives of the

Kosmos Line as also its steamers have abused the

permissions granted by our naval authorities, it being
a matter of no concern to them that they put them-
selves in open contradiction with the declarations,

which on several occasions they had made on the destin-

ation of the ships and the goods embarked in Chilean

ports, and, not satisfied with abusing the provis-
ions of those Authorities, have ended by absolutely

ignoring their orders, inciting their Captains to an

open disobedience of them.»

«A11 these charges, in conjunction with declarations

of the Company, which have been published in the

newspapers, without the said Agents rebutting them,
as also the written declarations in lawsuits which,

according to our legal processes, acquire the merit of

public instruments, fiilly justify the vigilance which
the Government has felt it its duty to exercise over
the ships of this Company and the measures which it

has been compelled to take.»

«In this respect, I wish immediately to draw Your
Excellencv's attention to two concrete cases: that
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of the steamer «Santa Isabel», and that of the steamer
«Rakotis».

«My Government declared the first named ship to

be an auxiliary ship of the German Fleet, on account
of a series of warlike acts committed by said steamer.»

«It is worthy of remark that shortly before, in the

x\rgentine Republic, its privilege as a Mail Boat had
been cancelled, because it had left Buenos Aires
without its papers, and without permission of the
Maritime Authority .»

«It arrived at Valparaiso under conditions in other

respects irregular; its name had been effaced, and its

funnels and masts were painted a colour distinct from
its ordinary one, facts which would have sufficed to

justify the conclusion that it had changed its status,

and that it had become converted into an auxiliary
cruisers

«My Government having declared it an auxiliary

ship of the German Squadron, on account of its

having been chargedwith breaking thelaws of neutral-

ity, and the limit of twenty four hours being pend-
ing, within which by virtue of that declaration, it

ought to abandon the port of Valparaiso, Your Excel-

lency asked that the effect of said declaration might
be suspended, until such time as the Company, owner
of the ship, should present antecedents, to set aside

the charges which had served as base for the Govern-
mental resolution.»

«The presentation made by the Kosmos Company
was sent to the General Direction of the Navy, to be

studied, and, before this was finished, Your Excellency
asked the Government to allow the ship to sail with
sufficient coal to reach German ports. Your Excellency
repeatedly confirming the declarations of the Com-
pany that the fuel would be used only and exclusively
to reach those coasts.»
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«In view of these antecedents, the ship was allowed

to sail, the usual clearance being given.»

«The exactness of the declarations, on which they
laid stress before Your Excellency, can be appreciated,
when one bears in mind that the «Santa Isabel», a
few days afterwards figured among the auxiliary trans-

ports, colliers of the German fleet in the island of

Juan Fernandez.»

«These methods of procedure of the Company have
caused the Government to be more wary in appreciat-

ing their declarations »

«The steamer «Rakotis» sailed from Valparaiso, on
the I2th of November last, declaring that its desti-

nation was the port of Hamburg, a declaration ratified

by the German Consul General in Valparaiso.»

«After 31 days of navigation, this ship anchored in

Callao, having on board prisoners of war of the «North

Wales», and remained there till the 12th of the present
month, subject to special vigilance.»
«Another ship of that same Company, the «Ramses»,

sailing from Punta Arenas, bound for Corral, delayed
35 days in its voyage, arriving with signs of having
worked in transhipping coal, and gave explanations
of its delay and stay in Caleta Hernandez, not abso-

lutely satisfactory .»

«The «Luxor», and «Memphis» sailed almost at the

same time, the former from Coronel, and the latter

from Punta Arenas, by stealth, without clearance;

and deceiving our authorities.))

«The case of the «Luxor» has, in the opinion of the

undersigned, special importance. When, on account

of the Declaration of War, the spontaneous stagnation
of the ships of the Kosmos /Company on our coasts,

came about, special facilities were asked by them,
with the object of procuring coal for their ships.

«The Manager of that Company, in a petition,
dated the 29th of September, said: *We trust, Your
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Excellency, that the word of the Company, of higli

repute in this country for more than forty years, will

continue to merit the confidence of the Supreme
Government '»

«In this petition, it was requested that the «Luxor»

might be allowed to embark up to twelve thousand

tons, to be distributed in equal parts, among the ships
of the Company, so as to avoid the voyage of all the

steamers of their fleet to the coaling ports.»
«The shipment, asked for, commenced, but, before

its conclusion, it became necessary to suspend the auth-

orisation to complete this loadings
«It so happened that the «Luxor», twenty days

afterwards, illicitly fled from Coronel at midnight,
with 3,600 tons of coal on board, without the customary
papers, and without the permission of the Authorities.))

«After navigating for a month and a half, this ship
arrived at Callao; and the Peruvian Government has

also declared it an auxiliary ship, and interned it.»

«This fact would be sufficient to demonstrate the

just criterion of my Government in mistrusting the

declarations of the Kosmos Company, and treating
the «Luxor» as a warship.»

«The «Memphis», too, was getting ready to steal out of

Punta Arenas with its despatch not in order.»

«It will suffice, in this respect, to cite the fact that

provisions asked for the «Tucuman», were taken by
main force to the «Memphis», thus not complying
with the maritime orders, and in violation of the

rights of those charged with their execution .»

«Another steamer of the same Company, the «Amasis»

accompanied the German squadron as collier, during
its stay in Juan Fernandez, thus committing a bellig-
erent act, and violating the neutrality .»

«The «Karnak», for its part, sailed from Iquique to

Callao, on the 2nd of October, with coal and
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provisions, and returned empty to Antofagasta on the
28th of the same month.»

«When the Captain of the «Karnak» was notified of

the resolution of my Government to declare it an

auxiliary ship, he protested on the 15th of November,
remarking 'I hold responsible the Supreme Government
of Chile, or whom it may concern/»
«Not content with this, he did not recognise the

right of the Government to make that declaration, and
maintained that it was not such an auxiliary 'because

if it were, he should have received the corresponding
advice of the German Government/*
«The very Manager of that Company openly set

at naught the rules of the Maritime Police, and the

neutrality declared by my Government, by keeping
up communications from the steamers «Santa Isabel»,

and «Gottingen», with German warships.»
«This latter received, on board, a boat of the «Prinz

Eitel Freidrich.»

«0n being surprised by the Maritime Authority, it

was incommunicated; but disobeyed this order.»

«The Manager of the Kosmos Company was detained
on board the same steamer «Gottingen», nor was this

provision respected, and, in spite of it, he came to

shore disregarding the authority of the Maritime
Government.»

«And this is not, as I have just shewn, the first time
that the representative of the Kosmos Company has
violated the provisions of the Maritime Police and
the neutrality of the Republic: he had previously
sailed from the bay in an illicit way and at a forbidden

hour, in a boat of the Company, to communicate with
a ship outside.»

«0n the 19th of November the news of the sailing
of the «LuxoD> was published in Valparaiso, and on
the 20th there was an article in «E1 Mercurio», in
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which among other declarations the following were
attributed to the Kosmos Company .»

«'Every German steamer, although it belong to private

Companies, remains, in case of war, subordinated to

the orders which the German Admiralty may impart '»

«*Captains of ships should, above all, respect the

orders which they may receive from the warships, and
in this case should act with entire independence, and
even without giving any notice to this Management /»

«These very grave declarations, with which they
pretended to justify the violation of our laws, were
not contradicted or rectified, at that time, and have

given place, consequently, to the belief that they
really expressed the ideas of the Company, and the

real state of affairs. Add to this that, previously, in a

lawsuit in our Courts of Justice, between shippers or

owners of merchandise and the Kosmos Company, the

latter presented, under date 4th September of last

year, a plea declining the jurisdiction of the judge, in

which it not only expressed that the only tribunals

competent to try the case were those of the German
Empire, but made the following peremptory declaration

'This declinatory of jurisdiction is the more urgent,
inasmuch as the Kosmos Company is notified officially

by the German Government, that it must neither

dispose of the ships nor of their cargo '»

«With abundant reason, then, the belief is current

in the country that the ships of the Kosmos Company
obeyed, in their proceedings, superior instructions

from the German Government, doubtlessly badly
interpreted, and the more so is the belief current

because, up to date, no satisfactory explanation has
been given of the illicit sailing of the «Luxor», and of

the «Memphis», nor of the acts of other merchant

ships, which, in Punta Arenas, Iquique, Valparaiso,
Juan Fernandez, and many other ports, have supplied
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provisions and coal to ships of war, have placed them-
selves clandestinely in communication with them,
have served them as transports, and have violated,
in divers forms and repeatedly, the neutrality of the

Republic, persistently ignoring the rights of our sover-

eignty.>>
«It will not be necessary to cite other acts of violat-

ion of our neutrality, of disrespect to our laws, and
of disobedience to our Authorities, committed by the

Agents and Captains of the Kosmos Company, to

establish, in a form that admits of no appeal, that the

conduct of that Company and of these ships merits

the most energetic censure, and the most rigorous
measures of vigilance and repression.»

«But the Kosmos Company has gone further yet:
it has put forward protests in unacceptable terms, has
made improper publications, and has even gone so far

as to give orders to its subordinates, orders which imply
a veritable rebellion against the Maritime Authorities

of the Republic.»
«In fact, only a few days ago, the Manager of the

Company ordered his Agent in Punta Arenas to

tell the Captain of the «Radames» not to allow the

Maritime Authority to take away any part of that

ship, and the Manager himself declares that the orders

of the said Authority are illegaL»
«Your Excellency will recognise how irregular this

proceeding is, and how sternly to be reprobated is the

commission of such acts which are severely punished
by the legislation of all countries.»

«By no nation in the world would such language
and such an attitude be allowed in a private person,
and my Government reserves to itself the right to

bring the sanction of the law to bear upori these

operations.»

«The measure which has provoked this resistance on
the part of the Company, was suggested by Your
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Excellency to my Department, on the 5th of November,
that it might be applied to a British ship, about which
there had been communicated to Your Excellency a

denunciation which, after due investigation, did not

prove to be true.»

«Your Excellency sent from Valparaiso, to this Depart-
ment, on the 4th of November, a telegram denouncing
that a British ship, anchored in Talcahuano, had
disembarked all its passengers and was being paint-
ed black. Your Excellency added: «As changing the
colour of a ship is an act which involves a presumption
that she is attempting to change her statiis, I beg
that Your Excellency will be so good as to give tele-

graphic instructions, that this and all other circum-
stances be put to the test, which can serve to verify if

the ship is going to be converted into an auxiliary
cruiser.))

«The following day, Your Excellency gave the name
of the steamer, the «Orcoma», and added: «If the sus-

picion, with regard to it, be confirmed, the ship,

according to International Law, must sail immediately,
its twenty four hours having expired, or it will have to

be immobilized for the rest of the war by taking out

parts of its machinery.))
«Nevertheless, as on the nth of December, there was

revoked, in a general way, the instruction to take

away some pieces of machinery from the detained

steamers, orders have been given to return the pieces
which may have been taken away from the steamers

«Radames)), «Amasis», or from any other ship in like

situation.))

«And, as the Agents and Captains of the Kosmos
Company had questioned the right of our Government
to determine the conduct and class of the ships which

may arrive at the ports of the Republic, it is oppor-
tune to record also that Your Excellency has asked

that, from the month of October, British merchant
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ships be considered by my Government as warships,
for having navigated with warships of that nation,
and for having sailed without the Authorities of the

port having despatched them, and given them the

requisite authority.»

«In fact, Your Excellency, in an official message
dated 27th October, informed this Department of

the denouncement that the merchant ship «Bonbroock»,
anchored in Punta Arenas, sailed to join a warship
(a British one) without the Port Authorities inter-

vening, and asked, in consequence, that that ship and
the «Langke», which had navigated with the same

warship, 'should be treated as ships of war, in case

they should again touch at Chilean ports/»

«In the case of the «Luxor», and in that of others

to which I have referred in this communication, nothing
more has been done than to apply this same criterion .»

«Shortly before, Your Excellency, in a telegram
ist of October, transmitted some denouncements,

relating to the British ship «Victoria», which 'is

loaded with an excessive amount of coal recently
taken at Lota,' and, in consequence, asked the deten-

tion of the steamer «Victoria» until the matter should

be satisfactorily cleared up.»

«Sufficient, in the opinion of the undersigned, are

these citations, and the facts related by him, to leave

clearly established that, in those measures which have
been applied to the steamers of the Kosmos Company,
my Government has done nothing more than adjust
itself to the principles and practices universally estab-

lished.»

«If they have not been applied in the cases indicated

by Your Excellency, it is because the investigations
made have not proved the infraction or infractions

denounced, or because the ships in question, declared

.auxiliaries, as requested by Your Excellency on account
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of acts posterior to their stay on our coasts, have not

again touched in Chilean Ports.»

«Nevertheless, my Government, in its desire to

take only indispensable measures to safeguard our

neutrality and our sovereignty, has suspended, on
account of circumstances having changed, the general

prohibition to weigh anchor, which all the ships of

that Company had, without prejudice to the taking
of measures necessary to carry through the investiga-
tions demanded by the considerations to which I have

previously referred, as in the case of the «Abyssinia»,
whose procedure is the subject of active investigations.
In like manner, as is only natural, that prohibition
is maintained in regard to the ships which have been
declared auxiliaries and which have been interned in

conformity with international provisions in force.»

«My Government believes that, in the present
circumstances, the measures which it has ordered to

be suspended are not actually necessary: because it

is less probable, now, that the ships of this Company
may again violate the neutrality.»
«And considers, on the other hand, that in order not

to give retroactive action, even in appearance, to the

decree of the 15th of December, which lays down
that 'fuel will not be supplied in Chilean Ports, to

any ship of the Company to which the refractory ship

belongs ', it is advisable that the Kosmos Company
be placed on the same footing as the rest who have
maritime traffic in Chile, so that the said sanction may
apply to all of them, equally, from the first day of

this year, in conformity with the said decree.»

«Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the

prohibition to weigh anchor, as well as that of intern-

ment, have not modified the actual situation of the

ships of the Kosmos Company. In fact, on account
of the contingencies of the war, none of these ships

(5)
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are at present or have latterly been in conditions of

being able to arrive at the port of their destination. So
much so is this the case, that, exaggerating, undoubt-

edly, the situation to which I refer, they have spon-
taneously declared themselves incapacitated from

moving from one port to another, on our own coasts,
even in the days when a powerful German squadron
was sailing in these waters.»

«This also was the case in Peru, where leaving the

ports was not prohibited. And what occurs, in this

respect, on the Pacific Coast, is true also of the
Atlantic.))

«It is precisely on these grounds, that those very
ships have based their demands for the payment of

General Average from the owners of the cargo which

they bring, in spite of the fact that my Government
has offered Chilean ships of war to accompany them
in our seas, to keep them protected from all risk,

and thus to facilitate their arrival at the ports where

they have to disembark the merchandise they have
on board.»

«No one, on the other hand. Your Excellency, has
more interest than Chile, in the arrival of those ships
at the ports of our coasts, and in their subsequent
leaving.^

«Many of those steamers have on board, in fact,

for many months past, merchandise destined to our

country, and goods belonging to the Government of

the Republic. Nor is it unknown to any one, that

the crippling of maritime traffic has deeply affected

the economic life of our country.»
«If the Kosmos Company feels itself prejudiced by

the detention of its ships in our ports, more seriously
so is our own country by this forced stay.»
«The crippling of maritime traffic is not peculiar

to our coasts, but a universal factor, the necessary and
inevitable consequence of the European war.»
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«The attitude of the representatives of the Kosmos
Company, and of the Captains of its steamers, who
have made evasive declarations; who have mocked
the constituted Authorities; who have failed to recog-
nise the orders of our Government, and who have
committed numerous acts in violation of our neutral-

ity, has placed the Government under the necessity
of converting the de facto situation in which some of

those ships found themselves, of not being able to

arrive at their port of destination into a situation de

jure.»
«It cannot escape the keen mentality of Your

Excellency, that Chile has been one of the coun-
tries most prejudiced by the suspension of the mar-
itime movement; consequently, no one can think that

we are trying by unjustifiable means, to aggravate
this evil which so greatly prejudices us.

«Our wish and our interest would be that all the

ships, at present detained, should be put in movement
again.»

«But, forces, superior to our will, hinder it, e. g. the

war and the obligations it imposes on neutrals.»

«The general order of detention in the ports of the

Republic, which affected all the ships of the Kosmos
Company, being now suspended by reason of new
circumstances, the prohibition to sail only remains
confined to the ships, concerning whose procedure
investigations of the case are now going on, and those

which have already been interned in accordance with
what is stipulated in the Hague Conference.^

«Nevertheless, even as regards one or more of these

interned ships, if new antecedents came to be present-
ed, the Government, if it were asked, would in each
case be willing to reconsider those new antecedents, so

as to arrive at a just decision.»

«And with reference to the concrete petition of

Your Excellency in regard to the steamers «Tanis»;.
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«Negada», and «Sais», I am glad to communicate to

Your Excellency, that my Government, in view of

the new antecedents which have been furnished, has
resolved to revoke the declaration which it made,
when it considered them to be auxiliary war ships»

«I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate, to

Your Excellency, the ' assurance of my most distin-

guished consideration.»

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

Take note that apart from the unusual tone of this

communication, unusual on account of its almost
violent energy, there is underlying it a kind of bitter

irony.
In truth, our Minister communicates to the German

Plenipotentiary that some of his ships are at liberty
to go to sea.

In what circumstances? When on the face of the

waters there were no German ships of war, and
Avhen the British flag was supreme in the whole Pa-
cific.

Is it thinkable that those German ships, left free

to act, would venture to make use of the liberty
recovered?
The suspension of the measures which had been

adopted, and which amounted to restrictions on all

belligerent ships, solely favoured the Allies.

Was, then, the neutrality of Chile pro-German?

Let us look into, then, the cases of violation of the

neutrality of Chile, and the attitude maintained by
our Government. .
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The first incidents gave rise to the following cable-

grams directed to the Plenipotentiary of Chile in

Germany.

Santiago, 12th December 1914.

«N.o 53. A German Naval Division, composed of

12 units: viz. 4 war-ships and 8 colliers, remained in

the port of Angarroa in the Chilean isle Pascua for 5

days, and there took in a more abundant supply of

food than is customary in times of peace.
«The prolongation, for more than 24 hours, of the

stay of those ships in our territorial waters; the

simultaneous presence of three war-ships in the said

port, and the excessive provision of food constitute,

in conformity with Articles 12, 15 and 19 of Conven-
tion XIII of the Hague, a violation of our neutrality
which empowers the Government of Chile to formulate

a protest, through you as intermediary. Sir, before

the German Government.»

You, Sir, will please send to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Germany a protest, and devolve on it all

the responsibility that, directly or indirectly, may
arise from these acts.»

«By post I send you. Sir, the antecedents of this

matter.—Salinas .»

To the Minister of Chile m Germany.

Santiago, 13th December 1914.

«N.o 56.
—From the investigations conducted by

the Maritime Authorities of Chile, it appears proved
that a German Naval Division comprising the follow-

ing units: «Scharnhorst», «Gneisenau», «Niirnberg»,

«Dresden», «Leipzig», «Titania», and «Prinz Eitel
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Friedrich», remained in the north-west bay of the
island of Mas Afuera for seven days, tranship-
ping coal and provisions from the ships «Valentine»

(French), «Helicon» (Norwegian), and «Sacramento»

(American), which had been conducted there by the
aforesaid Division, as Prizes, and held up in that
character for several days.»

«These actions signify flagrant violations of the

neutrality of Chile, the more censurable as they have
been consummated in an island where the immediate
action of the central Authorities could not reach, on
account of the distance from the continent, and the
want of telegraphic communication.))
«The Government of Chile has determined to formu-

late an energetic protest, based on the following heads:

1st That more than three ships of the German
squadron were, at the same time, in the north-west

bay of Mas Afuera, in contravention of what is

stipulated in Article 15 of Convention XIII of the

Hague.
2nd That German war-ships remained more than 24

hours, contravening what is stipulated in Article 12 of

said Convention.

3rd That the merchant ships «Valentine», «Sacramen-

to,» and «Helicon» were conducted to a neutral road-

stead, for a purpose distinct from sequestration, con-

stituting in territorial waters a Prize-depot and a base
of naval operations, in violation of Articles 5 and 23
of the Convention.

4th That they provided themselves with fuel and

provisions, taking them from the said Prizes, in con-

travention of what is stipulated in Article ig.))

«Consequently, you. Sir, will be so good as to

formulate the protest in a note directed to the Minister

of Foreign Affairs of that country, taking as your base

the grounds indicated, and adding that the Govern-
ment of Chile holds the Government of Germany
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responsible for all the consequences that may arise

from those acts, and for all the indemnities there may
be, by virtue of the sentence of the Prize-Court, be it

with regard to loss incurred by the ships, or by the car-

goes captured under abnormal conditions.—Salinas.»

To the Minister of Chile in Germany.

«Sir,

«The 6th of December last, at lo a. m., the German
war transport «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» entered the minor

port of Papudo.»
«Without submitting itself to what the Port Regu-

lations prescribe, and without shewing the slightest

courtesy to our Authorities, the German transport
sent its boats and disembarked 58 men, including the

Captain, of the British steamer «Charcas», which the

same «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» had sunk between Corral

and Valparaiso, eight miles from the coast. This

having taken place under the conditions disclosed,
the «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» left the port, for the high
seas. Be so good. Sir, as to direct to that Government
a protest, on account of the want of respect shewn
to the authorities of the country, by the said ship of

the German Navy.—Lira».

To the Minister of Chile in Germany.

Santiago, 23rd. March 1915.

«N.^ 28.—Information, received by our Government,
from the Maritime Authority of the Chilean island Mas
a Tierra, of the Juan Fernandez group, manifests that

on the 9th inst. the German cruiser «Dresden» anchored
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in Cumberland Bay, and that its Commander asked

permission from that Maritime Authority to remain
in that port for eight days, to repair his ship. This

petition being rejected by the Maritime Governor, he

finding no grounds for it, for the ship had come into

port at a good speed, there being every reason to

suppose that its engines were in perfect order, and that

it was only short of coal to put out to sea, that official,

after the violation of our neutrality by the «Dresden»,
it not having left the bay within the 24-hour limit,

notified the Commander of the «Dresden» that it re-

mained interned. This violation, notwithstanding said

sanction, together with the violations of the neutrality
of Chile already committed by this same ship, it having,
on other occasions, made use of the island of Juan Fer-

nandez and Easter Island as centres of warlike opera-
tions, which were the basis of earlier representations

by our Government, obliged us. Sir, through your
intermediation, to make a protest, before the German
Government, demanding satisfaction for this new
attack on our sovereignty.

—Lira.»

To the Minister of Chile in Germany.

«6tl> August 1915.
—To the Minister of Chile.—

Berliij
—^The investigation made by the Chilean war-

ship <(Baquedano» proves that the auxiliary cruiser of

th^ German Naw «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» remained

at anchor for eight days in the roadstead of Angarroa,
at the Chilean possession Easter Island, transhipping
coal from the French sailing ship «Jean» conducted

there as a Prize.»

«The said cruiser, likewise, had, at that time, an

observation station in Mount La Perousse in that

island, with armed troops, under the command of an

officer.»
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«A11 these acts were realised with absolute disregard
of the resident Maritime Authority, which, naturally,
had not the coercive power to resist them.»
«The grave violation of our neutrality, which the

facts indicated signify, and the serious insult inflicted,

thereby, on the sovereignty of the Republic, induce
the Government of Chile, Sir, through you as interme-

diary before the German Government, to formulate an

energetic protest, on the following grounds:
a) Inasmuch as the «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» remain-

ed more than 24 hours in the said roadstead, in con-
travention of the stipulations in Article 12 of Con-
vention XIII of the Hague;

b) Inasmuch as the merchant ship «Jean» was held

up as a Prize, in contravention ©f the stipulations in

Article 21 of the same Convention;
c) Inasmuch as they provided themselves with fuel,

taking it from said Prize in violation of Article 19 of

said Convention;

d) Inasmuch as they disembarked troops in the road-
stead of Angarroa, making it a base of operations
against their adversaries, in contravention of the

stipulations of Articles ist and 3rd of Convention V
of the Hague, and ist and 5th of Convention XIII

already cited.—Lira.»

The German Government gave explanations of the-

violation of our neutrality, committed by the «Prinz
Eitel Freidricb) in Papudo, and also apologised for

the most extraordinary outrages perpetrated by the
same ship in the Chilean possession, Easter Island.

The following note gives the answer of the German
Government to the other matters to which the tran-

scribed cablegrams refer:
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Berlin, 23rd June 1915,

«Sir,

«I have the honour of communicating, to Your Ex-

cellency, the result of the investigation made by the
Authorities of the Imperial Marine, in regard to the

stay of the German cruiser «Dresden» in the Chilean

bay Cumberland, and Your Excellency can consider

this note as a continuation of our previous one of

19th May.»
«The result is such that our Government cannot

consider justifiable the reproach formulated by the

Chilean Government, on the ground of the violation

of neutrality by the Imperial cruiser.»

«In the first place, we note that the report of the

Commander of the «Dresden» is not in agreement
with the statements of the Authorities of the Chil-

ean Navy. According to these, the petition of the Com-
mander, to have a limit of eight days to attend to

repairs in his ship, was refused, the refusal being
based on the petition not being well founded; the

Commander had been invited to leave the bay within

24 hours, and internment notified to that end.»

«The Commander of the cruiser affirms, contradict-

ing the foregoing, that he entered the bay, compel-
led by damage to his engines. As soon as the Mari-

time Governor arrived on board, he was asked to in-

spect the engines that he might convince himself of

the damage. The Governor answered that he did not

consider it necessary, because he confided in the Com-
mander's declaration.))

«The internment of the cruiser, after the 24-hour lim-

it, notified by the Maritime Authority of Mas a Tie-

rra, rejected verbally and in writing by the Comman-
der, as unjustifiable.))
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«It is worthy of credence that these ideas were accept-
ed by the Governor/ who replied that he had asked
new instructions from his Government and he could
count on their being brought at an early date by a
Chilean war-ship.»

«According to our Commander's version, the cruiser

«Dresden» has not violated any rule of International

Law, by its stay in the port of Mas a Tierra.»

«The Commander could remain in the bay sufficient

time to repair its engines, a time whose duration could
not be determined beforehand. (See Art. 14 of the
XIII Convention of the Hague, of i8th October 191 7,

concerning the rights and duties of Neutral Powers
in case of maritime war.)»

«Consequently, the internment after 24 hours, noti-

fied, was not justifiable; on the contrary, the ques-
tion itself of knowing if the ship should be interned
in conformity with International Law, (See Art. 24
cf said Convention) was not sufficiently clear, not even
in the sight of the Chilean Authority of Mas Afuera.»

«Comparing the two accounts, it is plain that in

the discussions between the German Commander and
the Governor of the Port there has been a lament-
able misunderstanding.»

«While the Commander took the answer of the Gov-
ernor as the expression of the conviction of the lat-

ter that there was damage, this making the inspec-
tion unnecessary, the Governor, for his part, prob-
ably thought, without even examining the engines,
that the damage was not of consequence.»

Further, it was open to the Commander to infer

from the answer to his protest, re the internment,
that the Governor desisted from his action; meanw^hile
the Chilean official very likely, has thought to keep
the internment in force till the arrival of the definite

resolution of the Government.))
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«The German Government laments that the Chilean

Government, has, on account of this misunderstanding,
given to the attitude of the Commander of the «Dres-

den», an interpretation which does not correspond
with his intentions. Nevertheless, it is necessary to

observe, that from the statement of the Local Author-
ities one cannot deduce any reason for the Government
of Chile seeing a violation of neutrality in the single
circumstance of not having left the port in 24 hours.»

«The Imperial Department is of opinion that to

exceed the ordained limit does not constitute an in-

fraction of neutrality, and this non-observance of

it only produces the consequences foreseen by Inter-

national Law (Article 24 of said Convention) .»

«As regards the other complaints of the Chilean

Government about the stay of German war-ships in

its territorial waters, the Imperial Government would
have liked to have been made acquainted with the

facts by the Authorities of the Chilean Navy, and the

more so as it has no data from the Commander of the

German squadron, up to now, and under the act-

ual circumstances cannot reckon on their arrival.

The Commander of the squadron has superior orders

to keep within -International Law.»
«To establish the facts, the German Government

has asked for a report from the Commander of the

«Dresden», but it is difficult for this order to reach the

Commander interned in Chile, and for his answer to

be received in Berlin, now that the British naval for-

ces intercept the mails, as is proved by the many Ger-^

man postal communications lost.»

«For the moment the complaints of the Government
of Chile appear to be the following:

1st On account of the stay in Mas Afuera and in

Hangar Roa of more than three ships of the German

squadron.
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2nd On account of the German ships remaining in

said ports beyond the time limit of 24 hours.

3rd On account of the towing of the merchant ships
«Valentine», «Helicon», and <<Sacramento» to a neutral

bay, establishing in its territorial waters a base of

naval operations, and a Prize-depot.

4th On account of taking, in Hangar Roa, excess

of provisions, and transhipping coal and provisions
in Mas Afuera from the ships «Valentine», «Helicon»,
and «Sacramento» to ships of the German division.»

«Re N.o I. In view of the order given to the Com-
mander of the squadron to keep within International

Law, the Imperial Government cannot explain to

itself how he can have forgotten the stipulations of

Article 15 of said Convention. The Imperial Govern-
ment is interested in procuring precise data, so as to

inform itself about the facts which can serve to

corroborate the Chilean Authorities.))

«Re N.o 2. In reference to the non-observance of

the 24-hour limit, fixed by Article 12, Germany has

not recognised that this provision is in conformity
with International Law in force; it considers it an in-

novation contrary to the principles thereof, and has

reserved its rights as regards this Article of the said

Convention. The Chilean Government, as far as the

German Government knows, has accepted said pro-
vision as the fundamental principle of its neutral-

ity, and from it emanates the violation of Chilean

neutrality, on account of our having exceeded the

24-hour limit in said ports. It is necessary to observe

that the Commander of our squadron has acted in

complete ignorance of the interpretation of your Gov-

ernment, an ignorance for which he cannot be re-

sponsible, as the special definition of Chilean neutral-

ity probably did not come to his knowledge.»

«Re N.o 3. The Imperial Government considers that

the transhipping of coal, which only happens once in
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a place, does not convert that place into a base of

operations. One cannot, in this case, speak of a depot
of Prizes, for of the three ships «Valentine», «Helicon»,
and «Sacramento», the first only was a Prize, while,
on the other hand, a little after its arrival, it was con-

ducted beyond territorial waters. The «Helicon» had
not been captured but retained to be visited, allowing
it full liberty of action. As regards the «Sacramento»,.
it must be said that she voluntarily followed the Ger-

man squadron, and further, that, according to the

communication of the German Minister in Chile, this

ship had been interned by order of the Chilean Gov-
ernment, as an auxiliary ship of the German Navy,
which cannot tally with the alleged character of Prize.»

«0n the other hand, Article 23 of the Convention
does not prohibit Prizes being taken to a neutral port.
The Imperial Government is not therefore in a posit-
ion to recognise "that the data of the Chilean Mari-

time Authorities justify the reproach of having brok-

en the neutrality.*
<fRe N.^ 4. As regards the last complaint, as to ex-

cessive provisioning in territorial waters, beyond the

normal needs, in contravention of Article 19 of the

Convention, the Imperial Government regrets not being
able to form an opinion, for want of exact details.»

«The Imperial Government hopes that it will be

possible to shed such light on these misunderstandings
as will cause them to disappear. While the proofs are

being obtained, which it has felt obliged to ask, it as-

sures the Chilean Government that it willmake no delay
in offering its apology for the violation of the neutral-

ity of Chile, when proofs are produced.))
In a later commimication I shall treat of the

internment of the crew of the «Dresden», availing

myself of this opportunity to reiterate, to Your

Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration.»

(Signed) .
—^Zimmermann.
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The Government impugned the fundamental prin-

ciples of the German reply, and sent, on the 30th Nov-
ember 191 5, a Memorandum to our Plenipotentiary
in Berlin, intended to inform him as to the view which
cur Government took of this answer.

Herewith is that Memorandum, whose purport shows
no desire to gratify the German Government, and,
much less so, to underrate our sovereignty, or to break
our neutrality for their sakes.

That Memorandum clearly shows that, on the con-

trary, the Government resolutely faced the problems,
subject matter of the interposed demands, which
arose out of the violation of Chilean neutrality.

MEMORANDUM
I will examine, separately, the pleas alleged by the^

German Chancellor on each of our protests.

As an observation of a general nature, I wish to

call your attention. Sir, to the fact that the German
Government, in its notes answering our protests, en-

deavours not to recognise the right of the Government
of Chile to adduce the rules of International Law laid

down in the Plague Conventions, and put in force by
our Government at the commencement of the Euro-

pean war, and bases that non-recognition on Chile

not having ratified these Conventions, and this fact is

the more noteworthy, inasmuch as the German Gov-
ernment, at the same time that it denies the right
of the Chilean Government to invoke those Conven-
tions on its own behalf, itself constantly recurs to said

rules as the base of the petitions which it has formu-
lated before the Chilean Chancellery.
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The Government of Chile considers anomalous the

situation in which the German Government places
itself, in that, on the one hand, it does not recognise
those rules, and, on the other, invokes them.
The communications of the German Government to

which I now refer, and the transcription of divers

notes of the Minister of Germany in Chile, previously
transmitted b}^ this Department to that Legation,
will make clear to you. Sir, the truth of this asser-

tion.

As you, Sir, are aware, immediately the European
war was declared, my Government officially notified

all the belligerent Powers of its adoption of those

rules, as principles of International Law, and none
of them protested.
Nor could any have protested, since each State,

by virtue of its own sovereign right, has the inherent

attribute of laying down rules to be observed in its

national territory, its only restriction being Internat-

ional Law.

Perhaps it might be observed that the Government
of Chile, without having yet ratified the Conventions
of the Hague, cites certain articles of them in support
of its resolutions, as if this incorporation of laws were
in force to govern its relations with the other signa-

tory States who already have ratified it. But, if such

observation were made, it would be without taking
into account that the Government of Chile does not

cite the Articles of the Hague Convention as concrete

provisions of a treaty which binds it to other nations,
but as points or fixed parts of a body of doctrines of

International Law to which it has adjusted its acts,

in face of the actual European conflict, and the citing
of the Articles should be considered as valuable in-

dications to facilitate deliberation on the principles
in question.
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II

In a verbal message on the nth of January of this

year, you, Sir, addressed the Imperial Department of

Foreign Affairs, protesting against the acts violating
our neutrality, committed by the forces of the German
squadron in the island of Mas Afuera and in Easter

Island, thus complying with the instructions which
this Department felt it its duty to impart in telegrams
dated the 12th and 13th of December 1914.
Our protest is based on the following grounds:
ist That there v/ere, at one time, more than three

ships of the German squadron in Mas Afuera Bay, as

also in the port of Angarroa in Easter Island, which
is contrary to Article 15 of Convention XIII of the

Hague.
2nd That those same ships remained at the points

indicated more than 24 hours, contravening what is

laid down in Article 12 of the said Convention.

3rd That those same ships took the «Valentine»,,

«Helicon», and «Sacramento» to a Chilean bay, with
a purpose other than sequestration, establishing, at

the same time, in territorial waters, not only a Prize-

depot but also a base of naval operations, in contra-

vention of Articles 5 and 23 of Convention XIII.

4th That their war-ships took in an excessive amount
of provisions in the port of Angarroa, and that a
naval division in Mas Afuera transhipped coal and

provisions from the merchant ships «Valentine», «He-

licon», and «Sacramento», thus contravening Article .

19 of said Convention.
The German Government answered your note, Sir,

in a communication dated the 23rd of June of this

vear, in which reference is also made to the breach of

neutrality b}^ the «Dresden» in Cumberland Bay, which

(6)
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we shall speak of later. The exceptions to the charges

previously mentioned can be resumed as follows:

As regards the first, it may be noted that the Com-
mander of the German squadron received orders to

strictly observe the prescriptions of International

Law, so the Imperial Government cannot understand
how he can have overlooked the provision in Article

15 of Convention XIII of the Hague. It has, there-

fore, a peculiar interest in being specially informed as

to the facts which would serve as proof of the allega-
tions of the Chilean Authorities, on this point.
The Government of Chile has duly investigated the

events that occurred in both places, by means of the

Naval Authorities specially sent. The circumstantial

evidence and answers of the public officials and dwell-

ers in the island, witnesses of the events, who are whol-

ly trustworthy, have made it possible to form a clear

idea of what happened. Our Government, then, cannot
admit imputations of lack of sincerity or conviction

in formulating the charge which was indicated; more

particularly so, as happens in the present case, when
no definite fact or circumstance has been adduced
which tends to disprove them.

I send you, herewith. Sir, copies of the various in-

vestigations made by the Government in regard to

this, which will aid you. Sir, from a source strictly con-

fidential and personal, in submitting to the German
Government, the proofs which you. Sir, may judge
convenient.

As to the second count, the German Government
states that the provision in Article 12 of Convention

XIII, which fixes the 24-hour limit, has not been rec-

ognised by it, it having formulated reservations in

regard to it.

It is added, that the German Government being
aware, as it was, of the resolution of the Chilean Gov-
ernment to adopt the rules of the Hague Convention,
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as the norma of its neutrality, the German naval forces

would, consequently, have violated Chilean neutrality,

by remaining more than 24 hours at the points indi-

cated above, but observes that the Commander of

the squadron may have acted in complete ignorance
of the adoption of these rules, an ignorance for which
he cannot be held responsible, in view of the fact

that he was probably not aware of this special reso-

lution of Chile in regard to her neutrality.
The fact, that the German Government has not adopt-

ed the rules which are embodied in Art. 12 of Conven-
tion XIII of the Hague, signifies nothing in the pres-
ent case, because belligerent ships of war touching
at her ports are not being treated of. It would have
had a bearing, if ships of war of a belligerent nation
had remained more than 24 hours in German ports.
But Chile has adopted that norma, and the German

Government recognises the fact of its adoption, and
at the same time its right to so act.

On the other hand, it could not be unaware of the

fact that the representatives of Chile had without res-

ervations subscribed Article 12 of said Convention
in 1907.
The excuse of the German Government is founded

simply on the conjecture that the Commander of the

squadron was probably unaware of the adoption of

that regulation, and on the irresponsibility which is

derived from that presumed ignorance.
But it is not admissible to plead ignorance on his

part more than two months after the European war
broke out.

The most elementary precaution imposed on him
the necessity or convenience of knowing the regulations,
which the country, to whose territorial waters he was

going with the squadron under his command, had

adopted, to uphold its status of a neutral country,,
in view of this conflict.
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Nor is it admissible that a Government, which for

some time had been aware of the adoption of those

regulations by Chile, should not have imparted them
to the Commander of the German squadron which
was going to the territorial waters of that same neu-
tral country, and less still can a Government be ex-

empted from giving satisfaction, alleging probable or
actual ignorance on the part of one of its principal
officials.

At all events, if there be not a manifest intention

to affront the sovereignty of Chile, there is a series

of acts which reveals inexcusable indolence or negli-

gence on the part of the German Government or its

naval subordinates, in not avoiding a breach of Chil-

ean neutrality.
Suffice it to say, they owe us the reparation de-

manded.
As regards the third count, the German Govern-

ment is of opinion: i) that the transhipment of coal

which does not occur more than once in a given place
does not convert it into a base of operations; and

2) that it cannot be said that, in this case, a Prize-

depot as been established, because, of the three mer-
chant ships «Helicon», «Sacramento», and «Valentine»,

only the last was a Prize; the first was only de-

tained to be inspected, and immediately set at liber-

ty, and the «Sacramento» voluntarily followed the

naval division. In regard to the latter, the «Sacra-

mento», it is to be noted, moreover, that it has been
interned by the Chilean Government, being consider-

ed as an auxiliary of the German squadron, which is

in disagreement with the character of a Prize atnbut-
ed to it. Apart from this. Art. 33 of the said Conven-
tion does not forbid Prizes being taken to a neutral

port.
It is true that the act of transhipping coal once on-

ly, at a given point, is not enough to characterise this
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point as a base of operations; but it is no less cer-

tain that, in the case of Juan Fernandez, the German
squadron made a long stay, transhipping coal, and
from many ships, all this constituting a series of oper-
ations, which implies taking in supplies on a large
scale, with warlike ends. It should be clearly under-

stood, then, that during the whole term of the labour
of transhipping coal from one ship to another, Juan
Fernandez was the base of future operations of the

German squadron in the Pacific; apart from the fact

that those ships of war stayed in territorial waters
more than the 24 hours fixed by law, they openly
violated the neutrality adopted by the Government
of Chile.

The German Government acknowledges that the

French ship «Valentine» was conducted as a Prize to

a Chilean port, by its naval forces, and immediately
taken out of territorial waters to be sunk; thus it is,

that the violation of our neutrality is recognised, in

relation to what happened, by the capture of this

ship; and it is to be noted, that this acknowledgment
does not come suited to give the satisfaction due to our

Government, for one cannot seriously take into

account as an excuse for^the violation of our neutra-

lity, and as a satisfactory one, the fact that the
letter of the Convention does not hinder ,the bellig-
erents from conducting Prizes to neutral ports for

purposes other than sequestration, limiting itself to

establish the obligation of the neutrals not to permit
the access of a Prize under those conditions.

But arguing thus, it does not take note that if neu-
trals are under the obligation not to permit Prizes to

be conducted to their ports, it is precisely because the

belligerent has no right to take them there. If it were
lawful to conduct Prizes to neutral ports with an

object other than sequestration, the obligation on the

part of neutrals to impede that right would not have
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been established in the Hague Convention. Neither,

indeed, can the lawfulness or unlawfulness of that act

depend on the fact that the neutral State may or may
not have the means necessary to impede it by force

of arms.
As regards the Norwegian ship «Helicon», which

according to the German Government was only de-

tained and visited, the result of the investigation made

by our Government, as you, Sir, can corroborate by
the copies to which I previously referred, enables us

to assert that it was threatened with gun-fire, and
forced to direct its course to Juan Fernandez, where
the coal was taken out, which it was bringing from
Great Britain to a Chilean port for an English firm.

It v/as only after this, that it was left at liberty.

And, as for the «Sacramento», you, Sir, can manifest

that this ship was conducted to Chilean territorial

waters, and kept there to requisition its fuel and pro-

visions, as is evidenced by the explicit declaration

relating thereto, made by the Commander of the Ger-

man squadron which touched at Juan iFernandez, in

a document the copy of which you, Sir, will find among
the enclosures anexed to this communication.
The protest which my Government made to that

of Germany is the natural outcome of this point of

view.

But further investigations induced the Government,
later on, to declare this ship an auxiliary of the Ger-

man squadron in view of the subsequent attitude of

the Captain of the «Sacramento» which disclosed his

complicity in the supposed capture, as appears in

the judicial investigation thereon, copy of which I

enclose; and it has been treated as an auxiliary, to this

time, by the Maritime Authorities of Valparaiso.
As you. Sir, can see, there is no contradiction be-

tween both declarations of the Government, as each

time they correspond to the different points of view,
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in which the «Sacramento» successively appeared. It

is superfluous to add that the second declaration

carries more weight than the first.

Finally, and with reference to the fourth count, the
German reply manifests that the Imperial Government
is not, to its regret, able to pass an opinion on the ex-

cessive provisioning of its ships of war in Easter Island

and Juan Fernandez, without more precise informa-
tion.

From the antecedents, copies of which I send you,
the fact of excessive provisioning appears proved.
We must, then, insist on this charge.
Our Government takes special note of the declara-

tion which is made in the reply, as to the sinking of

the «Valentine>>, according to which the ship was taken
out of territorial waters and sunk, and, consequently,
the responsibility, which the Government of France
thinks it sees emanate from that act, devolves on that
of Germany, a responsibility which the former, already,
without any justification, endeavours to fix on the

Government of Chile.

Ill

In the beforementioned note of the 23rd of June,
that Chancellery also answers the protest formulated

by you, Sir, in your communication of the 7th of April
of the present year, relative to the violation of neu-

trality by the «Dresden», on the 9th of March of the
same year, in Cumberland Bay in the island of Mas
a Tierra, by its remaining there more than 24 hours,

notwithstanding the notificacion by the Local Author-

ity to leave the port.
The German Government manifests that from the

comparative study of our protest, and the report of

the Commander of the «Dresden»,it gathers there has
been a lamentable misunderstanding between the
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Maritime Authorities of the port and said Commander,
in regard to the order of internment. While the former
considered that the ship had no need to undergo re-

pairs, and that it ought to continue interned, pending
new instructions from the Government, the Commander
thought that as the Authority did not inspect the

damage, it therefore took it for granted, and conse-

quently the stay of the ship was justified, at least till

the arrival of the instructions asked for.

The Imperial Government regrets that, by reason
of this misunderstanding, the action of the Commander
of the «Dresden» has been interpreted in a manner not
in accord with his intentions. The note, in reply to

this point, ends by manifesting that if the time limit

be passed by a war-ship of a belligerent State, that

does not constitute a breach of neutrality, but that

the non-observance of the time only brings in its train

the consequences provided for in International Law.
The excuse made by the Commander of the «Dres-

den» for not respecting the order of internment given

by the corresponding Chilean Authority, viz: that he

had understood that it was not in force till instructions

arrived from the Government, cannot be reconciled

with the documents, copies of which I enclose, one of

which is the order of the Maritime Governor of Juan
Fernandez in which he manifests to the Commander
of the «Dresden» that the internment of this ship is no-

tified, and that, in consequence, it should change its
'

anchorage, naming the engineers who were to take out

the pieces essential to the engines, and the other is the

answer of the said Commander, in which he manifests

his deliberate and irrevocable intention not to comply
with the order of the Maritime Governor. I accompany,
also. Sir, a copy of the last report sent to the Govern-
ment by the said Governor, and I very particularly
call your attention. Sir, to the following fact, which

shows how far from truth is the supposed acquiescence
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of the Maritime Governor in allowing matters to remain
in statu quo, until new instructions should arrive

from the Government. From the note of the Mari-

time Governor, of which I enclose a copy, it appears
that when he sent the engineer and the mate of the

Argentine schooner to examine whether the «Dresden»
needed repairs, they were driven back from the deck
of the ship and menaced with being kept prisoners,
if they insisted in carrying out the order of the Gov-
ernor.

In such manner, did the Commander of this ship,
who raised an exception to the rule of the 24-hours

limit, rise in rebellion against the constituted Author-

ity instead of himself taking the measures conducive
to prove that his case was an exception.

Moreover, and without taking into consideration the

grounds of the opinion manifested by that Chancellery,
that infraction of neutrality bring no consequences
other than the sanction in the provisions governing
that same neutrality, you, Sir, can manifest, as regards
this, that it is precisely on account of the resistance

to the application of the sanction, that our Govern-
ment has found it necessary to make a remonstrance.
We must further add that if the Commander of the

«Dresden» had respected the order of the Maritime

Governor, we should not have had to lament the un-

happy events of Cumberland Bay.

IV

The 2ist of last August you, Sir, presented to that

Government the remonstrance, to which reference is

made in the telegrams of the Ministry, dated the 6th

and 17th of the same month, on account of the acts

violating our neutrality committed in Easter Island

by the cruiser «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» taking to that

island, as a Prize, the French sailing ship «Jean»; by
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having stayed there more than 24 hours, supplying
itself with fuel taken from said Prize; and by having
landed troops there, establishing a base of operations.

In the German reply, dated the 31st of said month
of August, it is argued that the Hague Convention,
whose provisions have been violated by the ship here-

named, is not applicable in the present war, because
it has not been ratified by various belligerent States,

nor by Chile itself. Neither is it acknowledged to be
the expression of the principles of International Law,

generally recognised, especially Article 12 which estab-

lishes the 24-hour limit.

But as has been recognised already in the note of

the 23rd of June, and is recognised further on, in the

said cited note of the 31st of August, that these rules

have been adopted by Chile by an autonomous act,

so as to observe neutrality in the European conflict,

it is unnecessary to rebut this point, the more so as

the German Minister in this Capital, as has been stat-

ed above, has done nothing else, during the war, than

demand, by express instructions of his Government,
the strict fulfilment of those provisions.

In conclusion, our Government accepts the excuses

made for those acts by the Government of that Em-
pire and devolves on it the responsibility which may
arise from the proceedings re the sailing ship «Jean».

V

Our Government also accepts the excuses which
that of Germany makes, in the note of i6th July, for

the want of respect shewn to the Authorities of the

port of Papudo, by the cruiser «Prinz Eitel Friedrich».

May God keep you, Sir.

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.
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The German Government did not reply to the re-

presentations which our Minister in Berlin made, in

conformity with the general and definite instructions

contained in the previously inserted Memorandum.

Let us examine the affairs of this nature that

arose with the Allied Governments.
In November 1914, the French ship «Valentine»

was sunk by German ships of war.
The French Legation denounced this outrage com-

mitted on its ships on the coast of Chile.

The most Excellent Plenipotentiary Mons. Delvin-
court placed in the hands of our Chancellery, on the

loth of August 1914, a Memorandum of the Govern-
ment of the French Republic, which concluded thus:

«Anchored at half a mile from the coast, in Chilean
territorial waters, the «Valentine» was detained there

for 13 consecutive days, that is, till the 17th of Nov-
ember I9i4.»

«During this detention a German squadron at an-
chor in the same waters, its units being the cruisers

«Dresden», «Leipzig», «Scharnhorst», «Gneisenau», «Ti-

tania», «Niirnberg», and «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» proceed-
ed to tranship and appropriate supplies from the

cargo of the said «Valentine».

«Having effected, in this manner, the provisioning
of said squadron, the German Naval Authorities pro-
ceeded to disarm the «Valentine», always in the same
waters, and then sank it.»

«The Government of the Republic considers that

the Government of Chile, by tolerating the acts above-
named in the places under its sovereignty and juris-

diction; by abstaining from intervening at any time

to hinder a violation of its neutrality; and by allowing
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the German Imperial Marine, thereby, to prepare hos-

tile acts to the prejudice of the French sailing ship
«Valentine», has contravened its obligations, and has

assumed, on that account, the responsibility for said

acts as regards the injury to French interests, what-
ever its recourse may be, on the other hand, against
the German Imperial Government.»

«In consequence, the Government of the Republic
has the honour of presenting to the Government of

the Republic of Chile the account for losses and ex-

penses occasioned to said Messieurs Ant. & Dom. Bor-

des et Fils, and to ask them to please attend to the

reimbursement .»

We must give in full the answer of our Chancellery,
because it reflects, clearly, the spirit that animated

it, and reports the efforts made to maintain its neu-

trality, and to make it respected, as far as the scanty
means at the disposal of the country permitted.
That report, impartial and detailed, directed to an

official, who, in the discharge of his duties in our coun-

try, could appreciate the degree of sincerity and truth

in it, has undoubtedly a transcendental historical

importance.

«Your Excellency,

The Government of France has asked the Govern-
ment of Chile for an indemnity for losses and expenses

arising from the action of the German squadron
in the case of the French sailing ship «Valentine», in

the north-east bay of the island of Mas Afuera of the

Juan Fernandez group, and founds its petition on the

fulfilment by Chile of Articles 21, 22, and 25 of Con-

vention XIII, signed in the second Peace Conference.

The provisions, cited above, establish three oblig-

ations, of which that prescribed in Article 25 is the

fundamental one.
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«A neutral Power will be obliged to execute such

vigilance, as the means at its comm\ind allow to im-

pede in its ports and roadsteads every violation of

neutrality.))
The Articles 21 and 22 cited, are simply applications

of this general principle.
The conscientious manner in which the Government

of Chile has complied with this primordial obli-

gation has been brought to the knowledge of the Nat-
ional Congress by His Excellency the President of

the Republic in his Message at the Opening of the Or-

dinary Sessions of this high Assembly on the ist of

June of the current year, in the following terms:

«The fulfilment of the duties imposed on the Repub-
lic, by the state of war in which the European conti-

nent is involved, has been a source of serious anxiety
to the Government,
«The vast extension of our maritime littoral has

made extremely trying the vigilance which we have
been constrained to exercise in safeguarding our

position as a neutral country; and it is my honour-
able duty to declare to you, that in face of the activi-

ty which, for some time, obtained in the operations
of the belligerent squadrons in the Pacific, it has not
been possible to satisfactorily fulfil our obligations and

get our rights respected, notwithstanding the zeal and

diligence of our Navy.»
This solemn declaration is based on facts and an-

tecedents which will be briefly set forth by the

Government of Chile in the present Memorandum.
As soon as the state of war, in which some European

countries were involved, was notified to the Govern-
ment of ChUe, it ordered the prescriptions of the 2nd
Peace Conference, and of the Declaration of London
to be put in force, in the national territory and juris-
dictional waters. To carry out this resolution, the ships
of the squadron were distributed over the enormous
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al of Chile covers, formed in great part, as is well

known, by an immense network of navigable channels
and very numerous islands. The vigilance was naturally
concentrated on the routes habitually followed by the

sailing ships, particularly that of the Straits of Ma-

gellan, in the regions near to which were stationed
two of the swiftest naval units.

Laborious though it was, on account of the ex-
treme extension of the zone of vigilance already alluded

to, this work of safeguarding was carried on during
the first three months of the war in the most effective

manner, impeding, on several occasions, the pursuit
and capture of merchant ships in territorial waters.

But when the few belligerent ships which made
their incursions on the coasts of the Pacific were sud-

denly augmented by the arrival of new units, till they
became veritable small squadrons, whose enormous
scene of action extended from Ecuador to the South,
it was now impossible to prevent every surprise. And
that is not to be wondered at; the same has occurred
in the colonial possessions of the great nations now at

war; and what is more, on their very own coasts, in

the midst of the most powerful squadrons concentrat-

ed in a zone relatively small.

The few ships which formed the national squadron,
were, truly, not sufficient to carry out a programme
so vast, and so foreign to the object which the Gov-
ernment of the Republic had in view in forming, in

harmony with the requirements of the natural evol-

ution of the country, the plan of reorganisation of its

Navy, whose development the European conflict caused

to be suspended; and much less so, the Government

being deprived, as it was, of powerful naval units which
were integrating that plan, and which by virtue of

the right of requisition had passed from the British
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dockyards where they were being built, to form part
of the British squadron.
Two factors contributed to aggravate this abnormal

situation, quite beyond all human calculation: in the

first place, the frequent visits made by the belligerent

ships to the various Chilean ports, especially to those

where a call must of necessity be made, such as Coro-
nel a coaling port, and Valparaiso a commercial one,
which compelled a closer attention in the adjoining
waters, or, to speak more correctly, in the whole litt-

oral comprised between Arica and Coronel, which,

excepting short distances, is navigable within the three

mile territorial limit; and in the second place, as a con-

sequence of this constant proximity of those ships, so

distant from their source of supply, sprang the repeated
attempts of some merchant ships, anchored in said

ports, to lend help or give news, thus making a strict-

er vigilance necessary.
The Government of Chile sternly repressed every

act of warlike assistance of this nature, by interning
those merchant ships considered auxiliaries of the

squadron on whose behalf they had acted, if they did

not abandon the port within the 24 hours fixed by
International Law. The adoption of this measure
caused the country great loss. Almost all the maritime
movement of Chile with abroad, being in the hands of

two great foreign Navigation Companies, the deten-

tion of so many merchant ships of one of them, was
a rude blow to the industries and commerce of the Re-

public. Nevertheless, this weighty consideration did

not cause the Chilean Government to hesitate in apply-
ing the said measure with rigour.
As a neutral Power, it considered every warlike ope-

ration practised in its territorial waters, as an attack
on its sovereignty; as such, it devoted all its energies
to prevent them; by this criterion it has judged every
violation of its neutrality.
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If the Republic itself had been at war, more zeal

would not have been possible.
This prolonged labour, during that period of warlike

activity, was a great strain on the officers and crews
of the Chilean ships. There was an excessive quantity
of coal consumed, due to the extraordinary movement
of these ships, which imposed a heavy charge on the

National Treasury; but the Government of Chile un-
derstood that no sacrifice should be omitted where
the sovereign rights of the Republic were at stake.

Such serious disarrangements decided the Govern-
ment to study a speedy means of removing from
the American coasts the naval operations which were

threatening to centre themselves firmly there. The
solution was simple: taking its stand on the attri-

butes which Convention XIII of the 2nd Peace Confer-

ence reserves to the neutral Powers, it restricted the

quantity of coal, which that Convention authorises

to be taken by ships of war in neutral ports, to what
was strictly necessary to reach the coaling port of the

next nation, Montevideo or Callao, inviting, at the

same time, the other Governments of the Continent to

proceed in like manner. Complementary to this im-

portant restrictive resolution, which signified a tran-

scendental innovation in International Law, sanctioned

at the Hague, was a series of provisions, controlling
the use of coal shipped by merchant ships in Chilean

ports, whose object was to impede the illegal supply-

ing of coal to war-ships.
The strong efforts displayed by the Government of

Chile were specially advantageous to the British mar-

itime commerce, for the reason that its movement
was very greatly in excess of that of any other flag

belligerent or neutral the French included. Of immense

importance, then, is the judgment, of the attitude

of Chile in the actual European conflict, by the Govern-

ment most affected in its national interests.
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The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Great Britain,
Sir Edward Grey, handed to the London Press, last

November, the following official communication rel-

ative to the acts of the German squadron in Juan
Fernandez:

«There have recently appeared in the British Press

declarations to the effect that Chile has failed to observe

The laws of neutrality. These declarations are not

in accord with the facts, and do not in any way repre-
sent the opinion of the Government of His Britannic

Majesty.))

Such a weighty opinion explicitl}^ confirms the foll-

owing declarations made, in the name of his Govern-
ment to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Chile, by
the Minister of Great Britain in Santiago, who, from
the commencement of the war, has followed with
keen interest the development of naval operations in

these seas, as also the attention which the Govern-
ment of Chile has given to the observance of neu-

trality:

«I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of

Your Excellency's letter of yesterday's date enclosing
a copy of the instructions to be issued by the Minis-

try of Marine with a view to the enforcement of the
observance of neutrality in Chilean ports and terri-

torial waters during the present war.

/ heg to thank Your Excellency for the promptitude
displayed by the Chilean Government in dealing with

this matter, of which I have already advised His Maj-
esty's Government.)}

(Note of 15th August 1914.)

«/ fully recognize that the Chilean Government and.
Authorities have shown great zeal and activity in their

endeavours to safeguard the neutrality of Chile, but I

have felt it to be my duty to bring the above facts

(7)
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to Your Excellency's knowledge in order that you may
take such steps as you may think advisable to en-

sure that a vigilant watch should be maintained and
that the rules issued by the Government should be

duly enforced.»

(Note of 6th October 1914.)

«I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that

I have received official information to the effect that

the British steamer «Colusa» which was bound for San
Francisco was yesterday chased by the German cruis-

er «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» when off Valparaiso and
within the three-mile limit. A Chilean gun-boat in-

tervened and the «Prinz Eitel Friedrich» then with-

drew. Both the British steamer and the German cruis-

er are now^ at Valparaiso.

/ am anxious to convey to Your Excellency my appre-
ciation of the action of the Chilean gun-boat in thus pro-
tecting a British vessel from attack in Chilean waters.))

(Note of ist November 1914.)

«The Admiralty feel confident that the ancient tra-

ditions of comradeship which unite the British and
Chilean navies will prompt the Chilean Government
to do their utmost within the limits of neutrality to

find and rescue our officers and sailors cast away on
the Chilean coast or islands.

I need hardly say that when these instructions

were despatched, Sir Edward Grey had not yet received

a telegram from me in which I informed him of the

prompt and generous action of the Chilean Government

in sending a transport to the site of the recent

engagements and sending suitable instructions to the

Authorities along the coast.»

(Note of 7th November 1914.)
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«I have the honour to express to Your Excellency

my cordial thanks for the prompt measures taken by
the Chilean Government in despatching a ship of war
with the object of ensuring that the British ship «Oronsa)>

should not be attacked in Chilean territorial waters^

whilst on its way from Coquimbo to Valparaiso. »

(Note of 6th November 1914.)

«I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that

I have received a telegram from Sir Edward Grey stat-

ing that strong suspicions are entertained that the

Germans are using the Gulf of Penas or some neigh-

bouring inlet as a coalmg station, and that these sus-

picions have been strengthened by the recent depart-
ure of the German steamer «Rakotis» from Valparaiso
with a large supply of engine room stores.

I should be very grateful if Your Excellency could
see your way to cause this matter to be enquired in-

to and would, if the surmises of His Majesty's Govern-
ment are confirmed, take such steps as may be neces-

sary to prevent such secret violation of Chilean neu-

trality.

Owing to the irregular outline of the Chilean coast

which is in some places uninhabited it is I think quite

possible that such abuses might occur despite the vigi-
lance of the naval and local Authorities.))

(Note of i8th November 1914.)

«In accordance with telegraphic instructions which
I have received from His Majesty's Government I

have the honour to convey to Your Excellency the. ex-

pression of their most cordial thanks for the action of
the Chilean Government in connection with the search

for survivors from the recent naval engagement off the

Chilean coast.))

(Note of 20th November 1914.)
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«I have the honour to refer to my notes of the 21st

instant and of to-day respecting the coaling of Ger-

man warships from the steamer «Sacramento» which
is stated to have taken place at Mas Afuera and to

suggest that it might be well to send a Chilean ship
of war to the spot to ascertain what has taken place
and to ensure that Mas Afuera and the neighbouring
islands should not serve as a coaling station for the

German fleet.

I 'am quite aware that the enforcement of Chilean

neutrality has imposed a very heavy task on the Chil-

ean naval forces and I feel some diffidence in making
a request which will add to their labours. I think however
that the recent occurrences at Mas Afuera should if

possible be investigated.))

(Note of 23rd November 1914.)

«I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that

I have received a telegram from Sir Edward Grey in-

structing me to convey to the Chilean Government the

satisfaction of that of His Majesty at the measures

taken by Chile to maintain her neutrality, in provisionally

detaining the vessels belonging to the Kosmos Com-

pany and prohibiting them from taking coal. I am
further directed to express the hope that the vessels

of this Company will not be released.»

(Note of 3rd December 1914.)

<d did not fail to advise His Majesty's Government
of the circumstances in which the Chilean Government

despatched a war-ship to escort the British steamship
«Oronsa» on a voyage from Coquimbo to Valparaiso in

November, and it is now my agreeable duty to inform

Your Excellencv that I have been instructed to con-
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vey to the Chilean Government an expression of the thanks

of His Majesty's Government for their action in that
matter. »

(Note of 20th March 1915.)

Such is, on broad lines, the attitude of strict im-

partiality with which the Government of Chile has

complied with its duties as a neutral Power.
The analysis of the special case of the French sailer

«Valentine» will show that the Government of Chile

has not deviated on this occasion from the general cri-

terion by which it has judged acts of the belligerents

violating its neutrality.

On the 20th of November 1914, the Captain of the

«Sacramento» informed the General Direction of sundry
acts of a German squadron in the north-east bay of the

Chilean island Mas Afuera, in the Juan Fernandez

group.
To understand, more clearly, the events that took

place in this small island, far removed from the regu-
lar sailing routes, it is necessary to give some anteced-

ents, which will explain the tardy manner in which

they became known to the Government of Chile.

It is 830 kilometres distant from the Continent,
and for a few years past has been entirely uninhabit-

ed on account of the industrial failure of a Company,
which had initiated its exploitation.
The training ships of the national squadron put into

its unprotected anchorage only occasionally, and the

fishermen of the adjacent island of Mas a Tierra, the

main one of the group and seat of the Authorities,
visit it only at long intervals in their fishing trips.

Immediately on becoming acquainted with the de-

nouncement made to the Naval Authorities, the Gov-
ernment of Chile sent to said uninhabited island of

Mas Afuera a war-ship with instructions to try and get
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already made by the crews of the «Sacramento», «Val-

entine», and «Helicon.»

The voyage hardly added anything new to those
declarations which proved that a German naval divis-

ion, comprising the «Scharnhorst» <<Gneisenau», «Dres-

den», «Leipzig», «Titania», and «Prinz Eitel», after

sailing from the China seas, bombarded the French
islands of Tahiti and anchored for more than 7 days
in the north-east bay of the island, transhipping pro-
visions and coal from the ships «Valentine» (French),
and «Helicon» (Norwegian), which were conducted
there as Prizes, and detained as such for several days.
The «Sacramento» had served as an auxiliary of the

same squadron.
There remained, nevertheless, an important matter

to clear up: whether the «Valentine» had been sunk, as

the French Consul in Valparaiso affirmed in a de-

nouncement to the General Direction of the Navy, and
whether that sinking had taken place in Chilean ter-

ritorial waters or not.

To make this point clear, the Chilean Minister of

Foreign Affairs sent the following note on the loth
of December 1914, to the French Legation:

«Sir,

Referring to my note of the 26th of November last,

I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that

the investigations, made as to the loss of the French
sailer «Valentine», sufficiently prove the fact that Ger-

man naval forces took possession of the cargo of said

ship in Chilean territorial waters. Consequently, my
Government, in accordance with International Law,
will formulate before the Imperial Government a pro-
test on account of this act, which signifies a violation

of our neutrality.
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At the same time, I must inform Your Excellency
that these same investigations will not corroborate the

fundamental denouncement that the sailer was sunk
in neutral waters.

The only witnesses of the events of Juan Fernandez
are the crew of the American ship «Sacramento», which
arrived at Valparaiso, on the 20th of the present month;
the crew of the same sailer «Valentine», brought on
board of the «Sacramento», and that of the Norwegian
ship «Helicon» which is now in Caleta Coloso.

Now, from the declarations made by the Captain
and the first Officer of the «Sacramento» before the

Maritime Governor of Valparaiso on the 21st of Nov-

ember, as well as from the log of the ship, it appears
that this ship left the island of Mas Afuera on the

i8th of the same month, and that on that date the

«Valentine» continued at her anchorage.
For their parts, the Captain and the Mate of the

«Valentine» laid before the said official all the facts

in connection with the capture of the ship and the

transhipment of its cargo; but they said nothing
about the sinking of this ship.

In view of the information supplied to the General
Director of the Navy by the French Consul in Valpa-
raiso, the 23rd of last month, to the effect that the

«Valentine» had been sunk at its anchorage by means
of dynamite cartridges, at half a mile from the coast,

the Naval Authorities ordered new declarations to be
made by the Captains of the steamers «Sacramento»,
and «Helicon», and both have confirmed that, when

they sailed, the ship remained at anchor in Mas Afuera

along with several German steamers.

The investigation made by the corvette «Baqueda-
no» has not added any antecedent confirming the de-

i;ouncement on this head.
It being my desire to push forward the investiga-

tion, I beg Your Excellency to please make me
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acquainted with the data which lead you to think that
this ship was sunk in territorial waters.

I reiterate to Your Excellency, the assurance of

my most distinguished consideration.—(Signed).
—

Manuel Salinas.»

The Government of Chile being desirous to leave
the facts clearly established, which have to serve as

a base for the solution which it must adopt in defence
of its sovereign rights and the fufilment of its duty
of neutrality, agreed with the French Minister in San-

tiago to send, for the second time, a warship to Mas
Afuera, the Captain of the «Valentine» Mons. Felix

Guillon joining in this investigation.
The result of this second voyage was made known

to the French Minister in Santiago by the Chilean
Minister of Foreign Affairs, on the 21st of January
1915 in the following words:

«Sir,

By order of the Government, the corvette «Gener-
al Baquedano» made a thorough investigation of the

denouncement formulated by Your Excellency, in the
name of the French Government, viz: that the
French ship «Valentine» had been sunk in the terri-

torial waters of the Chilean island of Mas Afuera.

In special deference to the Government of Your

Excellency, and accepting a suggestion which Your

Excellency made verbally to my predecessor, my Gov-
ernment associated Captain Guillon of the «Valen-

tine» with the investigation which the «Baquedano»
had to make, his declaration having served as base
of the denouncement formulated by Your Excellency.
Mons. Guillon has been a/ witness on the spot, of said

investigation, which has thrown no light on the precise

place where the «Valentine» was sunk, if it really was
sunk.
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Herewith I send Your Excellency a copy of the

proceedings in the matter.

As Your Excellency can verify in the acts inserted

therein, signed by the Commission of Investigation and

by the Captain of the «Valentine» Mons. Guillon,
after four days of incessant investigation the matter
was considered closed, by mutual agreement between
the Commander of the «Baquedano» and the Captain
of the «Valentine», who testified that they had found
no trace of the sinking of the ship, and the Captain
of the ship declaring that he neither knows the place
where nor the manner m which his ship was sunk by
the German squadron, and that he can only affirm

that on leaving Mas Afuera, on board the steamer

«Sacramento», the ship «Valentine» remained afloat

and with only the mizzen-mast standing, the other

three having been thrown down within the anchorage.
The ship was moored by the larboard anchor in

forty three metres of water and more or less in the

same position as the «Baquedano» was, the first day
that it anchored in Mas Afuera.

The result of this investigation fully confirms what
I stated to Your Excellency in my confidential offic-

ial letter N.^' 3 12, that is, that there are no antecedents
which make it possible to establish that the «Valen-

tine» was sunk in territorial waters, and that, on the

contrary, the witnesses, that could be got from the'

officers and crews of the «Sacramento», «Helicon», and
«Valentine» in these investigations, are unanimous in

affirming that when the first tw^o of these ships left

the Juan Fernandez group, the «Valentine» remained
at anchor in Mas Afuera; to which is now to be added
that the Captain of the «Valentine» taken ex-profeso
to the place where it is said the ship was sunk, de-

clares that he knows neither the place where, nor
the manner in which it was sunk.
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I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of my

most distinguished consideration.—(Signed).
—

^Alejan-
dro LlRA.»

The significance of the previous^ transcribed note
was determined with precision, later on, in the offic-

ial note N.o 5, dated loth of February of the same

year:

«Sir,

I have received Your Excellency's communication
dated the 25th of last January, in which, after ac-

knowledging receipt of my confidential official note
N.o 2, of the 2ist of the same month, you make sun-

dry observations on the incidents relating to the loss

of the French sailing ship «Valentine». Your Excellency
observes in this note, that in none of your communi-
cations have you affirmed that the «Valentine» was
sunk in Chilean territorial waters, and that Captain
Guillon has never made a formal declaration on this

point.
In reality, in none of Your Excellency's notes to

this Department, is it expressly said that the French

sailing ship «Valentine» was sunk in Chilean territo-

rial waters by German naval forces, but it is no less

certain that it could be inferred that Your Excellen-

cy referred to the sinking of the ship in territorial

waters, when you spoke of its loss, because in no other

form would there be grounds for the charge which
is made in Your Excellency's note of the 25th of

November 1914, as to the value of the ship.
This affirmation was expressly made, on the other

hand, by the French Consul in Valparaiso to the Gen-
eral Director of the Navy, in the communication of

the 22nd of November 1914, in which, after mani-

festing that his affirmations were the result of the
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declarations made by the Captain and crew of the
French sailing ship «Valentine», he adds that «this

ship was sunk by means of dynamite cartridges, in

the said bay and at the same place where she was
anchored.»

Not only in the note of the 21st of last month, to

which Your Excellency refers, but also in that which
this Department directed to Your Excellency, on the

loth of December 1914, note N.^ 25, the denounce-
ment of the sinking of the «Valentine» in Chilean wa-
ters is /spoken of, a denouncement which in this sec-

ond note is examined extensively, and qualified as

a «fundamental denouncement)). That same note ends

by saying to Your Excellency:

«In the desire to push forward the investigations,
I beg Your Excellency to please make me acquainted
with the data which lead you to think that this ship
was sunk in territorial waters.»

On that account, reference is again made to these

denouncements relative to the sinking of the «Valen-
tine» in Chilean waters.

This Department could not conceive that this could
occasion Your Excellency any surprise, since the
same matter is treated of in the note of the loth of

December, received the nth of that month by Your

Excellency, which, as it remains unanswered up till

now, has led this Department to consider that it did
not call for remark from Your Excellency.

Still, I should add that my Government understood
that it was precisely to advance the investigation
initiated to establish whether the «Valentine» had been
sunk in territorial waters, that Your Excellency facil-

itated, with great deference to this Department, the

return of Captain Guillon, and placed him under the
orders of the Chilean Government to supply any in-

formation or explanations in the said investigations,
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he going, for that purpose, on board the «Baquedano»
in its last voyage of investigation.

I do not find it necessary to dwell on the fact that
the «Valentine», when the «Sacramento)> was leaving,
even though it had lost part of its masts and spars,
was not drifting nor at the mercy of the waves, consid-

ering that it was at anchor at its moorings, according
to the declaration of Captain Guillon, and consequently
was not in such a situation as exposed it to be carried

away by the winds or waves; and for it to be lost, new
acts were necessary on the part of its captors; viz.,

to weigh anchor, to drag it away from its anchorage,
and open the valves to sink it.

But, as Your Excellency very properly remarks,
all this has only a very secondary importance, and,
before these investigations, my Government, on that

account, ordered our Minister in Berlin to present his

protest to the German Government for the presence
of this captured ship in our territorial waters.

On the 15th of December this Ministry informed
Your Excellency of this protest, and Your Excellency,
in your communication of the 24th of the same month,
thanked this Departm^ent for the same.
As to Captain Guillon, his state of mind is perfectly

understandable and therefore I confine myself to re-

gretting that he did not express himself with more
studied exactness, thereby sparing the Chilean Gov-
ernment the trouble of the investigations, made
out of deference to the French Government.

I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of my
most distinguished consideration. »

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.»

The thorough investigation being now concluded,
the Government of Chile, in face of the non-recogni-
tion of its sovereign rights which the acts referred to
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signified, instructed its Minister in Berlin, to formulate
an energetic protest before the German Government,
devolving on it all responsibility which might spring
from those acts in accordance with Articles 5, 12, 15,

19 and 23 of Covention XIII, signed in the Second
Peace Conference. As regards the «Sacramento», the

Chilean Government notified it to leave the Chilean

port where it was, within the 24-hour limit fixed by
International Law, and interned it on that being
exceeded.

The protest against the German Government was
made known by the Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs

to the French Minister in Santiago in the official

letter N.o 26 dated 15th December 1914. That corres-

ponded to the petition which the latter diplomat
made to the Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs in the

note of 25th November of the same year:

«In the particular case of the loss of the «Valentine*,

my Government has the greatest confidence that

the Government of Chile, once convinced of the ille-

gality of the act committed by the German squadron,
will be good enough to send to the Government of

Berlin di formal protest and a summons to refund the

value of the ship and its cargo, without prejudice to

any further indemnification. »

The same French Legation in Santiago, in a note

sent to the Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs, on
the 25th of last January, examined the responsibility
of the German Government in this matter, in the

following terms:

«Moreover, it appears to me that from a legal point
of view, the fact that the «Valentine» was not sunk
in Chilean waters, has now only a secondary import-
ance; the presence of the French ship in the territorial

waters of a neutral Power made it inviolable, and on
these grounds the Government ought to respond for the

whole value of the ship.»
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The sole responsibility of the German Government
being thus recognised for the acts of the ships of its

squadron, it appears only natural that the French
Government should enforce the responsibihty, either

directly or before the competent Prize-Court.
In view ot these antecedents, the Chilean

Government energetically rejects the unjust appre-
ciation of the French Government in its memorandum,
that it has tolerated acts done to the sailer «Valentine»

by the German squadron, and that it has abstained
from intervening to hinder them, and it is strongly
convinced that the French Government, after due
consideration of the facts here set forth, will loyally

recognise that Chile has no responsibility in this matter.

Santiago, 17th July 1913.

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.

The incident was closed by this note, and neither

the distinguished Representative in Chile of the French

Republic, nor the Government of that nation insisted

on the original claim.

It is worthy of note that in these communications
our Chancellor inserted some opinions expressed offic-

ially in writing by the courteous and distinguished

Plenipotentiary of Great Britain in Chile, Sir Francis

Stronge, opinions which, of themselves alone, are

sufficient to determine the character of our neutrality,
which was dignified and friendly towards the Allies.

Among those opinions are the following:
«I fully recognise that the Chilean Government and

Chilean Authorities have shewn great zeal and activ-

ity in their efforts to preserve the neutrality of Chile. »

«I am very desirous to inform Your Excellency of
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my appreciation of the action of the Chilean gunboat,
in thus protecting a British ship against an attack

in Chilean waters.»

«I need hardly state that when these instructions

were dispatched, Sir Edward Grey had not received a

telegram of mine in which I informed him of the

prompt and generous action of the Chilean Govern-
ment. »

*

The sinking of the German cruiser «Dresden», by
British warships in territorial waters, caused a presenta-
tion to be made on the 26th of March 1915, by our

active, able and discreet Minister in London Senor

Agustin Edwards, some paragraphs of which we re-

produce:
«The Commander of that Division proceeded a

priori, without duly considering that he was giving"
serious offence to the sovereignty of the country, in

whose territorial waters he was at that moment. »

«The traditions of the British Navy convince me
that if the Commander of the said naval Division had
received the Maritime Governor who was going on
board in the course of his duty, and had been aware
of the status of the «Dresden» as an interned ship, it

would not have opened fire on it, and provoked the

situation which now obliges my Government, in de-

fence of its sovereign rights, to formulate, before the

Government of His Britannic Majesty, the most vigor-
ous protest on account of that act.»

«Your Excellency will not be surprised that the

action of the said naval Division has so strongly roused

public feeling in Chile, if you take into consideration

that the British ships composing it had shortly before

and on many occasions received unmistakable proofs
of the hearty friendship that binds us to Great Britain,
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which friendship has its frankest and most enthu-
siastic expression in our respective navies; in the ports
of the Republic, they had been suppHed by us with

everything possible within our rights as neutrals in

the actual European conflict. »

«Nothing, then, could be a more painful surprise
to us than to see our extremely cordial and friendly
attitude requited with an act which unfortunately
has every appearance of disregarding our sovereign

rights, though it is probable that nothing was further

from the thought of those who did it without premed-
itation.))

«Also Your Excellency will not be surprised that my
Government should shew itself extremely jealous of

the rights and prerogatives inherent in the exercise

of its sovereignty.))
«The nations, which lack powerful material means

of compelling respect for their rights, have no other

guarantee and protection for life and property, than
the clear and perfect comprehension, and the conscien-

tious and exact fulfilment of the obligations incumbent
on them as regards other nations, exacting at the same
time from others that they fulfil theirs.))

«Few nations have given such real proofs as Great
Britain has, of a desire to fulfil her international obli-

gations, and few have shewn more eloquently their

respect for the rights and prerogatives of the small and

great nations alike.))

We had not long to wait the reply of the British

Government which it sent a few days later, the 30th
of March, it being satisfactory, complete, deferential,

and becoming.

«Sir,

His Majesty's Government, having received the

communication of the Government of Chile, dated

the 26th of March, profoundly regrets that any misun-
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derstanding should have arisen which could be a cause
of anxiety to the Chilean Government, and basing
itself on the facts as they are set forth in that commu-
nication, desires to offer ample and full satisfaction

to the Chilean Government.
His Majesty's Government, before receiving the com-

munication of the Chilean Government, could only
conjecture the actual facts at the time the «Dresden»
was discovered by the British squadron, and up to

now has not received from the Commander of the

«Glasgow» a complete account of the action.

The information, which it has, indicates that the
«Dresden» had not accepted internment and still had
its flag flying and its guns pointed.

If this were so, and if there were no means dis'posable
in the place and at the moment for reinforcing the

resolution of the Chilean Government to intern the

«Dresden», it is obvious that it might have again es-

caped to attack British commerce, had not the British

ships begun the action.

It is supposed that the island where the «Dresden»

took refuge is not communicated by cable with the

continent.

Under these circumstances, if the «Dresden» still

had its flag flying and its guns pointed, the Captain
of the «Glasgow» probably supposed, especially in view
of the previous conduct of the «Dresden», that it was

defying the Chilean Authorities and violating Chilean

neutrality, and that it was only waiting a favourable

opportunity to put to sea and again attack English
commerce.

If this were the case, His Majesty's Government
can only conclude that it explains the act of the Cap-
tain of the Bristish ship; but, taking into consideration

the length of time necessary to clear up the whole

affair, and in view of the communication which the

(8)
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Chilean Government has directed to it, expressing
its manner of appreciating the circumstances in the

hght of the information it has, His Majesty's Govern-
ment hcfes no wish to assign hmits to the satisfaction

which it now offers to the Chilean Government.
I have the honour to remain, etc.

(Signed).
—E. Grey.

With this explanatory note anticipating the final

clearing up of the incident, the conflict with Great
Britain could be considered ended, without detriment
to our interests and national dignity.

The Government was obliged to proceed with the

question with Germany, concerning the crew of the

«Dresden)>, and it is expedient to reproduce the docu-

ments lor the purpose of shewing whether Chile was

complacent towards the German Government or main-
tained her rights, disregarding its representations.
The first note of our Chancellery bears the date of

the 30th March 1915, and says:

«Sir,

Your Excellency's note of the 25th inst. has been
receiv)ed in this Department, in which you state that

you have instructions from the German Imperial Gov-
ernment to ask that the officers and crew of the cruiser

«Dresden», sunk at Juan Fernandez, be immediately
set at liberty. Your Excellency adds that His Imperial

Majesty bases this petition, on the fact that the attack

of the British ships on the cruiser «Dresden» took place
in neutral waters, thus violating International Law,
and that the officers and crew having been obliged
to land in Chilean territory in consequence of that

act, their internment in our country is inadmissible.
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Without going fully into the consideration of the

legal position sustained by Your Excellency, it is my
duty to observe that a State has the rights and duties

that emanate from neutrality, without needing to

take into consideration whether they have been vio-

lated or not by the other belligerent. The only thing
that concerns the neutral country in such a case is to

claim from the violator the satisfaction due, or exercise

the rights which International Law confers.

I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of my
most distinguished consideration.

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.

To His Excellency von Eckert, Envoy Extraordi-

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Germany.

This note was followed by that of the 21st of July,
to which the German Plenipotentiary made the foll-

owing reply:

«Sir,

I have had the honour of receiving Your Excellency's
official message of the 12th of last June, in which
Your Excellency formulates sundry considerations in

support of a petition for the unconditional liberty of

the interned crew of the «Dresden.»

In reply, I must explain to Your Excellency that

my Government is waiting to be informed of the ob-
servations that Your Excellency's Government may
make on the notes of the 30th of March and I4tli
of May last, before pronouncing on this question.
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I avail myself of this opportunity to reiterate to

Your Excellency the assurance of my most disting-
uished consideration.

(Signed).
—Alejandro Lira.

To His Excellency von Eckert, Envoy Extraordi-

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Germany.

Santiago, 5th September 1915.
«Sir,

Referring to my notes of the 25th of March, and
T2th of June of the present year, as also to Your
Excellency's courteous notes Nos. 55, 67 and 87, of

the 30th of March, 14th of May and 21st of July, and

by reason of instructions I have just received from

my Supreme Government, I have the honour to inform
Your Excellency as follows:

My Supreme Government has not authorised me to

accept the proposition in Your Excellency's note N.o

67, of the 14th of May. On the contrary, it continues
to sustain the view that the internment of the crew
of His Majesty's ship «Dresden» is inadmissible, because
the said crew was constrained to land on Chilean ter-

ritory contrary to International Law. Consequently,

my Supreme Government has instructed me to ask

again, with instancy, that the Chilean Government
set the said crew at liberty unconditionally.

Having complied with this request, I beg Your Ex-

cellency to favour me, as soon as possible, with an
answer on this point, which my Government has

ordered me to send to it by telegraph.
Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my

high consideration.

(Signed).
—von Eckert.

To His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

sefior don Alejandro Lira.
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The crew of the «Dresden» has remained interned

up to now, so that the Government considered the

proceedings closed, in reference to it, but there still

remains pending the subject matter ot the following
note, and of others of the same tenor, which have
been formulated monthly:

«Sir,

I have the honour to send to Your Excellency the

account for expenses to the 30th of last June for

attention to the needs of the crew^ of the «Dresden»
interned in Quiriquina.

In order to avoid, in the final liquidation, disagree-
ments as to the nature of the expenditure effected,

I shall be obliged to Your Excellency if you will please
state whether your Government has any remarks to

make thereon, so as in future to adjust to the econom-
ic criterion of Your Excellency's Government the

treatment which should be given to the crew of the

«Dresden.»

*
* *

The negotiations and protests of the German Govern-
ment had no greater result in the case of the «Sacra-

mento», as the following documents prove:

«Sir,

From repeated statements in the Press, and from
others which have reached me, I think I am right in

inferring that the Chilean Government has declared

the steamer «Sacramento» an auxiliary of the German
fleet, and has interned it in Valparaiso for the rest of
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the war. I should be obhged to Your Excellency if

you would advise me if my supposition is correct,
so that I can inform my Government. If the Chilean

Government really thought that the said ship formed

part of the German naval forces, the reproach formu-
lated in Your Excellency's confidential note N.o 41
of the i6th of December last, that the ship had been
taken as a Prize to Mas Afuera by German warships,
and dietained there as such, could not, in my opinion,
stand good.

I believe that Your Excellency will agree with me
that the status of the «Sacramento» as a Prize is not

compatible with that of an auxiliary ship of the German
Navy and that, if the ship were a Prize when in Mas
Afuera, it could not have been changed, by its subse-

quent liberation, into an auxiliary ship.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my high con-

sideration.

(Signed.)
—voN Eckert.

Our Chancellery put an end to this incident, by the

following note:

«Sir,

This Department has received Your Excellency's
note of the 3rd of February last, in which, on account
of the incident of the steamer <(Sacramento», Your

Excellency asks this Government to declare whether
it considers the said steamer as an auxiliary of the

German Navy or as a Prize taken by it on the high
seas and conducted to Chilean jurisdictional waters.

Your Excellency adds that the said ship could not

belong to both categories at the same time, and that

if the «Sacramento» be considered in the former, the

protest of this Government for its capture formulated
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before the German Chancellery by our Minister in

Berlin, and transmitted to Your Excellency on the
16th of December, has no foundation.

In reply, I should point out to Your Excellency
that the steamer «Sacramento» was taken to Chilean
territorial waters, and kept there to requisition its

fuel and provisions. From this point of view, which
was explicitly stated in a document by the Commander
of the small German squadron which touched in Juan
Fernandez, the protest which my Government made
to that of Your Excellency and others, is in perfect
order. But, at the same time, the investigation made
with regard to the attitude observed by the Captain
of the «Sacramento», in presence of the compulsion
used towards his ship, as well as other essential facts

that came out in the enquiry concerning it, induced

my Government to declare this ship an auxiliary of

the German squadron, and as such ordered it to be
treated by the Maritime Authorities of Valparaiso.
As Your Excellency can see, there is no contradic-

tion whatever between the two declarations of the

Chilean Government as each corresponds to a different

point of view, though as regards material consequences
the second declaration carries more weight than the
first.

I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of my
most distinguished consideration.

(Signed).
—^Alejandro Lira.

To His Excellency von Eckert, Envoy Extraordi-

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Germany.
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The moment has arrived to agam ask, was the neu-

trahty of Chile pro-German?
Had any act been committed which would justify

severing the relations between our country and the
Central Empires?

It has been almost unnecessary to comment the
documents brought as evidence, because by themselves

they disclose the attitude and purpose of Chile, as well

as the juridical and international doctrines that she

upheld, making it clear that if there were deferences,
these were shewn to the Allies, and also making it

clear that if in certain cases there was contumacy in

the attitude of Germany towards Chile, it did not

actually constitute offence, nor what in law could be
the occasion of a casus belli.

When this was the state of affairs, Germany declared

her intention of carrying on a submarine war without

restrictions, this causing the United States and another

South American Country to join in the war which
was raging in the world.

It is necessary to pass in review the questions which
had arisen between the United States and Germany,
during the period corresponding to the Chilean actua-

tions which have been examined, in order to resolve

whether the circumstances of both justified the same
course of action in face of the submarine war without

restrictions.

This is the subject of the following chapter; but,

before commencing it, we will recapitulate the incidents

that occurred in Chile, so as to confront that resume

with the one we shall make in regard to what occurred

in the United States during its period of neutrahty.

* *
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Chile, on the state of war of the European nations

being notified her, declared her neutrahty, as did all

the independent and sovereign nations of the American
Continent, and this circumstance makes unnecessary
any disquisition as to this being the right course'

for her to pursue.
The neutrality adopted as their line of conduct by

the sovereign and independent nations of the American

Continent, and their upholding that attitude during
the first years, shews that none of them considered
that the original cause of the war, or the invasion of

Belgium, or the cruelties committed by the invaders,
or the German autocratical regime was sufficient

reason for severing that neutrality.

Chile kept strictly within it, and her neutrality gave
rise to incidents with the Central Empires, not alwa^^s

satisfactorily ended, and to incidents with the allied

countries, always satisfactorily ended.

Here are summed up the measures adopted by the
Government of Chile defining, strengthening, and

defending its neutrality as regards the belligerents.

To safeguard itself in the questions that could arise

from the regulations the country might adopt, the

Government decided to put in force the general pre-

scriptions agreed on in the 2nd Hague Conference, in

1907, in regard to the rights and duties of the Powers
and neutral persons in case of war, and this notwith-

standing that the resolutions of this Convention had
not been ratified.

The Government endeavoured to keep the Press

from making offensive publications about the countries

at war and their rulers, and, to that end, induced the

Congress to modify the actual law, which allowed the
fullest liberty to the Press.

It made the strictest regulations, that the telegraph
should not be used to give data advantageous to the
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belligerents, and took the most rigorous steps to hinder

communication with them by wireless telegraphy.
It exerted itself to guard the Chilean coasts in the

most effective manner compatible with the scanty
naval elements at the command of the Republic.

It laid down rules for the issuing of passports, so

that the belligerents could not make use of those grant-
ed by our Authorities, to hide their real nationalities,

nor under cover of them leave the country, so as to

serve the warlike ends of their own nationalities.

It made the strictest regulations as to the supplying
of fuel to the ships of the countries at war, which were

accepted in^ their entirety by the United States, and

rejected to no purpose by the Central Empires.
Provisions were dictated, in reference to the merchant

ships auxiliaries of foreign navies, allowing them under
certain conditions to regain their original status, a

determination which favoured the allied ships.

It protested against the violation of our neutrality,
and notwithstanding the strong remonstrances of the

Central Empires, the German ships «Karnak», «Luxor»,

«Gottingen», «Amasis», «Rakotis», «Sais», «Tanis», «Ne-

gada», «Santa Isabel», «Ramses», «Memphis», «Gotha»,

«Sacramento», etc, were interned.

The Government made energetic representations
to that of Germany about the violation of neutrality
committed by the warships of that nation, the «Scharn-

horst», «Gneisenau», «Niirnberg», etc., and protested
to that Government on account of the auxiliary cruiser

«Prinz Eitel Friedrich.»

The negotiation of these questions, as well as of

those caused by the internment of the crew of the

German cruiser «Dresden», was vexatious, and no

agreement was come to between Chile and Germany.
The French Republic made a claim for the sinking

of a ship of that nationality on our coasts by German
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ships, but the explanations of our Government put an
end to the incident.

Some national transports made commercial voyages
to Europe, and the Chilean Government, foreseeing
that they might be intercepted on their route by
German ships, declared that they belonged to the
national navy, risking by such declaration an unresolv-
able conflict in the case of their being captured or

molested.
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The restrictions imposed on freedojn of commerce

by the action of belligerent ships of war, submarines,
blockades, or mines placed in the different zones, and
the losses caused to persons of North American

nationality and to their interests, as also the efforts

of the United States to maintain a strict neutrality,
and to humanise the war, are antecedents necessary
to be known, in order that the attitude of Chile be

completely understood, both before and after the

participation of the United States in the war.

These different matters will be forthwith treated

under different heads.

MARITIME DANGER ZONES AND MINE AREAS.

On the nth of August 1914, the Charge d'Affaires

of Great Britain in Washington communicated to the

Government of the United States that «the Germans
are scattering contact mines indiscriminately about
the North Sea in the open sea without regard to the

consequences to merchantmen. The waters of the

North Sea must theretore be regarded as perilous, and
in view of the methods adopted by Germany, the

British Admiralty must hold themselves fully at liberty

to adopt similar measures which must inevitably in-

crease the dangers to navigation in the North Sea.>y

On the 13th of August the reply to that communi-
cation was sent and, in it, the Minister of the United
States of America said:
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«It is not stated in the Memorandum whether the
mines are floating or anchored, but it is presumed that

they are floating; the limitation placed upon floating
mines by Article i of the Hague Convention of 1907 is

that they shall become harmless within one hour after

being laid. The Secretary of State is loathe to believe

that a signatory to that Convention would wilfully

disregard its treaty obligation, which was manifestly
made in the interest of neutral shipping. All re-

strictions upon the rights of neutrals -upon the high
seas, the common highway of nations, during the

progress of a war, are permitted in the interests of the

belligerents, who are bound, in return, to prevent
their hostile operations from increasing the hazard
of neutral shipping in the open sea so far as the exi-

gencies of the war permit.)).

The communication ends by saying: «If an enemy
of His Majesty's Government has, as asserted, endang-
ered neutral commerce by an act in violation of the

Hague Convention, which can not be justified on the

ground of military necessity, the Secretary of State

perceives no reason for His Majesty's Government

adopting a similar course, which would add further

dangers to the peaceful navigation of the high seas

by vessels of neutral Powers. The Secretary of State,

therefore, expresses the earnest and confident hope
that His Majesty's Government may not feel compelled
to resort, as a defensive measure, to a method of naval

warfare, which would appear to be contrary to the

terms of the Hague Convention and impose upon the
.

ships and lives of neutrals a needless menace when

peaceably navigating the high seas.)>

On the 19th of August 1914, the Government of

Great Britain said to that of the United States: «His

Majesty's Government share the reluctance of the

Secretary of State to see the practice extended and

the danger to neutral shipping increased. At the same
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time, His Majesty's Charge d'Affaires is instructed to

point out that if Great Britain refrains from adopting
the methods of Germany the result is that Germany
receives impunity unless the neutral Powers can find

some means of making Germany feel that she cannot
continue to preserve all facilities for receiving trade
and supplies through neutral shipping while impeding
British commerce by means the use of which by Great
Britain is deprecated by the United States Govern-
ment. »

On the 26th of September 191 4, the British Govern-
ment formulated a protest before that of the United

States, in which it condemned «the practice which is

being pursued by the German Naval Authorities in

laying mines on the high seas on the trade routes not

only to British but also to neutral ports. » The Am-
bassador of Great Britain said, «His Majesty's Govern-
ment have reason to think that fishing vessels, possibly

disguised as neutral, are employed for the purpose,
and lay these mines under the pretence of following
the ordinary avocations of fishing. This practice has

already resulted, in the destruction of 8 neutral ships,
with the loss of some sixty lives of neutral and non-
combatant persons. His Majesty's Government desire

to place on record their strong protest against the

illegitimate means of conducting warfare which has

been resorted to by their adversaries. They feel that

its manifest inhumanity must call down upon its

authors the censure and reprobation of all civilised

peoples. »

On the 19th of February 1917, the Government of

the United States stated in a note to the British Gov-
ernment «during the present war the Government
of His Britannic Majesty have given notice of certain

delimited areas designated as 'military areas' or

'dangerous areas' within which merchant shipping of

all kinds were warned that they would be subject
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to the gravest dangers from mines laid by His Majesty's
Government.))

«As the question of appropriating certain portions
of the high seas for miUtary operations, to the exclu-

sion of the use of the hostile area as a common highway
of commerce, has not become a settled principle of

international law assented to by the family of nations,
it will be recognised' that the Government of the Unit-
ed States must, and hereby does, for the protection
of American interests, reserve generally all of its

rights in the premises, including the right not only
to question the validity of these measures, but to

present demands and claims in relation to any American
interests which may be unlawfully affected, directly
or indirectly, by virtue of the enforcement of these

measures. »

THE DECLARATION OF LONDON.

Great Britain and France adopted as general rules

for naval hostilities, those contained in the Declara-

tion of London, of the 26th of February 1909; but on

July 7, 1916 the Allied Governments declared that

resolution annulled, and established the following

among the new principles to be applied to maritime
hostilities:

«Whenever contraband merchandise seized on a ship
forms by its value, its weight, its volume, or its burden
more than one-half of the cargo, the ship and its entire

cargo are subject to confiscation. »

«If the documents accompanying a cargo constit-

uting by its nature contraband of war and found
on board a ship bound for a country bordering the

enemy countries or a country occupied by the enemy
do not specify the final and definite destination of

the said cargo in a neutral country, or if the import-
ation into the said neutral country of the articles
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composing the cargo is out of proportion to normal

importation, implying an ulterior hostile destination,
the said cargo shall be subject to capture unless the
interested parties can prove that the destination was

really innocent. »

On the 18th of September 1916, the Government in

Washington gave its Minister in London instructions

to address a formal note to Lord Grey with reference

to the Order in Council of 7th July 1916, and say that

«the Government of the United States deems the rules

therein set forth (by the Allied Governments) are

at variance with the law and practice of nations, in

several respects, and that the Government of the

United States reserves all of its rights in the premises,

including the right to present demands and claims in

relation to any American interests which may be un-

lawfully affected by the application of their rules. »

PASSAGE OF BRITISH TROOPS OVER AMERICAN
TERRITORY.

On the 20th December 1915, the British Ambassador
asked authority for soldiers wounded and unfit for

further service to pass o\er the United States to

Canada. The reply was «in the view of my Government
the transportation of either the class of discharged
soldiers wearing their service uniforms, though no

longer forming a part of any military unit, or the class

of invalided soldiers returning on furlough, though
travelling as individuals, should not be allowed over

American territory. »

BRITISH RESTRAINTS ON COMMERCE.

On the 26th July 1916, the Government of the Unit-

-ed States gave instructions to its Minister in London,
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to deliver to the British Government a note relating
to the provisions in the «Enemy Trading Act.»

This note contained the following passages;
«The announcement that His Britannic Majesty's

Government has placed the names of certain persons,
firms, and corporations in the United States upon a

proscriptive 'blacklist' has been received with the
most painful surprise by the people and Government
of the United States, and seems to the Government
of the United vStates to embody a policy of arbitrary
interference with neutral trade against which it is its

duty to protest in the most decided terms. »

«The scope and effect of the policy are extraordi-

nary. British steamship companies will not accept

cargoes from the proscribed firms or persons or trans-

port their goods to any port, and steamship lines under
neutral ownership understand that if they accept

freight from them they are likely to be denied coal at

British ports, and may themselves be put upon the

blacklist. Neutral bankers refuse loans to those on
the list and neutral merchants decline to contract

for their goods, fearing a like proscription. »

«Upon the list of those proscribed and in effect shut

out from the general commerce of the world may be

found American concerns which are engaged in large
commercial operations as importers of foreign products
and materials and as distributors of American products
and manufactures to foreign countries and which
constitute important channels through which American
trade reaches the outside world.»

«The Government of the United States begs to re-

mind the Government of His Britannic Majesty that

citizens of the United States are entirely within their

rights in attempting to trade with the people or the

Governments of any ot the nations now at war, subject

only to well-defined international practices and un-

(9)
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derstandings which the Government of the United
States deems the Government of Great Britain to have
too Ughtly and too frequently disregarded.))

«There are well-known remedies and penalties for

breaches of blockade, where the blockade is real and
in fact effective. The Government of the United States

can not consent to see those remedies and penalties
altered or extended at the will of a single power or

group of powers to the injury of its own citizens or in

derogation of its own rights. »

(Conspicuous among the principles which the civil-

ised nations of the world have accepted is the just and
honourable principle that neutrals may not be con-
demned nor their goods confiscated except upon fair

adjudication and after an opportunity to be heard in

prize-courts or elsewhere. Such safeguards the black-

list brushes aside. It is manifestly out of the quest-
ion that the Government of the United States should

acquiesce in such methods or applications of punishment
to its citizens. »

«The spirit of reciprocal trade between the United
States and Great Britain, the privilege long accorded
to the nationals of each to come and go with their ships
and cargoes, to use each the other's shipping, and be
served each by the other's merchants is very seriously

impaired by arbitrary and sweeping practices such
as this.»

«His Britannic Majesty's Government can not ex-

pect the Government of the United States to consent

to see its citizens put upon an e% parte blacklist without

calling the attention of His Majesty's Government, in

the gravest terms, to the many serious consequences
to neutral right and neutral relations which such an
act must necessarily involve.»

The Minister ot Foreign Aftairs of Great Britain

replied in a note dated loth of October 1916, and from
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that reply we shall take the heads of most importance
and which best concur in indicating the difficulties

between the two Governments.
«It is a piece of purely municipal legislation, and

provides that His Majesty may by proclamation pro-
hibit persons in the United Kingdom from trading
with any persons in foreign countries who might be

specified in such proclamations or in any subsequent
orders. It also imposes appropriate penalties upon
persons in the United Kingdorn who violate the pro-
visions of this statute. »

«That is all. His Majesty's Government neither

purport nor claim to impose any disabilities or penalties

upon neutral individuals or upon neutral commerce.
The measure is simply one which enjoins those who
owe allegiance to Great Britain to cease having trade

relations with persons who are found to be assisting
or rendering service to the enemy. »

«I can scarcely believe that the United States Gov-
ernment intend to challenge the right of Great Britain

as a sovereign State to pass legislation prohibiting all

those who owe her allegiance from trading with any
specified persons when such prohibition is found nec-

essary in the public interest.))

«His Majesty's Government readily admit that the

citizens of every neutral nation are free to trade with

belligerent countries. The United States Government
will no doubt equally readily admit that they do so

subject to the right of the other belligerent to put
an end to that trade by every means within his power
which is recognised by international law.»

«So far as that legislation is concerned, no rights or

property of these specified individuals are interfered

with; neither they nor their property are condemned
or confiscated; they are as free as they were before

to carry on their business. The only disability they
suffer is that British subjects are prohibited from.
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giving to them the support and assistance of British
credit and British property. »

«The steps which His Majesty's Government are

taking under the above-mentioned Act are not confin-

ed to the United States of America; the poUcy is

being pursued in all neutral countries. Nay, more.
With the full consent of the Allied Governments,
firms, even in Allied countries, are being placed on the

statutory list.»

«These considerations may, perhaps, serve to convince
the Government of the United States that the meas-
ures now being taken are not directed against neutral
trade in general. »

«The feelings which I venture to think have prompt-
ed the note under reply must have been that the
measures which we have been obliged to take will be

expanded to an extent which will result in their inter-

fering with genuine neutral commerce; perhaps, also,

that they are not exclusively designed for belligerent

purposes, but are rather an attempt to forward our
own trade interests at the expense of neutral commerce,
under the cloak of belligerency, and lastly, that they
are, from a military point of view, unnecessary.))

«The Government of the United States can feel

confident that this system of prohibitions will not be
carried further than is absolutely necessary, because

the advantage derived from a commercial transaction

between a British subject and a foreigner is mutual,
and for His Majesty's Government to forbid a British

subject to trade with the citizen of any foreign country
necessarily entails some diminution of commercial

opportunity for that British subject, and therefore

some loss both to him and to his country.))

«Self-interest alone would render His Majesty's Gov-
ernment anxious not to place upon the statutory
list the name of any firm which carries on a genuine
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bona fide neutral trade. If they did so, Great Britain

herself would be the loser. »

As to the second point, there seem to be individuals

in the United States and elsewhere whom it is almost

impossible to convince that the measures we take are

measures against our enemies, and not intended mere-

ly to foster our own trade at the expense of that of

neutral countries. I can only reiterate that His Maj-
esty's Government ha\=e no such unworthy object in

view.»
'^

«I turn now to the question whether the circumstan-
ces of the present war justify this novel expedient.))

«The practice of Great Britain and the United
States has in times past been to treat domicile as the

test of enemy character, in contradistinction to the

continental practice, which has always regarded nat-

ionality as the test. That rule crystallized at the time
when means of transport and communication were
less developed than now, and when in consequence
the action of a person established in a distant country
could have but little influence upon a struggle. To-

day the position is very different. The activities of

enemy subjects are ubiquitous, and under modem
conditions it is easy for them, wherever resident, to

remac money to any place where it may be required
for the use of their own Government, or to act in other

ways calculated to assist its purposes and to damage
the interests of the powers with whom it is at war.
Full use has been and is being made of these oppor-
tunities. »

«The experience of the war has proved abundantl}^
as the United States Government will readily admit,
that many Germans in neutral countries have done all

in their power to help the cause of their own country
and to injure that of thq^ allies; in fact, it would be no

exaggeration to say that German houses abroad have
in a large number ot cases been used as an integral
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part of an organisation deliberately conceived and

planned as an engine lor the furtherance of German
political and military ambitions. It is common know-
ledge that they have been active agents for the dissem-
ination of German political and social influences,
and for the purpose of espionage. In some cases they
have even been used as bases of supply for German
cruisers, and in other cases as organisers and pay-
masters of miscreants employed to destroy by foul

means factories engaged in making, or ships engaged
in carrying, supplies required by the Allies. Such

operations have been carried out in the territory even
of the United States itself. »

«The public opinion of this country would not have
tolerated the prolongation of the war by the contin-

ued liberty of British subjects to trade with and so to

enrich the firms in foreign countries whose wealth and
influence were alike at the service of the enemy. »

«Let me repeat that His Majesty's Government
make no such claim to dictate to citizens of the United

States, nor to those of any other neutral country, as

to the persons with whom they are or are not to trade. »

«Even though the military situation of the Allies

has greatly improved there is still a long and bitter

struggle in front of them, which imposes on them the

duty of employing every opportunity and every
measure which they can legitimately use to overcome
their opponents. It is difficult for those who have no
immediate' contact with the war to realise with what

painful anxiety men and women in this country must

regard even the smallest acts which tend to increase,

if only by a minute, the period during which they are

to be exposed to such perils. Whatever inconvenience

may be caused to neutral nations by the exercise of

belligerent rights, it is not ,to be compared for an
instant to the suffering and loss occasioned to mankind

by the prolongation of the war, even for a week.»
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«One other matter should be mentioned, namely,
the exclusion from ships using British coal of goods
belonging to firms on the statutory list. It is British

coal; why should it be used to transport the goods of

those who are actively assisting our enemies? It must
be remembered that the German Government by
their submarine warfare have sought to diminish the

world's tonnage; they have sunk illegally and without

warning hundreds of peaceful merchant ships belong-

ing not only to Allied countries but to neutrals as

well. Can it then be wondered that the British Govern-
ment are anxious to limit the supply of British coal

in such a way as to reserve it as far as possible to

ships genuinely employed in Allied or neutral trade? »

THE SALE OF MUNITIONS OF WAR TO BELLIGERENTS.

On the 24th of September 1915, the Austro-Hun-

garian Government protested betore that ot the Unit-

ed States on account of the supplying of munitions

by it to the Allies, and rebutted the reason which the

Washington Government gave for maintaining that

commerce.
In this controversy the Austro-Hungarian Govern-

ment expressed the following opinions:
«The Imperial and Royal Government have in no

"way advocated a principle of 'equalisation.' As a

matter of fact they did not base their suggestion in

the question of the exportation of war requisites upon
the fact that they are not themselves in a position to

draw munitions of war from the United States of

America; they are indeed of the opinion that the ex-

cessive exportation of war requisites would not be per-
missible even if it were taking place to the countries of

both belligerent parties. They only objected that the
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economic life ot the United States had been made
serviceable to the greatest extent by the creation of

new and the enlargement of existing concerns tor the

manufacture and exportation of war requisites, and

thus, so to say, been militarised. But in the concen-
tration of so many forces to the one end, the delivery
of war requisites, which actually results in an effective

support of one of the belligerent parties, lies a fait
nouvea^i which weakens reference to supposed prece-
dents in other wars. The parallel with former wars

fails, particularly as these were always wars between
two individual powers or wars between groups con-

stituted of lesser powers. Under this condition it was

possible that if war supplies were delivered from a

neutral country to only one belligerent party the oppo-
nent could turn to other neutrals. »

«The exportation of war requisites from the United
States as it is now being carried on acquires quite
another significance than that w^hich the exportation
of contraband could ever before have had. As all of

these decisive points appeared in their full import

only during the course of the war, the Austro-Hunga-
rian Government consider themselves justified in the

view tiiat in the sense of the last paragraph of the

pream.ble to the Thirteenth Hague Convention these

points contain sufficient grounds for changing the

practice hitherto adhered to by the United States. »

The reference which the Austro-Hungarian Govern-

ment made to the said preamble of the Hague Conven-
tion was according to them «intended to be in connec-

tion with the question of the illegitimate exclusion of

Austria-Hungary from the American market and was
lor the purpose of showing that for this very reason the

Government of the United States would be justified

in issuing an embargo by legislative means. »

The Austro-Hungarian Government «regard it as

a matter of course that a neutral state must not pro-
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claim an embargo with the intention of injuring one of

the belhgerent parties. It is equally a matter of course

that it can never be asserted of an embargo which a
state has proclaimed for the maintenance of its neu-

trality that this was done with a view of injuring
one of the belligerent parties. »

MATTERS RELATING TO MARITIME WARFARE.

On the loth of December 1915, the Secretary of

State of the United States sent a communication to

the German Ambassador in which he said: «Your Ex-

cellency asks by direction of your Government, that

orders be issued to the commanding officers of Amer-
ican warships in the Mediterranean to display the

national flag so that it can be clearly seen by day
and to keep the ship and flag sufficiently lighted by
night, in order that the vessels of this Government

may not be mistaken for warships of the States at war
with the Central Powers. I have the honour to trans-

mit herewith a copy of a communication dated Decem-
ber 10, 1915, from the Secretary of the Navy, indicat-

ing the reasons why the Navy Department must
decline to issue the orders as suggested by the Im-

perial Government. »

The German Minister for Foreign Affairs answered
on the 19th January 1916: «The Imperial Government
made its proposition to the United States, as a friend-

ly suggestion, as is self evident from the nature of the

matter. It was by no means the intention of the Im-

perial Government to wish to issue instructions to the

American Government in this regard. This sugges-
tion had for its object in the first place to serve the

interest of the American Government, but b}^ no
means to infringe upon its rights, as the American
Marine Authorities erroneously appear to assume. »
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«The Imperial Government is moreover not in the

position to accept the point of view of the American
marine authorities; that no state has a right to give

friendly advice to another state. According to the

conception ol the Imperial Government, a belligerent

power not only has the right, but even the duty to warn
a neutral of dangers which may possibly menace him,
in case he should get into unintended danger through
operations of war about to take place. »

THE SUBMARINE CAMPAIGN AND TORPEDOING OF
BELLIGERENT AND NEUTRAL SHIPS.

On the 2ist of August 1916 the Allied Governments
sent a memorandum to the United States ending as

follows, with the intention of protecting their rights
as belligerents and the freedom ot commercial navi-

gation:
«Submarine vessels must be excluded from the ben-

efit of the rules heretofore accepted in international

law regarding the admission and sojourn of war and
merchant .vessels in the neutral waters, roadsteads

and harbours; any submarine of the belligerents that

once enters a neutral harbour must be held there. The
Allied Governments take this opportunity to warn
the neutral Powers of the great danger to neutral

submarines attending the navigation of waters visited

by the submarines of belligerents. »

On the 31st of August 1916, the Government of the

United States answered:
«The Allied Powers have not set forth any circum-

stances, nor is the Government of the United States

at present aware of any circumstances, concerning the

use of war or merchant submarines which would render

the existing rules of international law inapplicable
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to them. In view of this fact and of the notice and

warning of the AUied Powers announced in their mem-
oranda under acknowledgment it is incumbent upon
-the Governments of France, Great Britain, Russia,
and Japan that, so far as the treatment of either war
or merchant submarines in American waters is con-

cerned, the Government of the United States reserves

its Hberty of action in all respects and will treat such
vessels as, in its opinion, becomes the action of a power
which may be said to have taken the first steps toward

establishing the principles of neutrality and which
for over a century has maintained those principles
in the traditional spirit and with the high sense of

impartiality in which they were conceived. In order,

however, that there should be no misunderstanding
as to the attitude of the United States, the Government
of the United States announces to the Allied Powers
that it holds it to be the duty of belligerent powers
to distinguish between submarines of neutral and

belligerent nationality, and that responsibility for any
conflict that may arise between belligerent warships
and neutral submarines on account of the neglect of

a belligerent to so distinguish between these classes

of submarines must rest entirely upon the negligent

power. »

At the time when the United States took up the

position indicated in the memorandum from which
we have here taken extracts, i8 British, 5 Dutch, 2

Norwegian, 2 Belgian, i Russian and i Italian ship
had been seriously damaged or sunk, and although
these effects of the submarine campaign could not
be considered alarming, we think it opportune to

immediately leave on record that some neutral ships
had already suffered, and further to point out that

27 of those ships had North-American subjects on

board, of whom 6 were killed and i wounded.
The following extracts from communications show^
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the attitude of the United States, as regards the effects

of the submarine warfare up to August 1916. These
communications were addressed to the Powers under
whose flags the submarines acted.

On the 2nd of February 19 16, the United States

Government instructed its Charge d'Affaires in Turkey,
on account of the sinking of the «Persia)> with Amer-
icans on board, «formally to bring this matter to the

attention of the Turkish Government, and to request
that he be informed as to whether the sinking of the

«Persia» was caused by a submarine operating under
the instructions of that Government, or by one carrying
the Turkish flag.»
On the 6th of December 1915 the Government of

the United States addressed that of Austria Hungary
by reason of the sinking of the steamer «Anconas»:

«Rehable information obtained from American and
other survivors who were passengers on the steamship
«Ancona>> shows that on November 7th a submarine

flying the Austro-Hungarian flag fired a solid shot

toward the steamship; that thereupon the «Ancona»

attempted to escape, but being overhauled by th*e

submarine she stopped; that after a briet period and
before the crew and passengers were all able to take

to the boats the submarine fired a number of shells

at the vessel and finally torpedoed and sank her while

there were yet many persons on board; and that by
gunfire and foundering of the vessel a large number
of persons lost their lives or were seriously injured,

among whom were citizens of the United States. »

«The Austro-Hungarian Government has been ad-

vised, through the correspondence which has passed
between the United States and Germany, of the attitude

of the Government of the United States as to the use

of submarines in attacking vessels of commerce, and
the acquiescence of Germany in that attitude, yet the

commander of the submarine which attacked the
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«Ancona» failed to put in a place of safety the crew and

passengers of the vessel which they purposed to destroy
because, it is presumed, of the impossibility of taking
it into port as a prize of war.»

«The Government of the United States considers

that the commander violated the principles of inter-

national law and of humanity by shelling and torpe-

doing the «Ancona» before the persons on board had
been put in a place of safety or even given sufficient

time to leave the vessel. The conduct of the command-
er can only be characterised as wanton slaughter of

defenceless noncombatants, since at the time when
the vessel was shelled and torpedoed she was not, it

appears, resisting or attempting to escape; and no other

reason is sufficient to excuse such an attack, not even
the possibility of rescue.»

«As the good relations of the two countries must
rest upon a common regard for law and humanity,
the Government of the United States can not be

expected to do otherwise than to demand that the

Imperial and Royal Government denounce the sinking
of the «Ancona» as an illegal and indefensible act;

that the officer who perpetrated the deed be punished;
and that reparation by the payment of an indemnity
be made for the citizens of the United States who
were killed or injured by the attack on the vessel.»

«The Government of the United States expects that

the Austro-Hungarian Government, appreciating the

gravity of the case, will accede to its demand promptly;
and it rests this expectation on the belief that the

Austro-Hungarian Government will not sanction or

defend an act which is condemned by the world as

inhuman and barbarous, which is abhorrent to all

civilised nations, and which has caused the death of

innocent American citizens. »

On the 15th of December 1915, the Austro-Hunga-
rian Government answered:
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<(As is not difficult to perceive, the presentation of
the facts in the case in the aforesaid note leaves room
for many doubts; and even if this presentation were
correct in all points and the most rigorous legal con-

ception were applied to the judgment of the case, it

does not in any v^ay sufficiently warrant attaching
blame to the commanding officer of the war vessel or
to the Imperial and Royal Government. »

«However, in view of the fact that the Washington
Cabinet has now made a positive statement to the
effect that citizens of the United States of America
came to grief in the incident in question, the Imperial
and Royal Government is in principle ready to enter
into an exchange of views in the affair with the Govern-
ment of the United States. It must, however, in the
first place, raise the question why that Government
failed to give juridical reasons for the demands set

forth, and why, in lieu thereof, it referred to an ex-

change of correspondence with another Government
in other cases. »

«The Imperial and Royal Government is the less

able to follow the Washington Cabinet on this unusual

path, since it by no means possesses authentic know-

edge of all of the pertinent correspondence of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, nor is it of the opinion
that such knowledge might be sufficient for it in the

present case, which, in so far as it is informed, is in

essential points of another nature than the case or

cases to which the Government of the United States
seems to allude. »

«The Imperial and Royal Government may there-

fore leave it to the Washington Cabinet, to formulate
the particular points of law against which the com -

manding officer of the submarine is alleged to have
offended on the occasion of the sinking of the

«Ancona.»
On the 19th ot December 1915 the Government of
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the United States gave its Ambassador in Vienna
instructions to address a note to the Austro-Hunga-
rian Minister of Foreign Affairs, textually as follovv^s:

«0n November 15, 1915 the Austro-Hungarian
x\dmiralty admitted that the steamship «Ancona»
was torpedoed after her engines had been stopped and
when passengers were still on board. This admission
alone is, in the view of the Government of the United

States, sufficient to fix upon the commander of the

submarine which fired the torpedo the responsibility
for having wilfully violated the recognised law of

nations and entirely disregarded those humane prin-

ciples which every belligerent should observe in the

conduct of war at sea.»

«In view of these admitted circumstances the Govern-
ment of the United States feels justified in holding that

the details of the sinking of the «Ancona», the weight
and character of the additional testimony corroborating
the Admiralty's report, and the number of Americans
killed or injured are in no way essential matters of

discussion. The culpability of the commander is in

any case established, and the undisputed fact is that

citizens of the United States were killed, injured, or

put in jeopardy by his lawless act.»

«The rules of international law and the principles of

humanity which were thus wilfully violated by the

commander of the submarine have been so long and
so universally recognised and are so manifest from
the standpoint of right and justice that the Govern-
ment of the United States does not feel called on to

debate them and does not understand that the Im-

perial and Royal Government questions or disputes
them.»

«The Government of the Unites States therefore

finds no other course open to it but to hold the Impe-
rial and Royal Government responsible for the act

of its naval commander and to renew the definite but
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respectful demands made in its communication ot the
6th of December I9i5.»
On the 29th 01 December 1915, the Austro-Hunga-

rian Government repHed:
«The Imperial and Royal Government thoroughly

agrees with the Washington Cabinet that even in war
the sacred demands ol humanity must be complied
with. Just as it has hitherto never given anyone
occasion to doubt its respect for these demands, it has
also given numerous proofs of its most humane senti-

ments, both towards enemies and neutrals, throughout
the entire course of this war, which is presenting such
convulsive pictures of moral confusion, and it was not
its fault that it did not long ago agree with the Wash-

ington Cabinet on a question which it, in unison
with the entire public opinion in Austria-Hungary,
regarded principally as a question of humanity. »

«While the Imperial and Royal Government may
well regard the «Ancona» case as cleared up by the

foregoing representations, it, at the same time, reserves

to itself for a future time the discussion of the diffi-

cult questions of international law in connection with
submarine warfare . »

On the 9th of February 19 16, the Government of

the United States demanded satisfaction from that

of Austria-Hungary on account of an Austrian sub-

marine having fired on a small American steamer the

«Petrolite» and having kept one of its men on board
till such time as the Commander of the «Petrolite»

sent over certain eatables. The note concluded thus:

«If the facts are as reported the United States Gov-
ernment regards the submarine commander's con-

duct as an insult to the flag of the United States

and an invasion of American citizens' rights for

which the United States Government may properly

oxpect an immediate apology from the Austro-Hun-
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garian Government, the submarine commander's

prompt punishment, and an assurance that Austria-

Hungary will make compensation for the injuries
sustained by members of the crew of the «Petrolite»,

and for damages to the vessel.»

The Austro-Hungarian Government replied in a

manner that brought the following answer from the

United States on the 21st June 1916:
«In the absence of other and more satisfactory ex-

planation of the attack on the steamer than that

contained in the note addressed to you by the Foreign
Office, the Government of the United States is com-

pelled to regard the conduct of the commander of the

submarine in attacking the «Petrolite» and in coercing
the captain as a deliberate insult to the flag of the

United States and an invasion of the rights of American
citizens for which this Government requests that an

apology be made; that the commander of the subma-
rine be punished; and that reparation be made for the

injuries sustained by the payment of a suitable in-

demnity. »

The Austro-Hungarian Government in a note dated
the 9th of September 1916, put an end to the incident

by a detailed explanation whose summing up was as

follows:

«Be this as it may, in view of the sworn depositions
of the officers of the submarine boat, herein repro-
duced, and which explain the incident in a plausible
manner, the Imperial and Royal Government enter-

tains the conviction that the commander acted entire-

ly within the Hmits prescribed by international law,

and that therefore, regrettable as it may be that an
American ship suffered in the event, no responsibil-

ity is to be attached either to the commander or the

Imperial and Royal Government.))
Later on many neutral ships were sunk with North-

American passengers or mariners on board, some of

(10)
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whom were killed or wounded, and several ships, flying
the American flag, were damaged.

In the cases where Austro-Hungarian or Turkish

ships were the aggressors, like incidents occurred which
were dealt with by the Chancelleries more or less in

the same way.

*

Let us now review the attitude of the United States
in the cases in which the aggressors were German sub-
marines.

On the i8th of April 1916, the said Government, in

presenting the case of the «Sussex» to that of Germany,
declared:

«If It is still the purpose of the Imperial Govern-
ment to prosecute relentless and indiscriminate war-
fare against vessels of commerce by the use of sub-

marines without regard to what the Government of
the United States must consider the sacred and indis-

putable rules of internacional law and the universally

recognised dictates of humanity, the Government of

the United States is at last forced to the conclusion

that there is but one course it can pursue. Unless the

Imperial Government should now immediately declare

and effect an abandonment of its present methods
of submarine warfare against passenger and freight

carrying vessels, the Government of the United States

can have no choice but to sever diplomatic relations

with the German Empire altogether.*
On the 4th of May ii)ib, Germany replied:
«The German Government notifies the Govern-

ment of the United States that the German naval

forces have received the following orders: In accord-

ance with the general principles of visit and search

and destruction of merchant vessels recognised by in-
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temational law, such vessels, both within and without
the area declared as naval war zone, shall not be sunk
without warning and without saving human lives,

unless ships attempt to escape or offer resistance. »

• «But neutrals can not expect that Germany, forced

to fight for her existence, shall, for the sake of neu-
tral interests, restrict the use of an effective weapon
if her enemy is permitted to continue to apply at will

methods of warfare violating the rules of internation-

al law. Such a demand would be incompatible with
the character of neutrality, and the German Govern-
ment is convinced that the Government of the United
States does not think of making such a demand, know-

ing that the Government of the United States has

repeatedly declared that it is determined to restore the

principle of the freedom of the seas, from whatever

quarter it has been violated. »

On the 8th of May 1916, the United States Govern-
ment replied:

«The Government of the United States feels it neces-

sary to state that it takes it for granted that the

Imperial Government does not intend to imply that

the maintenance of its newly announced policy is in

any way contingent upon the course or result of di-

plomatic negotiations between the Government of

the United States and any other belligerent Govern-

ment, notwithstanding the fact that certain passages
in 'the Imperial Government's note ot the 4th instant

might appear to be susceptible of that construction.

In order, however, to avoid any possible misunder-

standing, the Government of the United States noti-

fies the Imperial Government that it can not for a
moment entertain, much less discuss, a suggestion
that respect by German naval authorities for the rights
of citizens of the United States upon the high seas

should in any way or in the slightest degreee be made
contingent upon the conduct of any other Government
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affecting the rights of neutrals and noncombatants.

ResponsibiUty in such matters is single, not joint;
absolute not relative. »

This note was not answered.
The incidents already related were all that happened

between the United States and the belligerent countries

owing to acts of war and their ordinary warlike opera-
tions.

DEPORTATIONS OF CIVILIANS FROM BELGIUM

The incidents of the deportation of Belgian civilians

by Germany remain to be described.

On the 29th of November 1916 the Washington
Government instructed its Ambassador in Germany
to declare:

«The Government of the United States has learned

with the greatest concern and regret of the policy of

the German Government to deport from Belgium a

portion of the civilian population for the purpose of

forcing them to labour in Germany, in contravention

of all precedent and of those humane principles of

international practice which have long been accepted
and followed by civilised nations in their treatment of

noncombatants in conquered territory .» ,

On the 8th of January 1917 the German Govern-
ment answered at some length and among other ob-

servations were these.

«That their enemies had welcomed the occasion to

stir up the public opinion of neutral and hostile foreign
countries against this alleged recent violation of the

Belgian people. That an explanation appeared neces-

sary. That the measures taken, not only are not

injurious to the Belgians from an economic stand-point
but had become to a certain extent a social necessity
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owing to the peculiar conditions prevailing there.

That he who wishes to comprehend this must first

picture to himself the extent and effects of the unem-

ployment in Belgium. That the British naval block-

ade is the chief cause of the paralysation of industries,

especially steel, textile and clothing, keramic and

glass industries which together employed over half

a million workmen in times of peace. That requisitions
of raw materials and machinery by Germany have

considerably increased the unemployment is not true

for the reason that these requisitions were made pri-

marily in factories which were unable any way to

keep running owing mainly to the naval blockade.

That there are 1,560,000 needy people, of whom
655,000 formerly earned their living by labour in in-

dustry. That the sums expended up to the present
in order to furnish the bare minimum needed for

existence amount to more than 300.000,000 francs.

That all these circumstances as well as the gradual
impoverishment of the labourers' families, who are

able to satisfy only the most necessary material needs
after consuming all their savings, must inevitably
involve a weakening of the whole power of the Belgian
people.))
On the i6th of January 1917, the North American

Ambassador in Brussels informed his Government:
«In order to fully understand the situation it is nec-

essary to go back to the autumn of 1914. At the

time we were organising the relief work, the Comite
National (the Belgian relief organisation that collab-

orates with the Commission for Relief in Belgium)
proposed an arrangement by which the Belgian Gov-
ernment should pay to its own employes left in Bel-

gium, and other unemployed men besides, the wages
they had been accustomed to receive. The Belgians
wished to do this both for humanitarian and patriotic

purposes. The policy was adopted, and on the rolls
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-of the Comite National have been borne the names
of some 700,000, I beUeve—of idle men receiving this

dole, distributed through the communes. »

«The presence of these unemployed, however, was
a constant temptation to German cupidity. Many
times they sought to obtain the lists of the chomeurs,
those protected by the Comite National. Rather than
risk any interruption of the ravitaillement, for which,
while loath to own any obligation to America, the

Germans have always been grateful, since it has had
the effect of keeping the population calm, the author-
ities never pressed the point other than with the

Burgomasters of the Communes. Finally, however,
the military party, always brutal, and with an as-

tounding ignorance of public opinion and of moral sen-

timent, determined to put these idle men to work.»
«von Hindenburg was appointed to the supreme

command and is said to have criticised von Bissing's

policy as too mild; von Bissing went to Berlin to pro-
test. He returned, and a German official here said

that Belgium would now be subjected to a more terrible

regime, would learn what war was,»
«The deportation began in October, in the Etape,

at Ghent, and at Bruges. The policy spread. During
the last fortnight men have been impressed here in

Brussels, but these seizures here are made evidently
with much greater care than in the provinces, with
more regard for the appearances. There was no public
announcement of the intention to deport, but sudden-

ly 1500 men received summons to present themselves
at the Gare du Midi. The Commission for Relief in

Belgium had secured permission to give to each de-

ported man a loaf of bread and some of the communes

provided warm clothing for those who had none and
in addition a small financial allowance. The winter

has been more excessively cold than Belgium has ever

known it, and many of those who presented themselves
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and fear, the parting from weeping wives and chil-

dren, the barriers of brutal Uhlans, all this made the

scene a pitiable and distressing one.»

«I am constantly in receipt of reports from all over

Belgium that tend to bear out the stories one con-

stantly hears of brutality and cruelty. A number of

men sent back to Mons are said to be in a dying con-

dition, many of them tubercular. At Malines and at

Antwerp returned men have died, their friends assert-

ing that they have been victims of neglect and

cruelty, of cold, of exposure, of hunger. »

On the 17th of January 1917, the same North
American Ambassador reported to his Government:
«The method of summoning the men is different

from that employed hitherto, and indicates greater
care in preparation. No announcements have been

posted on the city walls; persons whom it is desired to

examine are summoned individually by post card,
and are at the same time advised as to the punish-
ment to which they will expose themselves if they
do not reply to the summons, the preparatory meas-
ures which they should take in view of a possible

deportation, and the bureau to which they should

apply in the event of their voluntary inscription for

work in lieu of deportation. »
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PEACE OVERTURES OF THE CENTRAL POWERS AND
REPLIES OF THE ENTENTE POWERS.

In this chapter we shall give extracts of documents

relating to the peace overtures, which were made
before the United States declared war, overtures du-

ring the period of its neutrality, which along with the

other questions already treated will help to determine
the distinctive features of the neutrality of North
America and that of Chile, and the motives that led

the former to renounce and the latter to maintain it.

On the I2th of December 1916, Germany, Austria-

Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria sent identical peace
overtures, as follows, requesting the Government of

the United States to transmit them to the Entente
Powers:
«The most formidable war known to history has

been ravaging for two years and a half a great part
of the world. This catastrophe which the bonds of a

common civilisation more than a thousand years old

are unable to arrest, strikes humanity's most precious
inheritance; it threatens to entomb in its ruins the

moral and material progress upon which Europe prid-
ed herself at the dawn of the twentieth century.»

In this struggle Germany and her allies—Austria-

Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey—have given proof
of their indestructible strength. The recent events

have shewn that the continuation of the war will not

break their power of resistance. The general situation

rather gives them reason to hope for new successes.
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The four Allied Powers were compelled to arm to de-

fend their existence and the liberty of their national

development. They do not seek to crush or annihilate

their adversaries. Conscious of their economic and

military power, and ready, if it be necessary, to continue
to the end the struggle which is imposed on them, but

inspired at the same time by a desire to stem the

streams of blood, and to put an end to the horrors of

war, the four Allied Powers propose to enter, forthwith,
into negotiations for peace. They are convinced that

the proposals which they will bring forward, and
which will aspire to assure the existence, the honour,
and the free development of their people, will suffice

to serve as a foundation for the establishment of a

peace that will be lasting. »

«If, in spite of this offer of peace and conciliation

the struggle must continue, the four Allied Powers
are determined to conduct it to a victorious end, while

declining all responsibility betore humanity and his-

tory. »

The North American Chancellery, on the i6th of
December 1916, transmitted these peace overtures

of the Central Empires and their allies, to the Entente

Powers, giving at the same time to their Embassies
and Legations the following instructions:

«Intimate quite explicitly that, while you are sub-

mitting it on behalf of the respective Governments

only and in no sense as the representative of the Unit-
ed States, this Government is deeply interested in

the result of these unexpected overtures, would deeply
appreciate a confidential intimation of the character
and purpose of the response that will be made, and
will itself presently have certain very earnest repre-
sentations to make on behalf of the manifest interests

of neutral nations and of humanity itself to which it

will ask that very serious consideration be given. It

does not make these representations now because it
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-does not wish to connect them with the proposed over-
tures or have them construed in any way as an attempt
at mediation, notwithstanding the fact that these
overtures afford an admirable occasion for their con-
sideration. The Government of the United States had
it in mind to make them entirely on its own initiative

and before it had any knowledge of the present atti-

tude or suggestions of the Central Governments. It

will make the same representations to the Govern-
ments of the Central Powers and wishes to make them
almost immediately, if necessary, but not as associated
with the overtures of either group of belligerents. »

The reply of the Entente Powers was:
«The Allied Governments of Belgium, France,

Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Montenegro, Portugal,
Roumania, Russia and Servia, unitedly in the defence
of the liberty of nations and faithful to the engagement
they have taken not to lay down arms separately, have
resolved to answer collectively the so-called proposals
of peace which have been addressed them on behalf
of the enemy Governments, through the intermediation
of the United States, of Spain, of Switzerland, and of

the Netherlands.))

«The Allied Powers are constrained to preface their

answer by protesting strongly against the two essen-

tial assertions in the note of the enemy powers, which

attempt to throw upon the Allies the responsibility
of the war and which proclaim the victory of the Cen-
tral Powers. The Allies can not admit an assertion

which is doubly inexact and which is sufficient to

render barren any attempt at negotiation. »

«For thirty months the Allied Powers have suffered

a war which they had tried by every means to avoid.

They have demonstrated their attachment to peace

by their acts. This attachment is as strong to-day
as it was in 1914; after the violation of her engagements,
it is not upon the word of Germany that peace, brok-



en by her, can be based. A suggestion without any
conditions for initiating negotiations is not an offer

of peace. The so-called proposal, devoid of substance
and of precision, circulated abroad by the Imperial
Government, appears less as an offer of peace than
as a manoeuvre of war. It is based upon a systematic

disregard of the nature of the struggle of the past,

present, and future.»

«As to the past, the German note ignored all the

facts, dates, and figures which prove that the war was
desired, incited, and declared by Germany and Aus-

tria-Hungary. x\t the Hague it was the German dele-

gate who rejected all suggestion of disarmament. In

July, 1914, it was Austria-Hungary who, after having
addressed to Servia an ultimatum, of which there

exists no precedent, declared war on her, despite the

satisfaction immediately obtained. The Central Em-
pires thereafter repulsed every attempt made by the

Entente to bring about a pacific solution to what was
a local conflict. Belgium w^as invaded by an empire
which had guaranteed her neutrality and w^hich itself

unhesitatingly proclaimed that treaties are 'mere

scraps of paper' and that 'necessity knows no law\»
«As regards the present, the so-styled offers of Ger-

many are based upon a 'war map' which covers

Europe alone; which expresses only the exterior and

transitory aspect of the situation, but not the real

strength of the adversaries. »

«For the future, the ruin caused by the German s

declaration of the war, the innumerable aggressions
committed by Germany and her allies against the bell-

igerents and against neutrals demand penalties, rep-

arations, and guarantees; Germany eludes one and
all.»

The Central Empires replied to this, and the Austro-

Hungarian note of the 12th of January 1917, ended
as follows:
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«The Imperial and Royal Government lays down
as a fact that, in concert with the Powers allied with
it, it had declared its readiness to bring the war to an
end by means of an oral exchange of views with the

enemy Governments and that on the decision of the
adversaries alone depended the opening of the way
to peace. Before God and mankind it disclaims respon-
sibility for a continuance of the war. Calm, strong,
and confident of their right, Austria-Hungary and its

allies will carr}^ on the struggle until they gain a peace
that will secure the existence, honour, and free devel-

opment of the peoples and at the same time enable
the States of Europe to cooperate in the grand work
of civilisation on the basis of wholly equal rights. »

SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNING THE WAR, MADE BY
PRESIDENT WILSON ON DECEMBER l8, I916,

AND BELLIGERENT REPLIES.

The overtures which the Central Empires made
ended in the above manner, and while they were under

discussion, the President of the United States made
the suggestions indicated in the following document-

ary extracts:

He gave instructions to his diplomatic agents to

place before the belligerent and neutral countries a

memorandum to this effect:

«The President of the United States suggests a course
of action which he hopes will be taken under consid-

eration as coming not only from a friend but also

as coming from the representative of a neutral nation

whose interests have been most seriously affected by
the war and whose concern for its early conclusion

arises out of a manifest necessity to determine how
best to safeguard those interests if the war continue. »

<(He is somewhat embarrassed to offer it at this

particular time because it may now seem to have been
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prompted by the recent overtures of the Central Po^y-
ers. It is in fact in no ways associated with them
in its origin. »

«He takes the Hberty of calHng attention to the

fact that the objects which the statesmen of the belHg-
erents on both sides have in mind in this war arc

virtually tile same, as stated in general terms to their

own people and to the world. Each side desires to

make the rights and privileges of weak peoples and
small States as secure against aggression as the rights
and privileges of the great and powerful States now
at w^ar. Each wishes itself to be made secure in the

future against the recurrence of wars like this. Each
would be jealous of the formation of any more rival

leagues of nations to preserve an uncertain balance of

power; but each is ready to consider the formation of

a league of nations to ensure peace and justice through-
out the world. Before that, each deems it necessary
first to settle the issues of the present war upon
terms which will certainly safeguard the independ-
ence, the territorial integrity, and the political and
commercial freedom of the nations involved.))

«In the measures to be taken to secure the future

peace of the world the people and Government of the

United States are as vitally and directly interested

as the Governments now at war. Their interest in the

means to reheve the smaller and weaker peoples of

the world of the peril of wrong and violence is as quick
and ardent as that of any other people or Govern-
ment. But the war must first be concluded. The
terms upon which it is to be concluded they are not
at liberty to suggest; but the President does feel that

it is his right and his duty to point out their intimate

interest in its conclusion.))

<(It may be that peace is nearer than we know; that

the terms which both belligerents might insist on are

not so irreconcilable as some have feared; that an
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interchange ot views would clear the way at least tor
conference and make the permanent concord ot the
nations a hope of the immediate future, a concert of
nations immediately practicable. »

On the 26th of December 1916 Germany answered:
<(The Imperial Government has accepted the friend-

ly spirit which is apparent in the noble initiative of
the President looking to the creation of bases for the
foundation of a lasting peace. The President discloses
the aim which lies next to his heart and leaves the
chance of the way open. A direct exchange of views

appears to the Imperial Government the most suit-

able way of arriving at the desired result. The Impe-
rial Government has the honour, therefore, in the
sense of its declaration of the 12th instant, which
offered the hand for peace negotiations, to propose
the speedy assembly, on neutral ground, of delegates
of the warring States. »

The nations allied with Germany, answered in the
same terms, and the belligerents of the Entente replied
to them as follows:

«In a general way they wish to declare that they
pay tribute to the lofty sentiment by which the Americ-
an note is inspired and that they reciprocate all

their hopes in regard to the projected creation of a

league of nations to insure peace and justice through-
out the world. The Allied nations are conscientious

that they are not fighting for selfish interests, but
above all to safeguard the independence of peoples,
of right, and of humanity.»

«The Allies are fully aware of the losses and suffer-

ing which the war causes to neutrals as well as to

belligerents and they deplore ' them; but they do not

hold themselves responsible for them, having in no

way either willed or provoked this war, and they strive

to reduce these damages in the measure compatible
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with the inexorable exigencies of their defence against
the violence and the wiles of the enemy. »

«It is with satisfaction therefore that they take
note that the American communication is in nowise
associated in its origin with that of the Central Powers
transmitted on the i8th of December by the Govern-
ment of the United States. They did not doubt more-
over the resolution of that Government to avoid even
the appearance of a support, even moral, of the auth-
ors responsible for the war.»

NEUTRAL REPLIES TO SUGGESTIONS, CONCERNING THE
WAR, MADE BY PRESIDENT WILSON ON i8TH

DECEMBER I916.

The neutral countries also replied, and among them
some of those of South and Central America. Guate-
mala answered through her diplomatic represent-
ative in the United States:

«I hasten to call to those very important docu-

ments the notice of my Government which I am sure

will duly appreciate, as I do now, the elevated and
most praiseworthy sentiments which gave them birth

and form, in the extraordinary circumstances the

world is passing through. Meantime, I beg leave to

say, that I have special instructions from the Presi-

dent of Guatemala to cooperate with the Government
of the United States of America in anything that may
be done for the restoration of peace. »

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Panama replied:
«This Republic views with satisfaction the beau-

tiful sight offered to the world by the Federal

American Union in unfurling with courage the bann-
er of peace and proclaiming, by means of the exchange
of ideas at the present time, the unquenchable desire

for Justice and Right; and hopes that the world will
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wise policy.))

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Uruguay replied:
«I desire to manifest the sympathy of Uruguay with

all the efforts which, with the good will of the bellig-
erent powers, may tend to terminate the war, and
to initiate an era of peace and justice among all na-

tions.))

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Peru replied:
<^I have read with the greatest care, and have made

known to the President of the Republic the important
communication of the Honourable Mr. Lansing, which

reveals, at first sight, the noble motive that has in-

spired it. My Government fervently hopes that the

initiative of President Wilson may produce the results

sought with regard to the re-establishment of peace,
and shares the opinion of the American Government,
and people as to the necessity of procuring, if possible,
the future tranquility of the world, and strongly ap-

proves theinterest manifested in findinga speedy means,
of freeing the smallest and weakest nations from the

danger of injustice and violence to which they are

exposed. The moment having arrived which the Gov-
ernment of the United States considers opportune
to give practical form to those very noble purposes,
which, after re-establishing normal conditions, will

tend toward the reign of Peace and Justice, Peru will

lend to them her most active sympathy, consistent

with her traditions and with the sound doctrines she

has always most zealously upheld.))
We consider it important to take note of a para-

graph from the reply of Spain, dated the 28th of

December 1916:
«The Government of His Majesty, appreciating

that the noble desire of the President of the United
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States will always deserve the gratitude of all nations,
has resolved not to hinder any negotiation or agree-
ment whatever undertaken for the purpose of encourag-
ing the humanitarian work which might end the

present war, but will suspend its action, reserving it

for the time when those forces which desire peace may
be more useful and effective than now, if there should

then be reasons for believing its initiative or inter-

vention opportune.))

Later on, in February 19 17, the Government of Mex-

ico, in its turn, made suggestions for bringing about

peace, to which the United States gave the following

reply on the i6th of March 1917:
«Mexico proposes to all the neutral Governments

that the 'groups of contending powers be invited, in

common accord to bring this war to an end either by
their own effort or by availing themselves of the good
offices or friendty mediation of all the countries which
would jointly extend that invitation. If within a rea-

sonable time peace could not be restored by these

means, the neutral countries would take the neces-

sary measures to reduce the conflagration to its nar-

rowest limit, by refusing any kind of supplies to the

belligerents and suspending commercial relations with
them until the said conflagration shall have been
smothered '.»

«The Government of the United States has given
careful and sympathetic consideration to the pro-

posals of the de facto Mexican Government, not only
because they come from a neighbouring republic in

whose welfare the United States has a peculiar and

permanent interest, but because these proposals have
for their end the object which the President had

hoped to attain from his discussion a few months ago.
Of the futile results of the President's efforts at that

time General Carranza is no doubt aware. Instead of
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the conflict being resolved into a discussion of terms
of peace, the struggle both on land and on sea, has
been renewed with intensified vigour and bitterness.

To such an extent has one group of belligerents carried

on warfare on the high seas involving the destruction

of American ships and the lives of American citizens,

in contravention of the pledges heretofore solemnly
^iven to the Government of the United States, that

it was deemed necessary within the past few weeks to

sever relations with one of the Governments of the

Allied Central Powers. To render the situation still

more acute, the Government of the United States has
unearthed a plot laid by the Government dominating
the Central Powers to embroil not only the Govern-
ment and people of Mexico, but also the Government
and people of Japan in war with the United States.

At the time this plot was conceived, the United States

was at peace with the Government and people of the

German Empire, and German officials and German

subjects were not only enjoying but abusing the lib-

erties and privileges freely accorded to them on
American soil and under American protection. »

<(At the present stage of the European struggle, the

superiority of the Entente Powers on the sea has pre-
vented supplies from reaching the Central Powers
from the Western Hemisphere. This condition is not
new. In 1915 the Central Powers complained of their

inability to obtain arms and ammunitions from the

United States while these supplies were being shipped
freely to the ports of their enemies. The discussion

of the subject culminated in the American note of the

12th of August 1915, upholding the contention of the

United States that its inability to ship munitions of

war to the Central Powers was not of its own desire

or making, but was due wholly to the naval superior-

ity of the Entente Powers. Believing that this posit-
ion of the United States is based upon sound prin-
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ciples of international law and is consonant with the
established practice of nations, the President directs

me to say that he can not bring himself to consider

such a modification of these principles or of this prac-
tice as compliance with General Carranza's proposal
to suspend commercial relations with the warring
nations would entail. »



^
SEVERANCE OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES AND THE CENTRAL POWERS.

In January 1917 the United States took up a posit-
ion which was the first step leading to its joining in

the war.

In this chapter we shall give extracts of the acts

and documents relating to the severing of diplomatic
relations and the declaration of war.

On the 22nd of January 1917 President Wilson
made the first of his solemn and historical addresses

to the Senate of the United States, giving account of

the negotiations which he had initiated in the inter-

est of peace, and their negative result. He explained
his reasons for taking those steps, and his purpose in

regard to the general conditions and fundamental

principles of the peace he was striving for.

On the 31st of January the German Government
addressed a note to that of the United States in which
it took into consideration the salient points of the

President's address, and stated its own point of view
as follows:

«The attempt of the four Allied Powers to bring
about peace has failed owing to the lust of conquest
of their enemies, who desired to dictate the conditions

of peace. Under the pretence of following the principle
of nationality our enemies have disclosed their real

aims in this war, viz., to dismember and dishonour

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria.
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To the wish of reconciHation they oppose the will of

destruction. They desire a fight to the bitter end.»

«A new situation has thus been created which forces

Germany to new decisions. For two years and a half

England is using her naval power in a criminal attempt
to force Germany into submission by starvation. In

brutal contempt of International Law the group of

Powers led by England does not only curtail the legit-

imate trade of their opponents but they also by
ruthless pressure compel neutral countries either to

altogether forego every trade not agreeable to the

Entente-Powers or to limit it according to their arbi-

trary decrees. The American Government know^s the

steps which have been taken to cause England and
her allies to return to the rules of International Law
and to respect the freedom of the seas. The English
Government, however, insists upon continuing its

war of starvation, which does not at all affect the mil-

itary power of its opponents, but compels women and

children, the sick and the aged to suffer for their coun-

try pains and privations which endanger the vital-

ity of the nation. Thus British tyranny mercilessly
increases the sufferings of the world, indifferent to the

laws of humanity, indifferent to the protests of the

Neutrals whom they severely harm, indifferent even to

the silent longing for peace among England's own
allies. Each day of the terrible struggle causes new
destruction, new sufferings. Each day shortening
the war will, on both sides, preserve the lives ot thou-

sands of brave soldiers, and be a benefit to mankind. »

«The Imperial Government could not
j
ustify before

its own conscience, before the German people and
before history the neglect of any means destined to

bring about the end of the war. Like the President of

the United States, the Imperial Government had hoped
to reach this goal by negotiations. After the attempts
to come to an understanding with the Entente-Powers
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have been answered by the latter with the announce-
ment of an intensified continuation of the war, the

Imperial Government—in order to serve the welfare
of mankind in a higher sense and not to wrong its own
people

—is now compelled to continue the fight for

existence, again forced upon it, with the full employ-
ment of all the weapons at its disposal. »

This note was accompanied by a memorandum
containing the following paragraph:

«Under these circumstances Germany will meet the

illegal measures of her enemies by forcibly preventing
after February i, 1917, in a zone around Great Britain,

France, Italy, and in the Eastern Mediterranean all

navigation, that of neutrals included, from and to

England and from and to France etc., etc. All ships
met within that zone will be sunk. The Imperial Gov-
ernment is confident that this measure will result

in a speedy termination of the war and in the restor-

ation of peace which the Government of the United
States has so much at heart. »

On the 3rd of February 1917, the Government of

the United States addressed a note to that of Germany
in which it acknowledged receipt of that from which
we have taken extracts, and in which, after referring
to some statements in the notes and memorandums
sent by Germany, reproduces the paragraphs inserted

above, and concludes as follows:

«In view of this declaration, which withdraws sud-

denly and without prior intimation the solemn assur-

ance given in the Imperial Government's note of May
4, 1916, this Government has no alternative consistent

with the dignity and honour of the United States but
to take the course which it exphcitly announced in

its note of April 18, 1916, it would take in the event
that the Imperial Government did not declare and
effect an abandonment of the methods of submarine
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warfare then employed and to which the Imperial
Government now purpose again to resort. »

«The President has, therefore, directed me to an-

nounce to Your Excellency that all diplomatic relations

between the United States and the German Empire
are severed, and that the American ambassador at

Berlin will be immediately withdrawn. »

On the same day, the 3rd of February, President
Wilson addressed a joint session of the two Houses of

Congress, giving the reasons which had induced him
to take this step.

He reminded the Congress that on account of the

sinking of the «Sussex» without previous warning and
the consequent death of some American citizens the

Government of the United States had protested before

that of Germany on the 18th of April 19 16, which

protest we have already cited; he declared that

Germany had given a satisfactory answer, which also

w^e have cited; he observed that on the 8th of May,
the Government of the United States replied but
received no answer from Germany. He stated that in

view of the memorandum accompanying the note of

the German Government, dated the 31st of January,
the United States had no alternative but to take the

course indicated in its note of April 18, 1916 in case

the attacks on neutral ships were continued without

justifiable cause and without the warning needful to

assure the safety of their crews and passengers; he
called attention to the last German note of w^hich we
have given extracts, and ended by saying;

«I have, therefore, directed the Secretary of State to

announce to His Excellency the German Ambassador
that all diplomatic relations between the United States

and the German Empire are severed, and that the

American Ambassador at Berlin will immediately
be withdrawn. »
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«Notwithstanding this unexpected action of the
German Government, this sudden and deeply deplor-
able renunciation of its assurances, given this Govern-
ment at one of the most critical moments of tension
in the relations of the two governments, I refuse to

believe that it is the intention of the German Author-
ities to do in fact what they have warned us they
will feel at liberty to do. I can not bring myself to

believe that the}^ will indeed pay no regard to the
ancient friendship between their people and our own
or to the solemn obligations which have been exchang-
ed between them and destroy American ships and
take the lives of American citizens in the wilful pros-
ecution of the ruthless naval programme they have
announced their intention to adopt. Only actual

overt acts on their part can make me believe it even
now.»

«If this inveterate confidence on my part in the

sobriety and prudent foresight of their purpose should

unhappily prove unfounded; it American ships and
American lives should in fact be sacrificed by their

naval commanders in heedless contravention of the

just and reasonable understandings of international

law and the obvious dictates of humanity, T shall

take the liberty of coming again before the Congress,
to ask that authority be given me to use any means
that may be necessary for the protection of our seamen
and our people in the prosecution of their peacetul
and legitimate errands on the high seas. I can do

nothing less. I take it for granted that all neutral

governments will take the same course. »

«We do not desire any hostile conflict with the Im-

perial German Government. We are the sincere friends

of the German people and earnestly desire to remain
at peace with the Government which speaks for them.

We shall not believe that they are hostile to us unless

and until we are obliged to believe it; and we purpose
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nothing more than the reasonable defence of the
undoubted rights of our people. We wish to serve no
selfish ends. We seek merely to stand true alike in

thought and action to the immemorial principles of

our people which I sought to express in my address
to the Senate only two weeks ago—seek merely to indi-

cate our right to liberty and justice and an unmolested
life. These are the bases of peace, not war. God grant
we may not be challenged to defend them in conse-

quence of acts of wilful injustice on the part of the

Government of Germany. »

On the 2nd of April of the same year 1917, Presi-

dent Wilson made a third address, in a joint session

of the two Houses of Congress, to this effect:

«That the present submarine war is a warfare

against mankind; that in view of developments armed

neutrality is worse than ineffectual and is only likety
to produce what it was meant to prevent; that we
cannot choose the path of submission and are array-

ing ourselves against wrongs w^hich cut to the very
roots of human life. With a profound sense of the

solemn and even tragical character of the step he ad-

vised the Congress to declare the recent course of the

German Government to be in effect nothing less than
war against the Government and people of the United
States and proposed that it take immediate steps to

put the country in a thorough state of defence and

employ all its power and resources to bring the German

Empire to terms and end the war. We have no quarrel
with the German people, but only with the autocratic

government which has brought on the present situa-

tion.

We desire no conquest, no dominion; we seek no in-

demnities for ourselves, no material compensation
for the sacrifices we shall freely make. We are but
one of the champions of the rights of mankind. »
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He went on to say:

«My own thought has not been driven from its hab-
itual and normal course by the unhappy events of

the last two months, and I do not believe that the

thought of the nation has been altered or clouded by
them. I have exactly the same things in mind now
that I had in mind when I addressed the Senate on the

twenty-second of January last; the same that I had
in mind when I addressed the Congress on the third

of February and on the twenty-sixth of February.
Our object now, as then, is to vindicate the principles
of peace and justice in the life of the world as against
selfish and autocratic power and to set up amongst
the really free and self-governed peoples of the world
such a concert of purpose and of action as will hence-

forth ensure the observance of those principles. Neu-

trality is no longer possible or desirable where the

peace of the world is involved and the freedom of its

peoples, and the menace to that peace and freedom
lies in the existence of autocratic governments backed

by organised force which is controlled wholly by their

will, not by the will of their people. We have seen the

last of neutrality in such circumstances. »

«We have no quarrel with the German people. We
have no feeling towards them but one of sympath\^
and friendship. It was not upon their impulse that

their government acted in entering this war. It was not

with their previous knowledge or approval. It was
a war determined upon as wars used to be determined

upon in the old, unhappy days when peoples were
nowhere consulted by their rulers and wars were

provoked and waged in the interest of dynasties or

of little groups of ambitious men who were accustom-
ed to use their fellow men as pawns and tools. »

«We are accepting this challenge of hostile purpose
because we know that in such a government, following
such methods, we can never have a friend; and that
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in the presence of its organised power, always lying
in wait to accomplish we know not what purpose,
there can be no assured security for the democratic

governments of the world. »

«I have said nothing of the governments allied with
the Imperial Government of Germany because they
have not made war upon us or challenged us to defend
our right and our honour. The Austro-Hungarian
Government has, indeed, avowed its unqualified endorse-

ment and acceptance of the reckless and lawless

submarine warfare adopted now without disguise by
the Imperial German Government, and it has there-

fore not been possible for this Government to receive

Count Tarnowski, the Ambassador recently accredited

to this Government by the Imperial and Royal Govern-
ment of Austria-Hungary; but that Government has
not actually engaged in warfare against citizens of the

United States on the seas, and I take the liberty, for

the present at least, of postponing a discussion of our
relations with the authorities at Vienna. We enter

this war only where we are clearly forced into it be-

cause there are no other means of defending our rights. »

On the 8th of April 1917, the Austro-Hungarian
Government severed its diplomatic relations with the

United States, and on the 20th of the same month
the Ottoman Government did likewise.



VI

SUMMING UP.

We are now in a position to compare the attitude of
Chile with that of the United States; we are now able to
contrast the lines of action of both countries within
a given period. The documents of the Chancelleries
and Governments of the two Republics, and the

representations made to these by the Chancelleries
of the belligerent and neutral nations shed full light
on this matter.
Our deductions will have the merit of being based,

not on interpretations of purposes, but on the letter

of documents which faithfully interpret the thought
of their authors, with the most absolute precision.
We must lay stress, in the first place, on the cir-

cumstance we have already noted, that Chile, the

United States and the countries that were not tied by
treaties of alliance or bound by their political or geo-

graphical position, to the nations which first went to

war, all alike declared their neutrality when the war
broke out, a course strictly right to take in deference

to the principles of International Law w^hich impose
the duty of not beginning a quarrel without just cause.

It is evident, in the second place, that Chile did

all in her power to defend her neutrality in a strict and

rigorous way, opportunely using all the means likely
to keep it from being violated by the belligerents, or

considered partial by either of them.

Owing to Chile's distance from the zone of war, there

were few occasions on which the country had to pro-
test against unlawful acts of the belligerents, and
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few on which remonstrances were made to our Govern-
ment, and, in both cases, satisfactory arrangements
were come to, or matters left pending, their negotia-
tion not having at any time led to violent junctures.
The United States was, one may say, within the zone

of war, not only on account of its geographical posit-
ion, but also of the vast commercial relations between
it and the belligerent nations.

These two circumstances created for the United
States conditions which could not be common to this

country with its small foreign trade.

Chile with a small national mercantile marine, next
to nothing, and scarcely sufficient for trade on her own
coast and with the South American countries of the

Pacific, had a special interest in removing the mari-
time warfare from her coasts, and to that end took the
measures we already know, which were keenly cen-
sured by the German diplomatists.
The United States, on the contrary, was entangled

from the beginning of the war in difficulties arising
out of the trammels which the diplomacy of the bell-

igerents tried to put on its commerce, and by those

which the naval operations of the war imposed; in the

first place, by floating mines; in the second, by the

restricted submarine warfare, and, finally, by the sub-

marine warfare without restrictions.

In the middle of 1915, Great Britain denounced to

the Government of the United States the circum-

stance, which she considered unlawful, of the mining
of the North Sea, by the German naval forces, a matter
which signified a grave interruption of the free navi-

gation of neutral shipping, and invited the United
States to further an understanding between the neutral

countries, to put an end to the methods introduced by
Germanv.

The United States paid no attention to this request,
and as England, for her part, proceeded to place mines
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in the same zones, the United States protested and
reserved its rights to ask indemnification for damage
which its ships, its commerce, and its citizens might
suffer.

At the same period, by reason of the modifications
introduced by the AlHes in the Declaration of London,
the United States again protested, because those mod-
ifications signified unusual trammels imposed on neu-
tral commerce.

In the middle of 1916, 'the United States made an

energetic representation to the Government of Great

Britain, censuring the Enemy Trading Act in the part

relating to the black lists, a system which, according
to the Government of that country, seriously affected

its commerce.
We n^ust here note that the Government of Chile

made no protest whatever, although that system was
also applied in this country.
At the end of 191 5, Germany suggested that the

North American warships should display their flags

visibly, b}^ day and by night, to avoid their being
attacked, in mistake, by her submarines.

In the middle of 1916, the Governments of the En-
tente Powers asked the United States, as a neutral

country, to retain in its ports or in its territorial waters,
the merchant or war submarines which might arrive

at them, and based this petition on the circumstance
that the German submarines were impeding the free

navigation of the open seas, and attacking neutral

commerce.
The Government of the United States did not agree

to the course indicated, because it considered that

there was no legal ground for it. It sustained that the

submarines should be treated like any belligerent

warship, and made that declaration when a good
number of neutral merchant ships had already been

sunk; when these sinkings had cost the lives of many
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American citizens, and when the United States had

already been forced to threaten Germany and Aus-

tria-Hungary with a severance of relations in case their

submarines should continue to attack neutral mer-
chant ships, without previous warning, and without

putting in safety their crews and passengers.
That communication was made in the note of the

i8th of April 1916, and was the initial act of the sever-

ance of relations, which later on was followed by war.

We must stop and analyse it, inasmuch as it constit-

uted the original ground for going to war, and the

point at which the parallel lines followed by Chile

and the United States began to diverge.
We said that the line of action followed by Chile

and by the United States ran parallel, their Govern-
ments having adjusted all their acts, declarations and

regulations to neutrality; but, while Chile kept silent,

in face of the naval and commercial conditions of war
laid down by the Allies, the United States was driven

formally to impugn some of them, and even to reserve

its liberty of action in case those conditions should

seriously affect its interests.

By the force of circumstances the United States

was directly involved in the measures of an aggressive
character, undertaken by the Allies, which was not
the case with Chile.

The note of the i8th of April 1916 was the result

of the discussion between the United States and the

Central Empires, by reason of the fixing of maritime
zones of war, which covered enormous extensions of

the high seas, which the Central Empires declared

closed to the free navigation of neutral merchant

shipping.
The United States, against the opinion and interest

of the Allies, acknowledged the right of the belligerents
to interrupt and attack the neutral commerce in that

manner; it fully recognised that the blockade of the
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Central Empires, carried into effect by the naval su-

periority of the Allies, made lawful, in its turn, the
blockade established by the Central Empires to destroy
ships entering those zones, by means of their subma-
rines; but it did not accept, nor could it, that that de-

struction should be brought about without regard to

the lives of neutrals, who might be on the ships
attacked.

As their action had already caused the sinking of

American ships and the death of American citizens; as

that was not authorised by International Law, and was

contrary to the principles of humanity proclaimed by
the civilisation of the latter centuries, it was only nat-

ural that the United States should determine to

threaten to sever its diplomatic relations with the

Central Empires in case such methods were not put a

stop to.

The United States, moreover, was compelled to act

as it did, because the immediate cause of the determin-
ation of the Central Empires, as shewn in the inter-

change of representations, was that the United States

supplied the Allies with munitions, and with all kinds

of war material in quantities that made hopeless the

efforts of the German submarines to bring about, in

the case of the Allies, the wasting and privation caused

to the Central Empires by the lawful and effectual

blockade of their coasts.

The Central Empires made efforts to gain their ends

diplomatically; they pointed out that in the United
States the production of munitions and war material

was abnormal, and that it was going only to the Allies,

and in fact was a sort of participation in the war on

behalf of a group of belligerents their adversaries.

The United States disregarded these efforts, affirm-

ing the right of neutrals to trade freely with the bell-

igerents, a right clearly and explicitly recognised,
and accepted in the last Hague Coventions.
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The Central Empires observed that in the agreements
of those Conventions this new and exceptional case

originating in the war that was being waged was not

foreseen, viz., that one of the groups of nations might
be in communication by sea with the neutral sources
of supply, while the other group of nations was hemmed
in by blockade and deprived of all commercial commu-
nication with the outside world.

The United States upheld its point of view, and
Germany notwithstanding the protests she had made,
expressly consented to limit the operations of her sub-

marines, in accordance with the views of the United
States.

Germany agreed, on the 4th of May 19 16, that:

«Submarines shall not sink any merchant vessels,

both within and without the area declared as a naval
war zone, without warning and without saving hu-
man lives, unless these ships attempt to escape or offer

resistance.»

The United States continued its exportation to the

countries of the Allied Powers, running the risk of its

merchant ships being sunk within the zone of war; but

confident, now, that the lives of its citizens would
not be exposed to the hazards of war.

The attitude of the great Republic of North Amer-
ica continued to give cause of complaint to the Central

Empires, and was the source of numerous claims and
reservations of rights on one side and the other.

It will be remembered that, notwithstanding this,

the United States refused to accede to the petition of

the Allied Powers that they should retain all subma-

rines, whatever their reasons for entering their ports
or territorial waters.

The other countries did not make common cause

with the United States, in its campaign for the defence

of the lives of neutral ^crews or passengers.

(12)
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All kept silent while the matter was being deah
with, and did not consider, as made to them, the prom-
ise of Germany, on the 4th of May, 1916, not to sink

ships without warning and without saving human
life, unless the ships tried to escape or offer resistance.

The Government of the United States, notwith-

standing that American ships had been sunk in the war
zone and the lives of some American citizens lost, not

only transmitted to the Allied Powers the suggestion
of the Central Powers, dated the 12th of December

1916, that they were ready to bring forward proposit-
ions of peace, but the Government of the United

States, motu propio, sent to the belligerents, on the

i8th of December a suggestion tending in principle
to approve the acceptance of the suggestion made by
the Central Powers; while on the 22nd of January
1917, President Wilson, in his address to the Senate,
favoured the idea of a conclusion of the war without

victors or vanquished, considering that only in this

manner could the permanent peace of the world be

assured.

On the 29th of December 1916, the Allied Powers

rejected, somewhat indignantly, the suggestion of the

Central Powers, dated the 12th of December 19 16;

and on the loth of January 1917 answered the sugges-
tion of the United States dated the 18th of December

1916, expressing their satisfaction that the Government
of the United States had made it clear that it did not

support the Central Empires even morally, and that

the fundamental bases of peace sketched by President

Wilson were in no way associated in their, origin* with

the Central Powers.

Permeating these incidents were conspicuous the

most noble desire of the United States to see the war

brought to an end; its determination to protect its

liberty of commerce, including that of munitions of
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war, and its decision not to allow the lives of its citizens

to be unlawfully attacked.

Some other neutral countries applauded the first

of these purposes, and none passed an opinion on the

second and third, but Spain explicitly stated that she

did not consider the moment opportune for negotia-
tions of peace, or for suggesting the basis on which it

could be discussed or made.
A few days afterwards, on the 31st of January 1917,

Germany communicated to the United States her in-

tention to intensify the submarine warfare, and to

attack, without warning and without regard to loss of

human life, any ship found in the war zone.

That resolution which amounted to the cancelling
of the promise made to the United States on the 4th
of May 1916, placed that country in an extremely
serious situation. Would it merely protest? It had

already done that to no purpose. Would it again
threaten to sever its diplomatic relations? That would
show a weakness unworthy of a self-respecting and

powerful country and tend to lower it in the eyes of

both contending groups.
There could be no doubt as to the course it ought to

pursue. The antecedents and the facts ought necessarily
to lead it to sever its relations. It severed them, in a

dignified manner, and without hesitation.

At this crisis the Government of Chile, on the 8th
of February 1917, addressed the German Minister

accredited to our Government, as follows:

«Sir,

<(The Chilean Government has given its attentive

consideration to the note transmitted to it, through
the Minister of Chile in Berlin, as intermediary, as also

to that received from Your Excellency, in which it

is advised that Germany has established a blockade
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zone around England, France, and Italy, and in the
Western part of the Mediterranean, and fixed the
limits within which she will sink «any ship found, even
if it be neutral. »

«That measure, in the opinion of the Chilean Govern-

ment, amounts to a restriction of neutral rights, which
this country can not submit to, because it is contrary
to the principles long recognised in regard to countries
not at w^ar.»

«The recognition by Chile of the step taken by Ger-

many, would be equivalent to diverging from the

strict neutrality it has observed during the actual

European conflict.))

«Chile, therefore, reserves her liberty of action to

insist on her rights, in case of any attack on her ships.»
«I reiterate to Your Excellency the assurance of

my highest and most distinguished consideration.»

(Signed.)
—Alamiro Huidobro.

The Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs ,gave, with-

out hesitation, a dignified answer without verging
on an arrogance unbecoming in weak nations.

Chile as a precautionary measure acted in the same
manner as the United States which had lost citizens

and merchant ships.
She openly pronounced the action of Germany un-

lawful; she protested in the name of the principles of

International Law set at naught, and reserved her

liberty to «insist on her rights, in the case of any attack

on her ships.»
It will be remembered how the Government of Chile,

in answer to a question put by the German Plenipo-

tentiary, clearly stated that the Chilean transports
—

which made voyages with cargoes of nitrate, a sub-

stance declared contraband of war—formed part of

her squadron, being fully aware that that declaration.
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would necessarily give the character of a «casus bellh

to any attack made on her.

Doubtless, Chile would have had no legal or legiti-
mate grounds for a severance of relations, according
to the criterion of the United States. No attacks had
been made on ships fl3ang her flag; no Chilean lives

had been lost; Chile had not peremptorily threatened

Germany as the United States had done, nor had

Germany made to Chile the promise she had made to

the Republic of North America.
There w^ould only have been grounds for a severance

of relations if, after that declaration, some Chilean ship
or some ship that had Chileans on board had been sunk
without warning, and their lives lost; only then would
Chile's case have been that of the United States, and

then, without the shadow of a doubt, Chile, notwith-

standing her small power and her limited resources

would have acted with the same self-respect and

dignity that the United States acted.

The attitude of the nations, one with another, in

the crisis under review, differed in appearance rather

than in reality, and, granted the antecedents, can
well be said to have been identical.

The United States severed its relations with Ger-

many which country was profoundly convinced, as

President Wilson declared to Congress, that the United
'States would not do more than threaten. The American

mandatary believed that Germany would recede before
the prospect of the declaration of war, which would

infallibly be made, in case the submarine war were
carried on without warning and without regard to

the saving of life. He expressed that opinion without

ambiguity and in the most conclusive manner, and

prayed God that war might not ensue in consequence
of the unrestricted submarine warfare declared by
Germany.
The conflict could have been avoided by the United
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States ceasing to send supplies to the Allied Powers,
or by procuring that these nations would also permit
supplies to reach the Central Empires, or by arranging
that the Allied Powers would use their own ships mann-
ed by their own countrymen, to carry the supplies
they themselves needed, thus avoiding the use of

American ships or crews; or on the other hand that

the Central Empires would desist from the measure an-

nounced, as President Wilson hoped. But to desist,
would mean the indefinite prolongation of the war, as

the Austro-Hungarian Government explicitly declared
in its memorandum of the 2nd of March 1917, possibly

opining, though not admitting, that that would mean
losing the war in the long run.

Whichever of these methods were adopted, it would

unduly restrict the liberty of commerce of the neutrals,

and more particularly that of the United States, which

represented thousands of millions of dollars a year,
and would be of immense assistance in bringing about
a most precarious situation for the Allied Powers,
whose supplies of food and war material w^ere depend-
ent on importations from the United vStates, and on
the use of its shipping facilities.

This very special and unique position of the United
States was bound to make it throw in its lot with one
or other of the belligerents.

It was forced into a position where it could not con-

tinue to be neutral, without almost renouncing its

sovereignty, without submitting to the dictation of

the Central Empires, thus leaving the Allied Powers
to their fate, and without surrendering at the same
time its right, as a neutral, to trade with them.

Furthermore, it was only after the falling away of

Russia, and the efforts of Germany to strike at the

heart of France and her Capital, that the United
States became convinced that it could not procure

peace by friendly negotiation. After having assured
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itself that it was a case of a duel to the death, it was

profoundly human that it should call its citizens to

arms, throwing its weight, its financial power and
its sword into the scale, as the only way to put an end
to the horrible conflict.

Which side would it take, and why?
As we know which side it did take, we will condense

the reasons from the point of view of Political Econo-

my, that led it to side with the Allied Powers.
The Central Powers had taken the lives of its peace-

ful citizens, in violation of International Law, and
the laws of humanity; they had also attacked its mer-
chant ships, and wished to shackle the freedom of its

legitimate maritime commerce; they had declared war
without consulting the will of their peoples; tliey had

waged it with reckless cruelty in defence of a Govern-
ment essentially autocratic; their triumph would sig-

nify the glorification of that system and the rout of

Democracy, a constant menace to the peace of the

world, and a direct menace to the tranquility of the

United States itself.

It was thus that the upright President Wilson

thought, said and repeated in his memorable address-

es to the Congress of his country.
And how could he help but see that the triumph of

the Central Empires was bound to bring, sooner or

later, either the voluntary submission of the United
States or war?

President Wilson had already said in his note to

the Government of Mexico: «The United States has
unearthed a plot, laid by the Government dominating
the Central Powers to embroil not only the Govern-
ment and people of Mexico, but also the Government
and people of Japan in wax: with the United States»,

and this at the very time the United States was doing
its utmost to secure a peace based on conditions that

would guarantee its stability.
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President Wilson also had said in his address at a

joint session of the two Houses of Congress on the
2nd of April 19 17:
«We are accepting this challenge of hostile purpose

because we know that in such a government, following
such methods, we can never have a friend; and that
in the presence of its organised power, always lying
in wait to accomplish we know not what purpose,
there can be no assured securitv for. the democratic

governments of the world. »

The material reasons, which have their rise in the

geographical and commercial position of the United

States, and are essential to its self-preservation, could
not in Law, lead Chile to take the extreme step of

breaking her neutrality.
The reasons that had their rise in President Wilson's

altruistic desire to protect the interests of the neutrals;
to defend hum^^nitarian principles and the foundations
of human civilisation and to champion the democra-
cies against the autocracies, found in the Chilean soul,

alive to the nobler sentiments, the most sympathetic
response, and the more so as the illustrious American

mandatary was seeking to attain a just and lasting

peace, not only for the Powers at war, but for the

whole world; and even after the United States had de-

clared war, he continued to repeat in every possible
manner that he was not seeking in war either the hu-

miliation or the rout of the peoples of the belligerents
but the humiliation and rout of the autocratic regime
which was stifling their voice.

Chile, on a now memorable occasion, was impelled

by like sentiments to generously hasten and make com-
mon cause with Peru when in 1866 the sovereignty and

independence of that nation were menaced by Spain.
Chile had not been attacked on that occasion, nor

had she any grounds for fearing that she would be, but

she declared war on the mother-country, and for the
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sake of American solidarity and loyalty to this frater-

nal bond she received bloody wounds and made pecu-
niary sacrifices relatively enormous.

Spain decorously effaced the marks of that con-

flict, and the same guns and rifles, with which Chile

had equipped herself to resist the attacks incurred by
her action on behalf of American confraternity, were

used, a little later, to defend her flag, done violence

to by the very Republic to whose aid she had gone.
We do not mean to imply, by drawing attention to

this episode in our national history, that nations should

always look only to their own interests in determining
their course of action; neither do we mean that they
should have an eye to practical results when they
resort to arms in defence of altruistic principles; unfor-

tunately weak nations cannot obtain, nor is their in-

fluence of value in obtaining justice, when a nation

incomparably more powerful refuses to give it or attacks

their rights.
We wish it to be understood, that Chile took up the

role of champion of Americanism, once, with lament-
able moral and material results, which authoritatively

proves that her national spirit is not egoistic.
What part would she have played in the great con-

flict about to end, supposing that she had severed her

relations with the Central Empires without determinate
reasons sanctioned by International Law?
What effective contingent could she have contrib-

uted to the Allies?

None whatever; neither provisions, resources, mu-
nitions, men, nor ships.

She could have given moral support?
But she had already contributed that, decisively

and peremptorily, in condemning the submarine war
without restrictions, just as the United States did when
all the causals concentred which impelled it to sever
its relations and to declare war.
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did not think fit to do, and then it would of a cer-

tainty be said that Chile had severed her relations,

although she had received no direct offence, although
the position she took up in her answer to Germany had
not been assailed, and even though the United States,
in a like position, had not severed its relations.

But, with what practical object? None, as we have

already shown, but we have kept back some reasons
to bring them forward now.

Chile, notwithstanding her small representation
in the world was a factor of immense importance,
almost, and we use this word, weighing well the terms
of comparison, almost as important as the United
States.

Chile was the producer of the powder and explosives
with which the Allied Powers carried on the war.
Without the nitrate, materia prima indispensable for

making them, the United States would not have been
able to supply the belligerents adequately with muni-
tions.

The protests, remonstrances, and coercive meas-
ures brought into operation by the Central Empires
against the United States should logically have reached
and comprised Chile.

If Chile helped the Allied Powers directly, how can
she be styled pro-German?

It will be said by those who have an interest in not

acknowledging the probity of our neutrality, that we

supplied the Allied Powers because we had nothing
to send to the Central Empires.
But the same can be said, right off, of the United

States, and, further, it must be remembered that

Chile very strenuously increased her ordinary produc-
tion of nitrate, and did not take advantage of her priv-

ileged position to put higher duties on it, nor did she

offer to assist the producers by lending them money
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to maintain high selUng prices, as she could easily
have done.

She was in fact, and within neutrahty, the most
effective Ally of the Entente Powers.

Remember, too, the protests of the German diplo-
mats about the facilities which Chile gave to the armed
merchant ships and auxiliaries of the warships to

change their original status, leaving them free to carry
nitrate.

What advantage would a severing of relations or a

war between Chile and the Central Empires have been
to the Allies?

Not only would it not have profited them but such
a course might have had the most lamentable conse-

quences.
Is the North American or European world aware

how little it would take to inutilize a nitrate works
for six months?
One resolute man, and two dynamite cartridges!

Would it have been worth while to take this risk by-

provoking the Austrians and Germans, residents in

the country, cognisant, as nitrate producers, how to

destroy the works?

Would the Allied Powers have recommended the

risk to be taken?

Still further; Chile, through her Government, nego-
tiated with the United States the sale of five million

quintals of nitrate which the German works had in

stock, and this nitrate, elaborated by the capital of

the Germans resident in the country, went to the thea-

tre of war.

And the neutrality of Chile was pro-German?
When the war broke out, two dreadnoughts

were being built in British dockyards for Chile, who
had urgent and vital need of them in her squadron.

Great Britain wanting them, availed herself of
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Government put no difficulties in her way.
The transfer was made; Great Britain increased her

naval power, and Chile remained almost defenceless

on the sea.

Great Britain, with her customary generosity and

nobleness, compensated Chile, supplying her gratui-

tously with six submarines and a goodly number of

aeroplanes.
Nor did she stop there. She exercised every care in

delivering the submarines and provided them with

everything necessary to arrive at our ports, which they
reached manned by our own sailors.

She went further and sent Major Huston, a

brilliant officer of her army, to initiate our flying corps
in the technique and piloting of the airships, and a few

months after his arrival, he had the satisfaction of

seeing the Chilean Lieutenant Godoy make an intrepid

flight across the majestic summits of the Cordillera of

the Andes.

Chile, under the guidance of Huston has made a

world-record in mountain-flight.
Chile was acclaimed by Great Britain, and during

the war was treated by her with the greatest deference,
and the most significant military respect.
Was it the intention of Great Britain to provide us

with elements of war on land and sea, that we might
put them at the disposal of her enemies? or did she

trust the sincerity of our neutrality?
Remember how in the first stage of the war, when

the issue was doubtful, an intrepid Chilean mate, in

command of a small steamer, reached the southern

polar regions to save the crew of Sir Ernest Shackle-

ton who had been under the necessity of leaving them
in the solitary ice-fields of the Pole, and call to mind
how the celebrated British explorer arrived safe and
sound with his bold companions at Valparaiso, where
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he was the object of a colossal manifestation of pop-
ular sympathy, and great and brilliant receptions in

Chilean society.
We have a special right in this work to invoke the

evidence of Sir Ernest Shackleton; let this most noble
member of the British navy tell his country and the

Allied Governments if it is true or not that the whole
of Chile acclaimed and entertained him, with profound
affection and deference for the nationality to which
he belonged.

Ask Sir Maurice de Bunsen, who on his arrival at

Havanna, declared, as we have already pointed out,
in documents of an official character, that in no country
had he been received and treated with more cordiality
and affability than in Chile.

We do not resort to the testimony that could be given
by Sir Francis Stronge, the British Plenipotentiary
in Chile, during the war, because in documents which
have already appeared in this work there is full proof
of the satisfaction which he always experienced, at

the correct manner in which Chile maintained her

neutrality.
Our attitude always conformed to the high-minded

spirit of our race.

We have an admission to make.
The writer of these lines was pro-Ally by convic-

tion. He desired the triumph of democracy and the

defeat of autocracy and militarism; his sympathies
were with France and Great Britain, but not on that

account withdrawn from the laborious and industrial

masses of the German people.
In a certain moment of exaltation, he felt that Chile

should make common cause with the Allies. He ex-

pressed his opinion to that effect in the ante-chamber
of the Minister of Foreign Affairs to a bishop with a

British surname, and received this answer: «I entirely

agree with you, but we cannot proceed in that manner
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for a virile people to help to crush a nation already
extenuated and about to sucgumb.))
The writer of this felt the force of his remarks and

flushed to think that when the time should arrive to

judge these events impartially, Chile might appear to

have sought cheap glory at the expense of her personal
dignity, by joining the side that suited her temporary
convenience.

The United States of Brazil had adequate reasons
for breaking its neutrality, as it was near the zone of

war; the great commerce of that Republic suffered the
direct consequences of the submarine campaign; its

squadron was efficient and could give real help, and
in case of need, it could have contributed with part
of its army; but Chile, situated at the end of the Conti-

nent and in the Pacific Ocean, far removed from the

developments of the operations of war, could have
done no more than Peru did, that is, put forward in

the Peace Conference petitions completely foreign to

the object of the war.

As, then, Chile had no reasons, based on Internat-

ional Law, for severing her relations with the Central

Empires and as she opportunely did her duty by ener-

getically protesting against the submarine warfare

without restrictions, reserving at the same time her

liberty of action in case her ships or her sons were

sacrificed, she did all that could be expected of her.

She could go no further under the provisions of

International Law that were in force up to the day of

the actual Armistice. Up to that time the nations

were not authorised to sever their diplomatic relations

with other nations, except in virtue of concrete reasons

which constituted injury or damage to themselves or

injury or damage to their allies. They were not author-

ised to take that step or to declare war in defence of

the rights of third parties, or of common law or for
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humanitarian reasons. That authorisation and even
that obUgation will come with the League of Nations;
then offences and conflicts will be the concern of. the

whole world.

So much so is this the case, that President Wilson
took care to say to the Congressmen of his country:
«We do not desire any hostile conflict with the Impe-

rial German Government. We are the sincere friends of

the German people and earnestly desire to remain at

peace with the Government which speaks for them.
We shall not believe that they are hostile to us unless
and until we are obliged to believe it.»

<(We will not choose the path of submission. The

wrongs against which we now array ourselves are no
common wrongs; they cut to the very roots of human
life. With a profound sense of the solemn and even

tragical character of the step I am taking, I advise that

the Congress declare the recent course of the Imperial
German Government to be in fact nothing less than
war against the government and people of the United
States. »

In this manner did the mandatary of that great
nation wait till direct acts and injuries led it to sever

its relations, and till determinate facts made clear that

it had been attacked and was not the aggressor.
How can this small country, Chile, be designated

pro-German, because it did not attack before being
attacked?
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PRESIDENT WILSON.

We have still a duty to fulfil, a duty which we con-
sider national, and that is to render explicit and re-

spectful tribute of admiration to President Wilson who
has surpassed the most renowned champions of civili-

sation, and who has written with the sword the lofty
altruistic conceptions, which the philosophers of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries wrote with the

pen, on the page of history..
He, was not, at first, understood in Chile, for neither

this country nor the rest of the world was prepared to

accept, without reservations, his programme frankly

revolutionary, and destructive of present prejudices.
But he became understood when, with the faith of

an old time crusader, he crossed the ocean, and stepped
on the soil of France still warm with the blood of her

sons shed in defence of liberty; when he strove to calm
her just clamouring for vengeance and to dispel the

clouds of hate with the sunshine of his generous soul

and to rear a living monument to Universal Peace on
the foundations of cathedrals, palaces, cottages and
hearths swept by the guns of the invader.

Honour and glory to the modern redeemer of man-
kind!

Let the Ages of war end! Let this survival of the

human beast in civilised man disappear!
Some doubts occur to the dwellers of this far-off

land, in regard to the new moral world which is to

appear from behind so many horrors.
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Will the League of Nations cause to disappear the

tendencies, differences of opinion, and aspirations of

the different races which have not been able to come
to an understanding with one another since the days
of the Tower of Babel? Is the w^orld ready for national

inter-dependence? Will it be necessary to use the

world-armies as frequently as the national-armies?

Will the justice of the League of Nations be blind,
and being so, will it not lead to a clashing of contrary
interests?

These are problems that the future will resolve.

For the moment the signs are not encouraging; neither

the horrible massacres and pillaging by the Russian

populace, nor what is happening in Germany, nor what

seemingly is brewing in all the countries of the world,
nor the cruel vandalic manner in which the war is wag-
ed.

It is to be feared that the League of Nations may
debilitate the patriotic idea which to-day binds together
the members of nations; there is the danger that the

ignorant masses, freed from their actual restraints,

may embrace ideas tending to disintegrate the social

progress achieved.

Chile, meanwhile, as we said in the preface to this

treatise, has nothing to fear from the League of Na-
tions, and indeed has an interest in co-operating in

its constitution.

The norma of this country is Peace; it has never

provoked war; it has been dragged into it.

The time will come when it will historically prove
this.

It will go, if need-be, before the League, not to seek
defence from revindications or of unjustifiable con-

quests but to ask the strict fulfilment of its solemn
Treaties.

(13)
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TACNA AND ARICA.

The definite possession of Tacna and Arica is

dependent on the Treaty.
Chile desires the defininite possession of that terri-

tory, not as a conqueror, but by peaceful arrangement,
so as to avoid the constant menace to her frontier,
and to be able to protect her industries, especially that
of nitrate, from the attacks, mutinies and revolutions

of her neighbours.
Is the world aware that Tacna and Arica, while

under Peruvian rule, was a permanent nest of revo-

lutionaries?

If it is not, the following document will enlighten it:»

«Sir,

I have the honour to inform Your Excellency, that

I have received from His Excellency the Peruvian
Minister of Foreign Affairs the confidential instruction

to acquaint Your Excellency that my Government
has been advised that some Peruvian citizens tempor-
arily resident in Tacna and Arica are conspiring

against the stability of the Peruvian Government,
and endeavouring to procure ways and means of dis-

turbing public order in our country. Sefior Guillermo
E. Billinghurst and Doctor Augusto Durand are the

agitators or ringleaders in this revolutionary move-
ment. Although my Government is confident that

these attempts will not succeed, in view of the unani-

mous support given by the country to the present
Administration, it trusts, nevertheless, that the Su-

preme Government of Chile, in accordance with its

policy of approximation, which is duly reciprocated

by the Peruvian Government, may be inclined to spare
a friendly Government, whose gratitude it has so nobly
compromised, the difficulties which could originate
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in the stay in those cities, of the said political agita-
tors and other well known agents, and, with that end
in view, it begs that they may be expelled, so that

they may not continue to abuse the hospitality which
this country has extended to them.

Complying with the above instruction of my Govern-

ment, I avail myself of the opportunity to reiterate

to Your Excellency the assurance of my high and dis-

tinguished consideration.

(Signed) .
—R. Colmenares.

To His Excellency Senor Don Alejandro Lira.—
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Santiago)).

Santiago, 29th December 1914.

«Sehor Consul General:

The note of the 23rd instant has been received in

this Department, in which you. Sir, by special request
of your Government, ask ours to expel Sefiores

Guillermo E. Billinghurst, Augusto Durand and
their agents, who in the cities of Tacna and Arica are

planning a revolutionary movement the object of

which is to disturb public order in Peru.

As an antecedent in formulating this petition your
Government, Sir, very opportunely calls to mind the
frank and friendly approximation whicah nimates our
Government and the loyal co-operation of our Chan-

cellery in recognising the Administration which rules,

the destinies of your friendly country.
In reply, it is my duty to inform you, Sir, that the

Government of Peru, in expressing its confidence that
our Government will take the steps necessary to put:
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an end to the dangerous presence there of those two
leaders, has justly estimated our friendly feeling, and
the Authorities of Tacna have, in consequence, receiv-

ed instructions to expel them.

(Signed).
—

Alejandro Lira.

To Sehor Ricardo Colmenares, Consul General of

Peru.

The possession of Tacna and Arica by Peru would
convert that territory into a permanent revolution-

ary centre, as we have already stated that it was
before, and that would affect not only the nitrate re-

gion of Tarapaca, but also the imports and exports of

Bolivia which are carried on the railway which -joins

the centre of that country with Arica, a road which
Chile built at a cost of over £ 3,000.000, as agreed in-

aTreaty of Amity and Commerce made in 1904 with

Bolivia, which country, as is known, was urged into

the war of 1879 W Peru.

From Tacna and Arica Peru would carry on
a constant campaign to incite Bolivia to new
conflicts with our country. The League of Na-
tions would find itself face to face with the problem
of guaranteeing the peace of South America, or of

establishing a permanent centre of revolutions, in-

trigues and provocations if it made use of its influence

to have that territory returned to Peru.

Tacna and Arica have cost the Chilean National

Treasury twenty times more than that territory is

worth. Chile has given it value, commercial life, and

public peace which it did not have under Peruvian

administration; her capitalists have created industries

and sources of private wealth there; and she has

incurred this heavy expediture for the purpose of keep-

ing at a distance the menace that neighbours cunning
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and prone to revolutions would mean for herself and
for the foreign capital invested in the nitrate region
of the province of Tarapaca.

Chile has incurred that expenditure for the sake of

peace, because, as we have already said, Chile is essen-

tially a lovet of peace.
The fact of her never having provoked a war proves

this; she has proved it by the Treaties of Arbitration,
made with almost all the nations of the world; by
actual arbitrations on various occasions and by the

agreement as to reduction of armaments, which
she made with the Argentine Republic, the first of

that nature made in the world.

The writer had the honour of placing before Baron
d'Estournelles all the details necessary for comprehend-
ing the spirit in which Chile made that arrangement,
and received in Paris in 1904 the most marked con-

gratulations thereon.

Such was the opinion of the eminent Frenchman
who had battled so often and so generously on behalf

of universal peace.

Again we say: Let war be put an end to! Let men use

their physical powers for the good of humanity! Let
the mighty forces of their minds be used to better

the life-conditions of their brother-men!
We must further ask: Will this be possible now? Will

humanity take to heart the lesson of the agonizing
groans of millions of dying men; of the heart-break-

ing lamentations of wives and mothers; of the cries

of little children; of the homes in flames; all these

the food of the merciless guns?
Would to God that it may! We profoundly hope

that it will. As for ourselves all we can say is, that

we shall do our utmost to do our share, in the spirit
of President Wilson, and endeavour to rise with him to

those altruistic regions where man can live on lines

of reason, the beast in him having ceased to be.
*
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As we are now nearing the end of this treatise, we
will conclude it by recording a quite recent incident:

During a short visit to his country just made by
His Excellency Seiior Don Agustin Edwards, who
was the Chilean Minister in Great Britain during the

whole war, he was the honoured guest at one of

the greatest banquets ever held in Valparaiso, and on
that occasion their Excellencies Senor Edwards, and
Sehor Barros Borgono, at present the Minister of

Foreign Affairs of Chile, made speeches of which we
are going to reproduce some paragraphs, without any
comments, for anything we could say would rather

take away from than add to their significance.

SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY SENOR DON AGUSTIN
EDWARDS.

«Let my first words express, —as far as the material

mechanism of words can catch in its cogs the deepest
emotions of the impalpable and infinite human soul—the

gratitude I feel towards all those who have received

me with a warmth which springs from our common
sentiments and ideals. It has been my good fortune

to interpret those sentiments in the mission entrusted

to me by our Government, and the country congrat-
ulates itself not on a personal work—to think. that

would be an unpardonable vanity,
—but on the faithful

and loyal interpretation, during the vicissitudes of

the great tragedy, of the unchanging trend of the Chil-

ean nation which owes its very existence to the princi-

ples of liberty which have been in serious danger of

succumbing; which founds its internal order on demo-
cratic institutions that a false conception of civilisation

was threatening with destruction, and which, lastly,

has sought and does seek, in the inviolability of its

international obligations, peace and concord with all

the civilised peoples of the world.
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Allow me, on this my first appearance in public, to

express my gratitude to Great Britain for the

sacrifices she has made in defence of principles
and institutions which are peculiar to us also, and the

guarantee of our future. Allow me, above all, to

thank her for her noble comprehension of our diffi-

culties during the war, and for the generous way in

which she attended to those necessities of ours, which
the overruling exigencies of the war hindered her

from satisfying entirely. I shall never forget that in

the midst of a gigantic struggle which engaged all her

herculean energies on the sea, on land, and in the

air, the Government of His Britannic Majesty always
found time to attend the just representations of the

Chilean Government without making the war or our

neutrality an excuse for delaying the determinations
and compensations which it considered to be just. The

equal rights of great and small nations, and respect
for the sovereign will of the weak in presence of the

strong, have not been showy and empty catch-phrases
but material and palpable facts in the relations beween
Chile and Great Britain.

What the Hon. Mr. Asquith with classical eloquence
called « a sombre procession of cruelty and pain» keeps
arriving at the august temple of peace, but full of

hope and illuminated by the rays of immortality.
Those who walk in it have purified, in martyrdom,
the materialities of the strife, and fortified by a new
faith—that of the solidarity of the destinies of all the

peoples
—have sought and found, in new tables of the

law, mandates which consecrate that faith as a univer-

sal religion.
The League of Nations was but yesterday an ideal

of the thinkers who abominated the scattered and
diabolical empire of brute force, which brute force

by reason of its dispersion in the world, had not dis-
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played all its malignant power. The war— and I do
ill in calling it war—for it has been in reality a world-
revolution against a state of affairs civilisation could
tolerate no longer

—shewed us that the modern rapid
means of communication made possible the concentra-
tion of all the material forces to produce a hecatomb
capable of destroying the flower of the human race.

With this cruel experience before them, the peoples
who have lived apprehensively shouldering arms for

half a century; the peoples who suffered for four and
a half years the incalculable horrors of war; the peoples
who see on the length of the road and in the cities,

hundreds of thousand of blindeds, lame, armless and

paralysed men, condemned in the flower of their youth
to drag on an incomplete life, when they had the right
to live it out to the full; the peoples who have seen their

brave ranks decimated, their cost of living increased,
their social order upset, their old means of livelihood

broken up, have risen up to curse war and all that war
brings in its train, and with tears and imprecations
to entreat men like President Wilson, the Hon. Lloyd
George, Clemenceau and Orlando who sympathise
with their needs, to save them from again becoming
victims of such calamities, and those eminent states-

men who are not only great leaders of the people but
men of heart, have paid heed to their cry.
One must need have no heart, or not have been in

immediate contact with the horrors of the war, to
doubt the necessity of a League of Nations. An ideal

is it? Most certainly it is. «Life without an ideal is

not worth living» wrote Enrico Ferri the great Italian

thinker, in an album I treasure. For an ideal, millions
of men have given their lives and will continue to give
them. Those who gave them for the haughtiest and
best organised materialism that the world has ever

seen, made a barren sacrifice and'worked the ruin of

their people.
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The League of Nations is, for the world, a necessity
of social and economic conservation, and will have
to be incorporated in the mechanism of international

relations, in its present form, or with slight modifica-

tions.

The moment will arrive when we shall be called upon
to rank in it, along with the other peoples who for

different reasons have not taken part in the world-

revolution about to terminate, and I sincerely believe

there is not a single Chilean or real patriot, who will

not, with profound satisfaction and pride see the time
arrive when we shall be firmly rivetted to the chain of

all the nations that have shed their blood and sacrificed

their treasure, to create a better world for mankind. I

am convinced that in following that course w^e shall be

true to the best traditions of our foreign policy which
has above all and before all, striven for peace and con-

cord with all nations, and I am certain that the sacri-

fice we should have to make in common with the rest,

would not be of interests really vital or sacred, but of

the stale prejudices of a world which, in 1914, depar-
ted for ever.»

SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY, SENOR DON LUIS BARROS
BORGONO, MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

«Gentlemen,

It is satisfactory for the Minister of Foreign Affairs,
and a great honour for me personally to participate
in the noble object which has brought together in this

manifestation the most representative elements of

Valparaiso opinion invariably sound.
Therefore I concur with special pleasure in the pub-

lic tribute to the distinguished diplomat who, in his

elevated post of intense labour and exceptional import-
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ance, has been guarding the greatest affairs of the
nation with farsighted criterion and vigilant zeal.

Always overtaxing himself in work, and with a clear

outlook, the representative of Chile in London, don

Agustin Edwards has always been the active, intelli-

gent and discreet servant of his country.
In that great metropolis of world-wide activities;

in the midst of the most vital problems which have
ever agitated the nations; in the hours of doubt and

grave anxiety as to the future, Seiior Edwards has
maintained the representation of his country on a
level with these circumstances, and has known how to

respond to the confidence of the Government, and to

the national aspirations.
The war, which has just ended on the battle-fields,

has shifted in a fundamental manner all the political

conceptions, up to now considered immovable; it has
caused a whole system of deep-rooted traditions and

long-accepted principles to disappear; and undoubtedly
the social and political building of the future will have
to be raised on new foundations, which consult the

principles of justice on lines that correspond to the
irrestrainable aspirations of the peoples, for peace
and the permanent rule of law.

The very mentality of men has undergone a change;
the old moulds are broken, and the vision of a better

future for humanity, is informing the juridical con-

science of all the nations.

Our worthy representative in London has faithfully

interpreted those aspirations, which coincide with
those of this country and has succeeded, at the same

time, in rendering service to the ideals which inform
the international policy of the Republic.

During the Great European war Chile has strictly

conformed to International Law; and our motive for

remaining neutral was not that we were indifferent to

the spirit of the Chilean people, and their sense of
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confraternity, but that we were loyal to the same

principles that kept the United States from taking

part in the conflict, till its rights as a nation were
trodden under foot.

It was only to be expected that the great war,

waged in defence of international good faith and re-

spect for Treaties, would have, as indeed it proved to

have the sympathy of the Chilean people, which has
never laid aside its peaceful occupations, but to main-
tain its rights, to defend the liberty of other nations,
or compel respect for its word solemnly pledged.

While this work is still in the Press there has been
also a manifestation in honour of the Minister of Great
Britain in Chile, Sir Francis Stronge. Four hundred
of the leading men, in the political, social, and financial

circles of the capital, gave him a banquet, at the close

of which, this gentleman, with characteristic refinement

expressed his most heartfelt and unqualified satisfac-

tion at the ovations and friendly demonstrations
directed towards his country.

Lastly, we must point out that the neutrality ob-

served by Chile was approved by the Congress of 1914,
and by the following one; by Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of different political parties who filled this

post, and by Sehor Ramon Barros Luco, who was
President of the Republic when the war broke out, and

by the present mandatary. His Excellency Sefior Juan
Luis Sanfuentes.

The honour of the dignified policy adopted by this

country is mainly due to those two distinguished public
servants as constitutional directors of the Foreign Af-

fairs of Chile, and therefore we honour the first pages
of this treatise with their portraits.
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